Antikbar Original Vintage Posters - Original Vintage Posters January Sale - Starts 29 Jan 2022

Lot 1
Advertising Poster Concert Des Ambassadeurs Operetta Ballet Acrobats Champs Elysees Cheret. Original antique Les Maitres
de l'Affiche advertising poster for Concert des Ambassadeurs featuring a great illustration by a French painter, lithographer
and poster artist Jules Cheret (1836-1932) depicting ballet dancer, an acrobat with clown paint, opera singer, a dancing
lady in a red dress with cymbals in her hands and a cupid with flowers at her feet, a tray of drinks with champagne and
wine, cigars, and a string instrument, with stylised lettering providing information for the show - Every evening at 7.30 Free
Entry. Chants - Operettas - Ballet - Acrobats - Prestidigitation, at Champs-Elysees with daytime shows on Sundays and
holidays. Printed signature on the image. Printed by Chaix, Paris. Good condition, tears, browning, creasing, paper loss in
top right corner, blind embossing in bottom right corner. Country of issue: France, designer: Jules Cheret, size (cm): 40x29,
year of printing: 1884
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 2
Advertising Poster Lelia Montaldi Valdes Paraguay. Original vintage advertising poster for a book Lelia Montaldi by Andre
Valdes representing the scenes of life in Paraguay - Scenes de la vie au Paraguay Lelia Montaldi par Andre Valdes. Dramatic
design by Jules Cheret showing a girl thrusting herself onto a gentleman with a beard and mustache while a lady on the left
looks at them in shock and a lady in a hat pointing to the pair from the shadows of the jungle. Good condition, restored
paper losses, restored tears, restored folds, minor creasing, minor staining, backed on linen. Country of issue: France,
designer: Jules Cheret, size (cm): 122x86, year of printing: 1887
Estimate: 225 - 450
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 3
Advertising Poster Job Cigarette Paper Cheret Smoking Tobacco. Original antique Les Maitres de l'Affiche advertising poster
for Job Papier a Cigarettes - Cigarette Paper featuring a great illustration by a French painter, lithographer and poster artist
Jules Cheret (1836-1932) depicting a young red-haired lady in an elegant white and yellow striped dress looking over her
shoulder with a cigarette in her mouth. Printed signature on the image. Printed by Chaix Ateliers Cheret, Paris. Poor
condition, trimmed, staining, creasing, rough trimmed right edge, blind embossing in bottom right corner. Country of issue:
France, designer: Jules Cheret, size (cm): 33x25, year of printing: 1889
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 4
Advertising Poster Punch Grassot Cheret Alcohol Drink Liquor. Original antique Les Maitres de l'Affiche advertising poster for
le Punch Grassot featuring a great illustration by a French painter, lithographer and poster artist Jules Cheret (1836-1932)
depicting a young lady in an elegant dress, yellow feather hat, stockings and shoes holding a tray with Grassot punch and
glasses, red lettering below reads - le Punch Grassot se trouve dans tous les Grands Cafes / the Grassot Punch can be
found in all major cafes. Printed signature on the image. Printed by Chaix Ateliers Cheret, Paris. Poor condition, trimmed,
repaired tears, staining, creasing, blind embossing in bottom right corner. Country of issue: France, designer: Jules Cheret,
size (cm): 36x25, year of printing: 1895
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 5
Advertising Poster Sunbeams Bicycle Chain Art Nouveau John Marston Cycling Bike. Original antique advertising poster for
Sunbeams bicycles featuring a humorous Art Nouveau illustration of two ladies and a gentleman cheering with his red scarf
standing on the frame and wheels of the bicycle to observe a cycling race with betting on the field, and a surprised
gentleman with a monocle looking at them, the title above reads - 3 to 1 on Sunbeams. John Marston Ltd. Wolverhampton.
Printed by McCaw Stevenson & ORR Ltd, Belfast & Birmingham. Good condition, folds, repaired tears, creasing, staining,
backed on paper. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 152x100, year of printing: 1896
Estimate: 450 - 900
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 6
Advertising Poster Mathieu de la Drome Almanac Weather Forecast. Original antique advertising poster for 1897 Almanac by
Mathieu de la Drome featuring an illustration of a French politician and scholar Antoine Philippe Mathieu known as Mathieu
de la Drome (1808-1865) statue in the centre with a winged lady holding a wreath over his head and a pipe in the other, a
hot air balloon in the sky over a ship at the sea, farmers working in the field, people braving wind and rain. Drome
published the first issue of Almanac in 1863, predicting the weather by the lunar phases, the Almanacs were issued
continuously from 1863 to 1939. Printed by Typographie de E. Plon, Paris. Horizontal. Good condition, tears, creasing,
staining, folds. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 30x40, year of printing: 1897
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 7
Advertising Poster Lulu Biscuit Lefevre Utile. Original antique advertising poster for Lu biscuits Lefevre-Utile featuring a child
dressed in a cape and holding a basket marked Lu on one arm whilst looking out to the viewer and eating a biscuit, the
stylised company name Lu over the image with a Lu Petit-Beurre Nantes biscuit above and the text below. Good condition,
staining, minor creasing, restored tears, backed on linen. Country of issue: France, designer: Firmin Bouisset, size (cm):
174.5x120, year of printing: 1897
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 8
Advertising Poster Camille Paris Horse Harness. Original antique advertising poster for a French manufacturer of horse
harnesses and saddles Camille - Paris at 24 Rue Chateau Landon in Paris, France. Pictures shows a horse in a single person
equipment for the Agrentinian army and two horses in harnesses Grand Gala. Poor condition, loss on right margin, staining,
large tears, folds and pencil marks, original holes on sides. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
76.5x56, year of printing: 1890s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 8.1
Advertising Poster Camille Paris Horse Harness. Original antique advertising poster for a French manufacturer of horse
harnesses and saddles Camille - Paris at 24 Rue Chateau Landon in Paris, France. Pictures shows a horse in a single person
equipment for the Agrentinian army and two horses in harnesses Grand Gala. Poor condition, loss on right margin, staining,
large tears, folds and pencil marks, original holes on sides. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
76.5x56, year of printing: 1890s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 9
Advertising Poster Weiss Harmonicas Pocket Piano Music. Original antique advertising poster for Weiss Harmonicas,
featuring an illustration of two boys dressed in jackets and vests with neckties and caps, one is playing the harmonica while
the other smiles and claps with his harmonica placed in his pocket, the inset below depicts fluta and mandola players with
Metalla Weiss Slider all-metal harmonica in between, and Weisss Piccolo and Flora harmonicas below. Fair condition,
restored tears, restored creasing, staining, punched hole on top edge, backed on board. Country of issue: Germany,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 49x31, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 10
Advertising Poster La Bodiniere Theatre Hall Paris Cheret. Original antique Les Maitres de l'Affiche advertising poster for La
Bodinaire bursts with gaiety and joie de vivre as a charming woman is pictured with a tambourine in a yellow robe,
dancing her way across the stage. As she holds a mask in her hand, another performer dances behind her with a smile,
looking out to the audience inviting us to join. La Bodinaire was a popular theatre hall in Paris between 1890 and 1902
which hosted a distinguished audience of aristocrats, grand bourgeois and intelligentsia. This flamboyant illustration
captures a beautiful moment during the performance, encapsulating a wonderful feeling of bohemian nonchalance. This
iconic art nouveau poster is by Jules Cheret (1836 - 1932), published in the 1900s. Good condition, tears, staining, creasing,
paper losses, blind embossing in bottom right corner. Country of issue: France, designer: Jules Cheret, size (cm): 40x29,
year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 11
Advertising Poster Student Ball Art Nouveau Bal Des Etudiants Demange Deraon. Original antique advertising poster for Bal
des Etudiants Student Ball by R. Demange Deraon featuring a stunning Art Nouveau image of fashionably dressed ladies
dancing and admiring the ball, with a man in a mask playing a trumpet, a lady playing drums, and a Cupid like child playing
tambourine, with decorative patters forming faces and theatrical masks. Lithograph by J. Royer - Nancy, France. Fair
condition, creasing, paper losses, tears, minor staining, backed on old linen. Country of issue: France, designer: R.
Demange Deraon, size (cm): 99x69, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 12
Advertising Poster MokaFe Coffee Brew Rotternbourg Drink Cafe. Original antique advertising poster for Moka Fe. The
poster features an illustration of an elegant woman brewing coffee with a moka pot. She is dressed in an elegant fashion,
wearing a green corset dress with blue chiffon ribbons laced with crystals around the décolletage. The fur on her shoulders
add an air of bohemia to the illustration. She is pictured in a relaxed setting before a coffee table as she looks out with a
daydreaming gaze and pursed smile as she awaits to sip her coffee. The poster has a softness about it with a subdued
palette of beige, light greens contrasted with a small splash of red in the ornate detail of the table cover and the art
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nouveau title Moka Fe. The caption at foot of poster reads Found in all the best bakeries. The poster was painted
by V.Rotternbourg and published by Affiches Camis in the 1900s. Excellent condition, backed on linen. Country of issue:
France, designer: V.Rotternbourg, size (cm): 78x59, year of printing: 1900s (find closer date)
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 13
Advertising Poster Vigneron Sewing Machine Soldiers Eugene. Original antique advertising poster for the Machine a
Coudre(sewing machine) features three men situated around a seated women using the sewing machine. One man
smokes a cigarette as the other two seem to question the woman about the machine in shock. The red text below gives us
insight into their conversation reading Astonishing, this sewing machine resists the cullote bottom of the government.
At the head of the poster we have the name of the sewing machine Vigneron and location in bright yellow. Designed
by Etienne Albert Eugène (1857 - 1931), this poster was published in 1902 by Ciglee Print. Good condition, paper losses in
margins, creasing. Country of issue: France, designer: Etienne Albert Eugene, size (cm): 36x27, year of printing: 1902
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 14
Advertising Poster Revel Umbrella Cappiello Parapluie Devambez. Original vintage advertising flyer poster for Parapluie Revel / Revel Umbrella featuring an iconic design by the renowned poster artist Leonetto Cappiello (1875-1942) of three
people braving the weather, shielding themselves with black Revel umbrellas against wind and downpour, set against a
yellow background. Text in black and red above and below the image: Maison Fondee en 1851 Parapluie-Revel Lyon France
/ House founded in 1851 Revel Umbrella Lyon France. The very best umbrella manufacturer. Established 1851. Made in
France. Veritas triangle stamp with three umbrellas in the bottom right corner. Published by Devambez. Very good
condition, minor staining. Country of issue: France, designer: Leonetto Cappiello, size (cm): 19x11.5, year of printing: 1922
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 15
Advertising Poster Gabanes Carthago Mens Hats. Original vintage men's fashion advertising poster for Cabanes Carthago
Exposicion y venta J. Martinez Miralles La Neuva Aduaneta Alicante fedora hat retailer exhibition and sale of new styles
featuring bold red Art Deco lettering behind a smartly dressed man wearing a new light brown hat and leather gloves with
a trench coat over a suit, raising his hand over a Carthago Spain trade mark logo, the rest of the text in stylised black
lettering below. Printed in Granada Spain. Good condition, creasing, light foxing on margins. Country of issue: Spain,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 58x33, year of printing: 1920s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 16
Advertising Poster Humber Bicycle Bike Cycling. Original vintage advertising poster for Humber featuring a simple design of
a bicycle set over gradual red and white background with bold red and black lettering - Get your Humber. - Thomas
Humber (1841-1910) built his first bicycle in 1868 starting in Nottingham, Humber retired in 1892, but the brand name
remained popular and valued for many years after, selling patents to Raleigh and being produced by them into the 1960s.
Horizontal. Fair condition, restored folds, staining, foxing, restored tears, backed on old linen. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 76x102, year of printing: 1920s
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 17
Advertising Poster Flanelle Rema Ram Wool Clothing Fashion. Original vintage advertising poster for Rema Flannel
Non-shrink Pure Wool / Flanelle Rema Irretrecissable Pure Laine, featuring an illustration of a man in a yellow robe next to
a white ram set over red background, bold white lettering. Lithograph by Debar Reims. Good condition, fold, creasing,
repaired tears, minor staining, backed on linen. Country of issue: France, designer: HR, size (cm): 117x76, year of printing:
1920s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 18
Advertising Poster Mazawattee Tea Lady Puppy Picnic Woods. Original vintage advertising poster for Mazawattee Tea - The
Most Delicious Tea in the World - featuring an illustration of an elegant lady in a long white dress seated in the shade of a
tree holding a blue cup and a saucer with a flower decorated hat and a tea set on a tray on the bench next to her and an
adorable puppy with a blue bow at her feet. Mazawattee Tea was established in London in 1887, with the beginnings
traced to the 1850s when loose teas from India and China were sold by John Boon Densham, the name comes from the
Hindi word 'maza' meaning pleasure, and Sinhalese word 'wattee' meaning garden. Printed by Stafford & Co, Netherfield
near Nottingham. Good condition, repaired tears, restored paper losses, staining, backed on linen Country of issue: UK,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 101x77, year of printing: 1920s
Estimate: 120 - 240
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Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 19
Advertising Poster Dunlop Cord Balloon Tyres Fairy. Original vintage advertising poster for Dunlop Cord Balloon Tyres,
featuring an illustration of the tyre on a path with red, yellow, blue and white flowers and tall trees, with a fairy fluttering in
front of a large orange sun, set over pink background, the caption reads - On Dunlop Cord Balloon Tyres You ride as
though you were floating on fairies' wings - No matter how rough the road surface Dunlop Cord Balloons glide along, giving
luxurious comfort and perfect safety under all conditions. They 'make every road an Airway', 'fit Dunlop and be satisfied'.
Printed by Hudson and Kearns Ltd Litho London. Fair condition, tears, creasing, staining, metal bars on top and bottom
edge. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 57x38, year of printing: 1920s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 20
Advertising Poster BSA Motor Cycles Sidecar. Original vintage advertising poster for BSA Motor Cycles For Solo and Sidecar
- design features a round illustration of two people riding the motorcycle through picturesque fields with a large tree at the
side of the road. BSA motorcycles (1919-1972) was one of the largest British manufacturing companies that produced
motorcycles made by the Birmingham Small Arms Company Limited (BSA); the company merged with Norton Villers
Triumph in 1972, which was liquidated in 1978 and the brand name was bought by the BSA Company Limited. Published by
B.S.A. Cycles Ltd., Birmingham. Round shape. Good condition, tears, creasing, minor staining. Country of issue: UK,
designer: C.A. Wilkinson, size (cm): 28x28, year of printing: 1920s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 21
Advertising Poster James Hopps Son Marsala Wine Sicily Italy. Original antique advertising poster for James Hopps & Son Il
Marsala classico wine featuring a colourful dynamic illustration of brown horses fiercely galloping on top of the world pulling
a blue ornate chariot with a lady in a blue dress holding reins in one hand and an open bottle of wine in the other, with the
wine raising up into the sky imitating a whip, stylised lettering over the image set over yellow background. James Hopps &
Son Il Marsala Classico - is a classic Italian Marsala fortified wine that was established in 1811 in Mazara Sicily Italy. Printed
by IGAP Rome. Poor condition, paper loss, staining, foxing. Country of issue: Italy, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 47x32,
year of printing: 1920s
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 22
Advertising Poster Amiot Perfume Fragrance Art Deco Les Parfums . Original vintage advertising poster for Les Parfums
Amiot perfume, featuring a stunning Art Deco style illustration of a red-haired lady dressed in a blue and orange dress with
a bow admiring the beauty of flowers in bloom as they cascade in the shade of the trees with mountains in the distance.
Horizontal. Very good condition, minor staining, minor creasing, backed on board, punched metal holes on top edge.
Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 17x25, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 23
Advertising Poster Dragonfly Cycle Bicycle Speedy Light Reliable Cycling. Original vintage advertising poster for Dragonfly
bicycle Ride a Dragonfly cycle. Speedy Light & Reliable featuring a great illustration of an elegant lady in a red
skirt costume red and white scarf tied in a bow around her neck and a red beret, riding a bicycle on top of a dragonfly,
stylised red and yellow lettering over dark background. Designed and produced by The Whitefriars Press LTD. Good
condition, folds, paper losses, staining, repaired tears, backed on old linen. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 24
Advertising Poster Raleigh All Steel Bicycle Cycling Bike. Original vintage advertising poster for The All Steel Bicycle The
Raleigh With Everlasting Guarantee featuring a great design of a silhouette of a Raleigh bike on a yellow background with
the bold stylised white lettering in the black and green framed border below. The British bicycle manufacturer Raleigh was
founded in Nottingham England in 1885. Good condition, creasing, staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 51x34, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 105 - 210
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 25
Advertising Poster Bologna Towers Baroni Textile Art Deco Italy. Original vintage advertising poster featuring an illustration
of the Two Towers / Le due torri in orange brown set over white background framed in blue, black bold lettering advertises
Tessuti Novita / New Fabrics at Bologna E. Guizzardi succ. Baroni store. The Two Towers are the symbol of Bologna, Italy,
the taller tower is called the Asinelli, the smaller is called the Garisenda, taking their names after the families that are
credited for the construction in the early 12th century, the leaning towers are located nearby the five gates of the old ring
wall. Good condition, tears, foxing, staining, creasing, small paper losses in margins, printing on reserve. Country of issue:
Italy, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 45x32, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 26
Advertising Poster Frankfurter Illustrierte Magazine Soviet Spy Jeep. Original vintage advertising poster for Frankfurter
Illustrierte a national illustrated magazine from Frankfurt, featuring an illustration of a man and a woman in a jeep being
chased by a man on a horse, bold stylised lettering over the image reads - The secret of 24th September. Today's
espionage. ... and the new novel: The Great Wizard / Der grosse Zauberer - with an orange frame around the image.
Frankfurter Illustrierte was published from 1913 until 1942 under the name Das Illustrierte Blatt by the Frankfurter
Societats-Druckerei publishing house, it has restarted publication from 1950. Good condition, folds, small tears. Country of
issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 59x42, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 27
Advertising Poster New Hudson Bicycles Cycle Cycling. Original vintage advertising poster for New-Hudson Bicycles First
Payment 10/-, featuring stylised lettering design set over yellow background with white, green, and black frame. The New
Hudson Cycle Co., was established by George Patterson in Birmingham in 1890, later the company started manufacturing
motorcycles. Horizontal. Fair condition, tears, creasing, staining, paper losses. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown,
size (cm): 25x70, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 28
Advertising Poster Sturmey Archer Hub Brakes Bicycle Cycling. Original vintage advertising poster for Sturmey-Archer Hub
Brakes - The brakes that make cycling safe. We fit them here. - featuring an illustration of the braking system set over
white and blue background, with red, yellow, and white bold lettering. Sturmey-Archer was founded in Nottingham in 1902
by Henry Sturmey and James Archer as a subsidiary of the Raleigh Bicycle Company. Poor condition, large repaired tear,
tears, creasing, staining, paper losses. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 51x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 29
Advertising Poster Sturmey Archer Speed Gear Cycling Bicycle. Original vintage advertising poster for Sturmey-Archer 2
Speed Gear - The gear that makes cycling easy. We fit them here. - featuring an illustration of the gear set over white and
blue background, with red, yellow, and white bold lettering. Sturmey-Archer was founded in Nottingham in 1902 by Henry
Sturmey and James Archer as a subsidiary of the Raleigh Bicycle Company. Fair condition, creasing, tears, staining, paper
skimming, paper losses. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 51x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 30
Advertising Poster Hercules Cycle Bicycle Transport Cycling Bike. Original vintage advertising poster for bicycle - You can
buy a famous Hercules Cycle 2'- per week. See our range of new models. The 'Value for Money' Bicycle - featuring bold
orange and yellow stylised lettering set over blue background with orange, yellow and black frame. Printed by James Cond
Ltd., Offset Printers, Birmingham. Poor condition, tears, large repaired tear in the right side, creasing, staining, paper
losses. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 57x46, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 31
Advertising Poster Hercules Cycle Bicycle Cycling Bike 1934. Original vintage advertising poster for bicycles - Come in... and
see the 1934 Hercules Cycles. New models, improved specifications, the finest value on the road. The best that money can
buy. - featuring stylised lettering set over brown, orange and green background. Printed by James Cond Ltd., Offset
Printers, Birmingham. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 47x36,
year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 32
Advertising Poster Wearwell Cycles. Original antique lithograph poster for the British cycling company Wearwell Cycles
(since 1867). Victorian style design featuring a fashionable lady in an elegant dress with a feathered hat riding a bicycle
and a gentleman with a moustache in a smart outdoor sporting outfit riding next to her and holding her arm as they both
look towards trees on the side of a country road where presumably another couple have left their bikes to do something in
the woods. A stick-on sign that reads Trespassers Will Be Prosecuted was attached to the poster on the bushes and next to
the steps, and the title text in bold red and white stylised lettering above and below. Great image that would appeal to any
steampunk fans. The Wearwell Cycle Company was a bicycle manufacturing company founded in 1889 in Wolverhampton by
the five sons of Henry Clarke, founder of the late Cogent Cycle Company. Wearwell were also motorcycle manufacturers
under the Wearwell Stevens, Wolf and Wulfruna brands. The company produced motorcycles until the outbreak of World
War II, from which point they manufactured only bicycles. The factory was partly destroyed by fire during an air raid but
some production was soon restored. After World War II production of cycles continued and motorcycle production resumed.
By the middle of the 20th Century, 75% of the company's production was exported to over 30 different countries. The
company began sponsoring a professional cycle team through the 1950s, winning the Tour of Britain cycle race in 1953,
which was amongst the team's best domestic racing highlights. Riders in the victorious Wearwell Cycle Company Team
were Les Scales, John Pottier, Ian Greenfield, Trevor Fenwick, Ken Mitchell and John Welch. Good condition, large tear on
top left margin that was repaired with tape on reverse and the glue seeped through the image, small hole on top left
corner, light folds, staining near the hole and on top margin, small tears, small sign attached to the poster as mentioned in
the description, edges possibly trimmed. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 145x98, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 150 - 300
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 33
Advertising Poster Wine France Cappiello Buvez du Vin Et Vivez Joyeux. Original vintage advertising poster standee issued in
France to promote wine drinking. Great design by a poster master Leonetto Cappiello of a happy couple joyously walking
through a map of France made out of wine grapes. The text reads: Buvez du Vin Et Vivez Joyeux - Drink Wine and Live
Joyously. Fair condition, staining, creasing, tears, paper loss in top left corner, punched holes on top edge with a rope
strained through them, backed on board. Country of issue: France, designer: Leonetto Cappiello, size (cm): 40x30, year of
printing: 1933
Estimate: 135 - 270
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 34
Advertising Poster Antar Sport Monte Carlo Automobile Rally Race. Original vintage advertising poster for Antar-Sport L'huile
de France motor oil featuring a great illustration split in two images with snow covered winter trees and summer Riviera
scenery with a vintage automobile speeding among lush green trees with sailboats on the water and mountains in the
distance, bold lettering in black, blue and white promotes successful achievements in motor racing between 1933 and 1934
at Monte-Carlo Rally, Coupe des Alpes, and Paris-St Raphael. Very good condition, repaired tears, backed on linen. Country
of issue: France, designer: A. Mento, size (cm): 81x60, year of printing: 1934
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 35
Advertising Poster Loterie Nationale Art Deco Tourism Derouet Lesacq. Original vintage Art Deco advertising poster for the
14th tranche of the French National Lottery in 1939. Great image of a tourist running with a winning ticket and a map.
Artwork by Edgar Derouet (1910-2001) and Charles Lesacq (1909-1940). Good condition, folds, pinholes, tears, staining,
pencil on reverse. Country of issue: France, designer: Derouet Lesacq, size (cm): 60x40, year of printing: 1939
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 36
Advertising Poster Canada Nation People Nationality. Original vintage school education poster for Canada featuring an
illustration of a red maple leaf and different nationality representatives with the number marking the number of people French, English, Scottish, Irish, Netherlands, Indian, Asiatic, German, Scandinavian, Italian, Russian, Polish, Ukrainian, the
caption below reads - English and French are the two official languages of Canada. Canada is a nation of one people from
many lands. Her population of 11.5 million is equal roughly to that of Greater London. Good condition, creasing, staining,
pinholes, punched holes. Country of issue: Canada, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 38x30, year of printing: 1941
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 37
Advertising Poster Bally Shoes Fashion Footwear Design. Original vintage advertising poster for Bally shoes - mat et brillant /
matte and glossy - featuring a stunning image of an elegantly dressed lady with a veiled hat next to an Oxford brogue
style high-heel shoe in grey and black, with a stylised brand lettering in grey. Bally is a Swiss luxury brand established by
Carl Franz Bally in 1851. Horizontal. Fair condition, creasing, tears, paper losses, staining. Country of issue: Switzerland,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 59x84, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 120 - 240
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Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 38
Advertising Poster Borgward Car Manufacturer Nazi Military Racing Electric. Original vintage advertising poster for Borgward
automobiles issued in the Nazi Germany with a large logo in red in the centre of the poster - Trucks Passenger Cars
Electric Vehicles. Car from Bremen. For the armed forces and the economy. - laid over a black and white photograph of
Bremen. Borgward was founded by Carl Borgward at the beginning of the 20th century, the first vehicle designed by
Borgward was the 1924 Blitzkarren, having since then produced various models of trucks, passenger cars, sports racers until
the mid-1960s, reviving again in 2008 by the grandson of Carl Borgward. Good condition, creasing, staining, backed on
card. Country of issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 33x24, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 39
Advertising Poster Perutz Film Photography Nazi Soldiers WWII. Original vintage advertising poster issued in the Nazi
Germany for Perutz Film featuring a photograph of Wehrmaht soldiers seated in a field with a superimposed image of a
soldier aiming with a gun, white lettering in German below reads - Perutz Film creates documentary photos from great
memories of life / Dokumentarische Fotos aus grosser Zeit-Erinnerungen fürs Leben schafft Perutz Film. Good condition,
creasing, staining, backed on card. Country of issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 33x23, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 40
Advertising Poster VDM Propeller Luftwaffe Airplane Parts WWII Nazi. Original vintage advertising poster issued in Nazi
Germany for VDM Vereinigte Deutsche Metallwerke company featuring an illustration of a Luftwaffe propeller plane set over
diagonal panes, white tilted lettering reads - Adjustable propellers Landing gears Pure springtail systems Aircraft wheels
Hydraulic actuation systems. Light metal semi-finished products. - VDM was founded in 1930 in Germany and is a
manufacturer of various alloys and stainless steel. Good condition, creasing, staining, backed on card. Country of issue:
Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 33x23, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 41
Advertising Poster Asti California Wine Vineyard Sonoma. Original vintage advertising poster for Asti - Ask the man who's
been to Asti, California - featuring an illustration in the shape of a wine glass with vineyards reaching to hills in the horizon,
stylised lettering over the image, caption below the image reads - Historic home of Italian Swiss Colony. Asti is a
community in Sonoma County, California, United States. In 1881, Andrea Sbarboro established two communities, Asti and
Chianti, as part of his Italian Swiss Agricultural Colony. Italian Swiss Colony was a 19th-20th century American wine
company founded by Andrea Sbarboro in 1881, focusing on agriculture, the agricultural colony provided work for Italian
migrants, the company was later resold multiple times and is operating now under the name Asti Winery selling wine under
the Souverain brand. Acceptable condition, minor creasing, minor staining, small tear, backed on board, possibly trimmed.
Country of issue: USA, designer: Butte, size (cm): 61x46, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 42
Advertising Poster Beautify Your Hair Care Hygiene Beauty. Original vintage hair care and hygiene advertising poster
featuring an illustration of a lady combing her sleek brown hair looking in the mirror, the caption on the poster reads - Try
this simple way to Beautify your hair. Brush daily, comb daily, wash weekly... and be radiantly attractive. Silkscreen printed.
Acceptable condition, creasing, tears, folds, paint transfer from folding. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 43
Advertising Poster Amberley Castle Arundel Sussex Post Office Mail. Original vintage post office advertising poster featuring
a great artwork by a British artist George Hooper (1910-1994) depicting the road winding between the field and trees
leading up to the Amberley Castle with grey clouds above, the caption below the image reads This is Amberley Castle.
Correct Address: Amberley Castle, Amberley, Arundel, Sussex. Please use your correct address. GPO - General Post Office
poster. Fair condition, creasing, tears, staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: George Hooper, size (cm): 76x51, year of
printing: 1950s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 44
Advertising Poster Miller Dynamo Bicycle Lighting Set Cycling Bike. Original vintage advertising poster for Miller lighting sets
Its as clear as daylight. Quality cycle dynamo lighting sets featuring a great illustration of cycling lights to be
attached to the front and back of the bicycle, shining Miller logo, all above the Buckingham palace with Victoria Memorial.
Good condition, restored folds, restored tears, restored paper losses, restored creasing, minor staining, backed on old linen.
Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 75x51, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 45
Advertising Poster Hercules Bicycle Birmingham Cycling Bike Pinup. Original vintage advertising poster for Hercules bicycle
featuring an illustration of a lady in a yellow top and white shorts seated on a wall holding Hercules bicycle with a caption
Hercules The Finest Bicycle Built To-day. Hercules Birmingham England. Hercules Cycle and Motor Company was
founded in 1910 in Birmingham by Edmund and Harry Crane, the company grew bigger overtaking various factory spaces
becoming a successful bicycle manufacturer and exporter by the mid-1940s, later being bought by Raleigh in 1960. Good
condition, staining, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 46
Advertising Poster Securite VeloSolex Moped Bicycle Cycling Bike. Original vintage advertising poster for VeloSoleX
motorised bicycle, featuring an illustration of a smiling lady in a pink and white striped dress riding a moped, captions read
- Safety VeloSoleX The bicycle which drives itself! / Sécurité VeloSoleX La bicyclette qui roule toute seule! - set over light
yellow and green background. VeloSoleX was founded in 1946 in France, the company produces mopeds and motorised
bicycles. Published by Avenir Publicite, Paris. Good condition, restored tears, minor staining, backed on linen Country of
issue: France, designer: Rene Ravo, size (cm): 157x116, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 300 - 600
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 47
Advertising Poster Phillips Jaguar Bicycle Cycling Bike. Original vintage advertising poster for Phillips Jaguar bicycle,
featuring an outline illustration of a jaguar set over black and light green backgrounds, and an image of a bicycle, the
stylised lettering on the poster reads Phillips The True Temper Steel Bicycle. The superb Jaguar light bright and up to
date. Horizontal. Very good condition, fold in centre, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 13x53,
year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 48
Advertising Poster BSA Golden Streak Bicycles Cycling Bike. Original vintage advertising poster for the BSA Golden Streak A thoroughly good bike for the money. The simple design features the BSA logo in red with wings emerging from the B, a
drawing of a white bicycle and stylised white text, on a red background that fades to yellow in the centre. Founded in 1861,
the Birmingham Small Arms Company was a British industrial combine producing military and sports firearms as well as
bicycles, motorcycles, cars and machine tools. In 1934, BSAs Golden range was released, the Golden Streak amongst
them. The Golden bicycles were marketed as more affordable versions of BSAs high quality, top of the range Opperman
Special bikes. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, small tears, minor staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown,
size (cm): 25x36, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 49
Advertising Poster BSA Cycles Bicycle England Cycling Bike. Original vintage advertising poster for the BSA bicycles, simple
design features the BSA logo in orange with wings emerging from the B and trademarks logos of three perched rifle guns
on both sides of the logo. Founded in 1861, the Birmingham Small Arms Company was a British industrial combine
producing military and sports firearms as well as bicycles, motorcycles, cars and machine tools. Issued by B.S.A. Cycles
Ltd., Waverley Works, Birmingham 10. Printed in England. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, staining, tears, pinholes.
Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 16x46, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 50
Advertising Poster Phillips Kingfisher Steel Bicycle Bike Cycling. Original vintage advertising poster for Phillips Kingfisher
bicycle, featuring an outline illustration of a kingfisher bird set over black and light grey backgrounds, and an image of a
bicycle, the stylised lettering on the poster reads Phillips The True Temper Steel Bicycle. The flashing Kingfisher for fine
features. Horizontal. Good condition, folds, staining, creasing, tears. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
13x53, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 45 - 90
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Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 51
Advertising Poster Phillips Valiant Bicycle Bike Cycling Temper Steel. Original vintage advertising poster for Phillips Valiant
bicycle, featuring an outline illustration of a knights armour set over black and pink backgrounds, and an image of a
bicycle, the stylised lettering on the poster reads Phillips The True Temper Steel Bicycle. The sporting Valiant for speed
and styling. Horizontal. Good condition, fold, tears. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 13x52, year of
printing: 1950s
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 52
Advertising Poster Raleigh Bike Bargain Bicycle Cycling. Original vintage advertising poster for Raleigh bicycle Get a
Raleigh bike bargain here now featuring a silhouette of a couple riding bicycles set over an orange background with a
green frame. The British bicycle manufacturer Raleigh was founded in Nottingham England in 1885. Horizontal. Good
condition, creasing, staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 18x30, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 53
Advertising Poster Raleigh Industries Sir Walter Raleigh Bicycle Cycling Bike. Original vintage advertising poster for Raleigh
Industries featuring an illustration of possibly the English statesman Sir Walter Raleigh (1552-1618) in iconic 16th-century
clothing with puffed sleeves, ruff collar, tall hat and a sword on his waist, holding up Raleigh Industries plaque, set over
red background. The British bicycle manufacturer Raleigh was founded in Nottingham England in 1885. Good condition,
tears, creasing, poster cut to shape of the image on bottom edge. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
37x30, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 54
Advertising Poster Phillips True Temper Steel Bicycle Cycling Bike. Original vintage advertising poster for Phillips bicycle
The true temper steel bicycle. All models available on attractive easy terms. Please ask for details. Low deposits. Small
weekly payments. lettering in black, orange, and white colours placed on a large blue arrow pointing at the Phillips
bicycle. Horizontal. Fair condition, creasing, folds, staining, restored tears, backed on old linen. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 31x46, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 55
Advertising Poster Jerusalem Empire Marketing Board Haram Al Sharif Newbould. Original vintage travel advertising poster
for Jerusalem issued by the Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery Office.
Design by the notable British poster artist, Frank Newbould (1887-1951) features the Haram Al-Sharif / Temple Mount which is known as one of the holiest sanctuaries on earth and has been visited by pilgrims for centuries. Horizontal. Good
condition, staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Frank Newbould, size (cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 56
Advertising Poster Jaffa Empire Marketing Board Orange. Original vintage travel advertising poster for Jaffa issued by the
Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery Office. Design by the notable British
poster artist, Frank Newbould (1887-1951) features camels carrying Jaffa oranges in boxes along a beach. Jaffa is is an
ancient port city in Israel and the southern and oldest part of Tel Aviv-Yafo. Horizontal. Good condition, staining, minor
creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Frank Newbould, size (cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 57
Advertising Poster Copra Empire Marketing Board Coconut. Original vintage advertising poster Empire's Copra issued by the
Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery Office. Design by Elijah Albert Cox
(18761955) features people cutting coconuts and preparing copra to produce coconut oil. Horizontal. Good condition,
staining, minor creasing, pinholes. Country of issue: UK, designer: Elijah Albert Cox , size (cm): 26x38, year of printing:
1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 58
Advertising Poster Cutting Bananas Jamaica Empire Marketing Board. Original vintage advertising poster Cutting Bananas in
Jamaica issued by the Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery Office. Design by
the notable British poster artist, Frank Newbould (1887-1951) features people picking bananas from trees. Horizontal. Good
condition, staining, pinholes. Country of issue: UK, designer: Frank Newbould, size (cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 59
Advertising Poster Paddy Field Burma Empire Marketing Board. Original vintage advertising poster Paddy Field in Burma
issued by the Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery Office. Design by the
notable artist, Ba Nyan (1897-1945) features people working in a field with a bull drawn cart full of crops. Horizontal. Good
condition, staining, minor creasing, pinholes. Country of issue: UK, designer: Ba Nyan, size (cm): 26x38, year of printing:
1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 60
Advertising Poster Sugar Cane Empire Marketing Board. Original vintage advertising poster The Empire's Sugar Cane issued
by the Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery Office. Design by the notable
artist, Elijah Albert Cox (18761955) features people working in a sugar cane field. Horizontal. Good condition, staining,
minor creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Elijah Albert Cox , size (cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 61
Advertising Poster Gathering Cocoa Pods Empire Marketing Board. Original vintage advertising poster Gathering Cocoa Pods
issued by the Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery Office. Design features
women collecting cocoa pods in wicker baskets and transporting them away to be processed. Horizontal. Good condition,
staining, minor creasing, pinholes. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 62
Advertising Poster Penang Malaysia Empire Marketing Board Ship Orient Asia. Original vintage travel advertising poster for
Penang issued by the Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery Office. Design by
Kenneth D. Shoesmith (1890-1939) features people loading cargo onto a ship. Penang is a state in northwest Malaysia
comprising mainland Seberang Perai and Penang Island. Horizontal. Good condition, staining, pinholes. Country of issue:
UK, designer: Kenneth D Shoesmith, size (cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 63
Advertising Poster Salmon Empire Marketing Board Fish Caviar Fishing. Original vintage travel advertising poster depicting
Salmon issued by the Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery Office. Design by
Charles Paine (1895-1967) features a run of salmon swimming in water. Horizontal. Very good condition, minor creasing,
minor staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Charles Paine, size (cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 64
Advertising Poster Loading Sugar Canes Jamaica Empire Marketing Board. Original vintage travel advertising poster Loading
Sugar Canes in Jamaica issued by the Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery
Office. Design features people loading sugar cane onto a cargo train using cranes with bulls pulling carts in between.
Horizontal. Good condition, staining, pinholes, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: J. Macfarlane, size (cm): 26x38,
year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 65
Advertising Poster Timber Stacking In Burma Elephant Empire Marketing Board. Original vintage advertising poster Timber
Stacking In Burma issued by the Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery Office.
Design by the notable artist, Ba Nyan (1897-1945) features an elephant lifting wooden logs onto a pile. Horizontal. Fair
condition, staining, creasing, tears, pinholes, paper losses. Country of issue: UK, designer: Ba Nyan, size (cm): 26x38, year
of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
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Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 66
Advertising Poster Wine Grapes Vineyard Empire Marketing Board. Original vintage advertising poster depicting grape vines
issued by the Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery Office. Design by Charles
Paine (1895-1967) features bunches of grapes on the vine in the foreground with rows of a vineyard in the background.
Horizontal. Good condition, pinholes, minor staining, minor creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Charles Paine, size
(cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 67
Advertising Poster Coal Mine United Kingdom Empire Marketing Board. Original vintage advertising poster Coal Mine in the
United Kingdom issued by the Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery Office.
The design features two men holding lanterns standing alongside minecarts full of coal with a smokey industrial factory
scene in the background. Horizontal. Fair condition, pinholes, creasing, staining, tears. Country of issue: UK, designer: M.
Clarke, size (cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 68
Advertising Poster Sheep Raising New Zealand Empire Marketing Board. Original vintage advertising poster Sheep Raising New Zealand issued by the Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery Office.
Design by Frederic Gregory Brown (1887-1941) features sheep walking over a hill past a tree with a New Zealand
countryside scene in the background. Horizontal. Fair condition, pinholes, creasing, staining, tears. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Frederic Gregory Brown, size (cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 69
Advertising Poster Set School Aid Empire Marketing Board History. Original vintage Set of 9 school aid posters including
designs originaly issued by the Empire Marketing Board reproduced by permission of The Controller H.M Stationery Office.
Designs by various artists including illustrations titled an English Banquet in the Eleventh Century, Ploughing in England,
Threshing in England, Joan of Arc Receives her Sword, Evening in the Pens, Irish Free State Farm and Herring Packing.
Horizontal. Various conditions, creasing, staining, pinholes, small tears. Country of issue: UK, designer: Various Artists, size
(cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 70
Advertising Poster Set Crusader Moslem Mohammedans Prayer. Original vintage set of 2 school aid posters with designs
featuring - combat between Crusaders and Moslems on horses equipped with spears and bows; Mohammedans dressed in
white robes kneeling down at prayer with a mosque between the palm trees in a distance. Very good condition, minor
staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Various Artists, size (cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 71
Advertising Poster Set School Aid Africa Kenya Sudan Botswana Rhodesia. Oriiginal vintage set of 13 school aid posters
featuring scenes of life in Africa: native family in Kenya; camel caravan by J. Macfarlane; inside a Kaffir Kraal; a Sudan
cotton field; making pottery in West Africa; a market scene in Kikuyu; Fuzzies of Sudan; Mochudi-Bechuanaland; happy
native boys of Rhodesia; sisal in East Africa. Various conditions, creasing, staining, pinholes. Country of issue: UK, designer:
Various Artists, size (cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 72
Advertising Poster Set School Aid Cyprus Trinidad Papua. Original vintage set of 5 school aid posters featuring: camels
carrying large sacks on their bags in Cyprus; breaking cocoa pods in Trinidad; people walking along with wooden houses
above water in Port Moresby - Papua; Red Indians; drying corpa in the South Sea Islands. Horizontal. Various conditions,
creasing, staining, pinholes, small tears. Country of issue: UK, designer: Various Artists, size (cm): 26x38, year of printing:
1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 73
Advertising Poster Set School Aid India Agra Tigris. Original vintage set of 9 school aid posters featuring: native method of
crushing sugar cane in India; a poor Indian's house; a potter near Agra; an Indian well; bullock train in India; shoemakers;
fruit stall; Gufas on the Tigris; snake charmer; carrying post to market; setting out rice plants. Various conditions, creasing,
staining, pinholes. Country of issue: UK, designer: Various Artists, size (cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 74
Advertising Poster Set School Aid Ancient Egypt Greece. Original vintage Set of 24 educational school aid posters, featuring:
toys and games of Ancient Greece; Finish of the foot race at the Olympic Games; Greek family meal; Horatius Cocles;
Alexander the Great on his horse Bucephalus; Gothic horsemen in the Roman army; the wooden horse of Troy; Roman
Gladiators; ploughing and sowing in Egypt during the pyramid age; A Mongol from a Chinese drawing; Hannibal crossing
the Rhone; Hut-wagon of the Mongols; the geese that saved Rome 390 BC; Persian cylinder-seal; Egyptian potters of the
pyramid age; Egyptian brick makers of the pyramid age; Canaanites trading in Egypt; Tiglath-Pileser III King of Assyria in
his chariot; Sennacherib receiving tribute; Writing - North American Indian, Egyptian, Babylonian; spinning and weaving in
Ancient Greece; gathering olives and decocting wine in Ancient Greece; Egyptian scribe and Greek schoolboy; Great Sphinx
of Gizeh; Persian cylinder-seal. Various conditions, minor creasing, staining, pinholes, small tears. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Various Artists, size (cm): 26x38, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 75
Advertising Poster Royal Enfield Bicycle Girl Cycling Good Deal . Original vintage advertising poster for Royal Enfield
bicycles, featuring an illustration of a young blonde woman on a bike smiling as she cycles through the frame. The caption
beside her reads Partners in a Good Deal. The colour palette is vibrant with bold yellows and blues aimed at drawing
peoples attention to the advert. Designed by Douglas Maxfield in 1930s. Good condition, creasing, staining, repaired tears,
Country of issue: UK, designer: Douglas Maxfield, size (cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 76
Advertising Poster Hurricane Bicycle Belgium Cycling Mid Century. Original vintage advertising poster for Hurricane bicycles,
featuring a great midcentury illustration of a lady in a striped shirt and hat and grey skirt cycling uphill on a red bicycle,
with a fluffy cloud and a plane flying over, Hurricane star shaped logo in the right top corner. Printed by L&H Verstegen,
Brussels. Excellent condition, backed on linen. Country of issue: Belgium, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 84x58, year of
printing: 1950s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 77
Advertising Poster Hoehl Champagne Sparkling Wine Waiter Festive. Original vintage advertising poster for Hoehl Sekt
sparkling wine featuring a great illustration of a waiter in a black tuxedo carrying a tray of champagne glasses, stylised
writing below reads - A festive experience Hoehl Sekt / Ein festliches erlebnis Hoehl Sekt. Good condition, tears, creasing,
foxing, staining. Country of issue: Germany, designer: CW, size (cm): 120x84, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 150 - 300
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 78
Advertising Poster French Vineyards Loire Valley Wine. Original vintage advertising poster promoting French wines, one of a
series of posters issued by the French Governments Comite National de Propagande en Faveur du Vin - a national
committee dedicated to the promotion of wine. Titled: Les Vignobles de France - Vins du Val de Loire / The French
Vineyards - Wines of the Loire Valley. The wonderful design by Remy Hetreau features a map of the Val de Loire region
with the sea and rivers depicted in green and decorated with an image of a sailing boat. Vineyards are marked with small
bunches of green and red grapes. A man and a woman hold up the map; above is a white dove and a compass with a sun
at the centre of it, and below the map is a blue wooden boat stacked with barrels of wine, a stone castle and a lighthouse.
Trailing vines adorn the images. The background to the poster is light blue with a pink scroll behind the pictures. Horizonal.
Fair condition, creasing, restored tears, tears, browning on edges, paper loss. Country of issue: France, designer: Remy
Hetreau, size (cm): 68x84.5, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 79
Advertising Poster Jerez Vinyard Map Sherry Wine Spain. Original vintage travel poster for Jerez - Xeres - Sherry producing
district map issued by The Official Board Controlling the Name of Origin - A map marked with areas suitable for vine
growing and zones of production, marking routes and locations with a sherry glass, with a compass set over the Atlantic
Ocean. Poor condition, creasing, tears, paper losses, staining, Country of issue: Spain, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
50x35, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 80
Advertising Poster Pontiac Chieftain Midcentury Sedan Automobile. Original vintage advertising poster for Pontiac - Chieftain
De Luxe Four-Door Sedan - Dollar for Dollar - You Can't Beat a Pontiac. - featuring a photograph of a Pontiac Chieftain
automobile set over grey background, the car was designed by an American automotive designer Harley Earl (1893-1969)
and produced from 1949 to 1958 by General Motors. Horizontal. Good condition, staining, browning, creasing on edges.
Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 45x52, year of printing: 1951
Estimate: 105 - 210
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 81
Advertising Poster Paper Rate Letter Announcement Alick Knight. Original vintage post office advertising poster for Minimum
Inland Printed Paper Rate 1 ½ D. For Commercial & Business Documents. Subject to certain conditions. Invoices. Orders for
goods. Statements of Accounts. Price lists. Market reports. Etc. Etc. Etc. For details see Form P386 obtainable at the
counter. The poster features a simple design showing a letterbox marked out GPO poster PRD 668. Good condition,
creasing, tears. Country of issue: UK, designer: Alick Knight, size (cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1952
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 82
Advertising Poster Toulouse Lautrec Matisse Picasso Manet Exhibition Galerie du Bac. Original vintage exhibition poster for a
Galerie du Bac exhibition of lithographs by Manet - Toulouse-Lautrec - Matisse - Picasso which was held 19 February to 20
March 1954. The poster features Henri de Toulouse-Lautrecs 1954 lithograph The Box with the Gilded Mask / La Loge au
mascaron dore, depicting a woman in a black dress and hat with ginger hair looking through opera glasses and peering
over the edge of a theatre box in an ornately decorated theatre with red curtains forming the background. Poor condition,
folds, creasing, staining, tears, paper losses. Country of issue: France, designer: Toulouse-Lautrec, size (cm): 63x47, year of
printing: 1954
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 83
Advertising Poster Fernand Leger Art Exhibition Louis Carre. Original vintage advertising poster for a French artist Fernand
Leger (1881-1955) 'Landscape in the work of Fernand Leger' artwork exhibition held at Galerie Louis Carre in 1954,
featuring a simplistic design or a flower with red, yellow, and green shapes set over a cream background. Very good
condition, minor staining, minor creasing, revenue stamp on bottom right corner. Country of issue: France, designer:
Fernand Leger, size (cm): 59.5x44, year of printing: 1954
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 84
Advertising Poster Navys Christmas Ale Santa Claus Beer. Original vintage advertising poster for Navys Christmas Ale
brewed by Marine, a Belgium brewery. The fun design shows Santa Claus / St Nicholas / Father Christmas in a red and
white Santa hat holding out a bottle of Navys Christmas Ale with green holly leaves above his head. The image is on a
black background and the white text is topped with piles of snow. Good condition, creasing, small paper loss on right
margin, paper stamp on bottom right corner. Country of issue: Belgium, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 59.5x40, year of
printing: 1954
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 85
Advertising Poster Youth Student Festival Warsaw Poland Siemaszkowa. Original vintage advertisement poster for the 5th
global festival for youth and students in Warsaw. The illustration features the profile of a young Polish woman in a
Picasso-esque scarf with polka dots framing the ends. She looks out before her with a calm smile and rosy cheeks. She
stands out before the sombre green of the background with her contrasting brightly coloured scarf featuring blues that
match her eyes. Her profile hovers on Polish text about the festival. This poster was designed by O.Siemaszkowa in 1955.
Good condition, creasing, repaired tears, backed on linen. Country of issue: Poland, designer: O. Siemaszkowa, size (cm):
100x68, year of printing: 1955
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
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20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 86
Advertising Poster Maurice Esteve Abstract Colourful Bold Art Exhibition 1958. Original vintage advertising poster for a
French painter Maurice Esteve (1904-2001) recent watercolour artwork exhibition at Galerie Villand-Galanis from 11 April to
10 May 1958, featuring an abstract rich and bold colour composition of interlocking shapes in green, yellow, white, orange,
black, grey, and brown. Printed by Mourlot. Good condition, tears, staining, paper loss in bottom left corner, foxing. Country
of issue: France, designer: Maurice Esteve, size (cm): 80x51, year of printing: 1958
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 87
Advertising Poster Georges Braque Exhibition Art Dove Bird. Original vintage poster features an image of 3 flying doves on a
golden background. The poster is labelled On 4 Walls / Sur 4 Murs. This illustration was used to promote an exhibition of
Georges Braque (19121963) at the Maeght Galerie in Paris in 1959. The Maeght Gallery exhibits the greatest international
artists since 1946 in Paris and Barcelona. This lithographic poster was included in Affiches originales: des maîtres de
lécole de Paris - Original Posters: The Masters of the School of Paris. This artwork was printed by Mourlot and
published by Galerie Maeght in 1959. Excellent condition. Country of issue: France, designer: Georges Braque, size (cm):
72x48, year of printing: 1959
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 88
Advertising Poster Maurice Esteve Abstract Colourful Bold Art Exhibition 1961. Original vintage advertising poster for a
French painter Maurice Esteve (1904-2001) recent painting artwork exhibition at Galerie Villand-Galanis from 11 April to 20
May 1961, featuring an abstract rich and bold colour composition of interlocking shapes in red, blue, green, yellow, white,
orange, and black. Printed by Mourlot. Good condition, staining, foxing, repaired tears, backed on old linen. Country of
issue: France, designer: Maurice Esteve, size (cm): 78x52, year of printing: 1961
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 89
Advertising Poster Ines Rosales Biscuit School Schoolgirl Spain. Original vintage advertising poster for a traditional Spanish
snack Ines Rosales olive oil tortas biscuits, featuring an illustration of a girl in a black and white school uniform holding
books, ruler and a biscuit in her hands. Ines Rosales tortas are handcrafted from wheat, olive oil, sugar and aromatic
spices, they have been in production since 1910. Good condition, creasing, small paper loss in top right corner, minor
staining. Country of issue: Spain, designer: F. Mariscal, size (cm): 50x35, year of printing: 1963
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 90
Advertising Poster Maurice Esteve Abstract Colourful Bold Art Exhibition 1963. Original vintage advertising poster for a
French painter Maurice Esteve (1904-2001) recent watercolour artwork exhibition at Galerie Villand-Galanis from 2 April to
31 May 1963, featuring an abstract rich and bold colour composition of interlocking shapes in red, blue, yellow, white, and
black. Printed by Mourlot. Good condition, staining, paper losses in margins, fold, repaired tears, backed on old linen.
Country of issue: France, designer: Maurice Esteve, size (cm): 80x53, year of printing: 1963
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 91
Advertising Poster Florido Portoles Wine Spain Corrida Bullfighting Matador. Original vintage advertising poster for Florido
Portoles Gran Vino Sanlucar de Barrameda wine featuring an illustration of a bull raging towards matador's red muleta
cape, alongside a large bottle of Florido Portoles wine, set over red and white background. Good condition, folds, creasing,
tears, staining Country of issue: Spain, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 70x48, year of printing: 1964
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 92
Advertising Poster London Transport Puppets Underground Robinson. Original vintage advertising poster for London
Transport designed by the costume and set designer, Osborne Robinson (1904-1976), who created works for the likes of
Laurence Olivier, Michael Redgrave and Alec Guinness. Robinson maintained a personal collection of over 3,500 posters
from around the turn of the century. Among them is one of his own works, which features string puppets of a clown,
harlequin and female masked dancer with a sign: London Transport offers this poster as a diversion and a greeting. These
three figures, cut out and made up, will provide puppets or hanging decorations. Cost 10/- each from the Poster Shop, 280
Marylebone Road, NW1 (near Edgware Road circle line station on the London Underground), including a leaflet giving
simple instructions. Writing at the bottom: 1164/3315M/3500. Printed by The Baynard Press. Good condition, restored
paper loss in bottom left corner, backed on linen. Country of issue: UK, designer: Thomas Osborne Robinson, size (cm):
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102x64, year of printing: 1964
Estimate: 150 - 300
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 93
Advertising Poster Politiken Newspaper Andersen Cubism Abstract. Original vintage advertising poster for Danish newspaper
featuring a bold abstract design full of vibrant colours and geometric shapes. The title reads 'Politiken Kobenhavn
Mandag, which is the name of the leading Danish daily broadsheet newspaper. Designed by cubist IB Andersen
(1907-1969), this abstract art work was published by JP/Politikens Hus in 1966. Good condition, creasing, paper skimming,
minor staining, 2 sheet poster. Country of issue: Denmark, designer: I.B.Anderson, size (cm): 174x62, year of printing: 1966
Estimate: 300 - 600
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 94
Advertising Poster Librum Valium Drug Acting Out Chopper Neurotic Manifestation. Rare original vintage double sided
advertising poster for a Librum drug developed by Roche. Librium was a predecessor to Valium and is known as
Chlordiazepoxide, a sedative and hypnotic medication of the benzodiazepine class; it is used to treat anxiety, insomnia and
symptoms of withdrawal from alcohol and other drugs. The psychedelic design on the front of the poster has text Acting
out - In neurotic demonstrations of behaviour / en manifestaciones neuroticas del comportamiento and features a biker on
a chopper motorcycle, with stylised lettering and a black frame around the image. Acceptable condition, folds, creasing,
tears, foxing, browning, pinholes, double sided. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Lario S., size (cm): 65x45, year of
printing: 1968
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 95
Advertising Poster Librum Valium Drug Tengo Los Nervios Psychoaffective Equilibrium. Rare original vintage double sided
advertising poster for a Librum drug developed by Roche. Librium was a predecessor to Valium and is known as
Chlordiazepoxide, a sedative and hypnotic medication of the benzodiazepine class; it is used to treat anxiety, insomnia and
symptoms of withdrawal from alcohol and other drugs. The psychedelic design on the front of the poster has text Tengo
Los Nervios A Punto De Estallar - Para Restablecer El Equilibrio Psicoafectivo - My Nerves Are About To Explode - To
Reestablish Psycho-affective Balance and features a silhouette of a person with closed eyes and birds flying out of their
head on green background, with stylised lettering and a black frame around the image. Acceptable condition, folds,
creasing, tears, foxing, browning, pinholes, double sided, ink on reverse. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Lario S., size
(cm): 65x45, year of printing: 1968
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 96
Advertising Poster Roy Lichtenstein Pop Art Kunsthall Bern. Original vintage silkscreen advertising poster for a Roy
Lichtenstein exhibition at the Bern Kunsthalle from 23 February to 31 March 1968 featuring a colourful design by the
notable pop artist Roy Lichtenstein (1923-1997) showing a comic style image of a young blonde lady lying down with tear
filled crying eyes and a thought bubble above her head reading "That's the way -- It should have begun! But it's hopeless!"
with the information text below in stylised red, blue and grey letters. Photography by Andre Morain, Screen printed in
Switzerland by Albin Uldry, Bern. Good condition, creasing, tears, minor staining. Country of issue: Switzerland, designer:
Roy Lichtenstein, size (cm): 128x90, year of printing: 1968
Estimate: 600 - 1200
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 97
Advertising Poster Shell Spirit Motor Oil Car Automobile. Vintage reproduction of an advertising poster for Shell Spirit and
Motor Oils - Your car deserves them both - Design by René Vincent (18791936) features ladies in a green car getting fuel
and service from men wearing chequered flat caps. Reproduction Published by Royle Publications LTD. Printed in England by
WR Royle and Son Limited, London. Horizontal. Fair condition, creasing, tears, staining, small paper losses. Country of
issue: UK, designer: Rene Vincent, size (cm): 50x76, year of printing: 1969
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 98
Advertising Poster Rioja Vineyard Map Wine Spain Cellar. Original vintage travel poster featuring a pictorial map of Rioja
wine-growing area, marking upper and lower Rioja region, Alavesia Rioja, and cellars for ageing wines to be exported, with
a stylised wine barrel compass, places of interest with architectural structures, common wild animals, and silhouettes of
people in traditional clothing. Published by Bodegas Montecillo, S.A. Fuenmayor - Rioja - Spain. Square poster. Fair
condition, creasing, folds, staining, tears, small paper losses. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 51x52,
year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
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20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 99
Advertising Poster Feudal Inocente AR Valdespino Jerez Sherry Spain. Original vintage advertising poster for A. R.
Valdespino - Jerez Fevdal Conac brandy and Inocente Fino sherry featuring an illustration of two alcohol drink bottles set
over a light background with olive branches around them. Valdespino is one of the oldest sherry producers, it was founded
in 1430 in Spain. Very good condition, creasing, paper collage, original painted maquette backed on card. Country of issue:
Spain, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 43x31, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 100
Space Poster Moon Apollo 8 Soyuz Gagarin Spirou Magazine. Original vintage poster La Lune / The Moon by Spirou, a
weekly Franco-Belgian comics magazine published since 1938, the poster features large images of the near and the far
sides of the moon surrounded by smaller images of moon surveyor, the crew of Apollo 8 American astronauts Frank
Borman, James Lovell, and William Anders, Vostok space rocket, Lunar excursion module, Soyuz space station, the image of
Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin, Saturn 5, Lunar module, and Ranger, set over dark background with a yellow frame.
Horizontal. Good condition, folds, tears, staining, pinholes, plastic rings on top edge.. Country of issue: Belgium, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 100x75, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 101
Advertising Poster Eastern National Bus Parcels Cargo. Original vintage advertising poster for Eastern National Omnibus
Company Limited services - Send your parcels by bus for delivery anywhere in the company's area. Speedy delivery and
cheap rates. Hand parcels in at any of the company's offices or agents. - featuring a great illustration of three parcels in
the centre with white lines reaching outwards to the corners of the poster. Eastern National Omnibus Company was
founded in 1929 as a joint venture between LNER - London and North Eastern Railway, LMS - London, Midland and Scottish
Railway, and National Omnibus & Transport Company, providing services in Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Essex,
Hertfordshire, and Huntingdonshire until the 1990s when it was privatised. Fair condition, tears, creasing, paper losses.
Country of issue: UK, designer: Jacques, size (cm): 77x51, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 102
Advertising Poster VeloSolex Motor Bicycle Moped Cycling Bike. Original vintage advertising poster for VeloSolex motorised
bicycle featuring a fun illustration of a man in yellow clothing riding the moped and holding the advertising sign, set over
light blue background. Velo Solex mopeds were originally produced by the French manufacturer Solex founded in 1946.
Very good condition, repaired tears, staining from writing on reverse at top edge, backed on linen. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Rene Ravo, size (cm): 118x75, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 150 - 300
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 103
Advertising Poster Elswick Cycles Bicycle Cycling Bike. Original vintage advertising poster for Elswick Cycles Famous For
Finish, featuring stylised lettering set over an orange and yellow gradual background with the seahorse logo that reads
Elswick. Barton-on-Humber England. Elswick bicycles were produced as early as the end of the 1800s, merged with Hopper
forming Elswick Hopper Cycle and Motor Company in 1914, the company grew larger renaming the bicycle to Falcon Cycles
in the 1980s. Horizontal. Excellent condition, minor creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 18x46,
year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 104
Advertising Poster Haut de Cagnes Joy of Living Paul Colin. Original vintage advertising poster for Haut de Cagnes or the
Joy of Living / Haut de Cagnes ou la Joie de Vivre exhibition, featuring a great illustration by the notable French graphic
artist Paul Colin (1892-1986) depicting a harph, mask and a scroll, with a goblet, and a painting set over dark background,
published by Group of Traders and Craftsmen of Haut de Cagne. Printed by Bedos & Cie, Paris. Good condition, folds, tears,
creasing. Country of issue: France, designer: Paul Colin, size (cm): 116x77, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 105
Advertising Poster Snoopy Dog Schulz Kept In The Picture Hallmark. Original vintage poster featuring the iconic comic
character Snoopy the Dog by the notable American cartoonist Charles M. Schulz (Charles Monroe Schulz; 1922-2000) issued
by Hallmark to promote postcards featuring this popular cartoon. The text in the bubble says: I always prefer to be kept in
the picture! Fun illustration depicting Snoopy walking in a cross-stitched frame with hearts and flowers over yellow
background. Good condition, creasing, tears, paper losses. Country of issue: USA, designer: Charles M. Schulz, size (cm):
70x50, year of printing: 1970s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 106
Advertising Poster Pinup Changing Tyre Elvgren. Original vintage advertising poster by an American pin-up artist Gil Elvgren
(1914-1980) featuring a blonde pin-up model in a striped dress, long black stockings and high heels puckering her lips as
she changes a car tyre with an artists signature printed on the image. The image was made for Quick Change, Brown &
Bigelow calendar illustration in 1967. Poor condition, folds, creasing, staining, small tears. Country of issue: USA, designer:
Gil Elvgren, size (cm): 80x60, year of printing: 1970s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 107
Set Advertising Poster Circus Party Clown Saint Mary Batignolles. Set of four printing proofs for original vintage advertising
poster for a Circus Party / Grande Fete du Cirque with games, buffet, raffle, exhibition, and stands, held by L'Ecole Mixte
Ste Marie des Batignolles Mixed School, featuring a fun illustration of a red clown face on yellow and orange background.
Good condition, creasing, tears. Country of issue: France, designer: Loile Noir, size (cm): 75x55, year of printing: 1970s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 108
Advertising Poster World Map for the Radio Amateur Kenwood Ham. Original vintage advertising poster published by the
Kenwood Coproration for radio enthusiasts displaying world map with different radio frequencies and codes. Kenwood
Corporation (originally known as Kasuga Radio Co. Ltd. and later Trio Corporation) was a Japanese company that designed,
developed and marketed a range of car audio, hi-fi home and personal audio, professional two-way radio communications
equipment, and amateur radio ("ham") equipment. Since October 2011, Kenwood survives as the brand of JVCKenwood
Corporation. Amateur radio, also known as ham radio, is the use of radio frequency spectrum for purposes of
non-commercial exchange of messages, wireless experimentation, self-training, private recreation, radiosport, contesting,
and emergency communication. Very good condition, minor creasing on edges, minor staining. Country of issue: Unknown,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 63x87, year of printing: 1970s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 109
Advertising Poster Serge Poliakoff Exhibition Art Modern. Original vintage advertising poster for a Serge Poliakoff exhibition
that took place at the National Museum of Modern Art / Musee National D'art Moderne from 23 September to 16 November
1970. Design features an abstract painting by Serge Poliakoff (1900-1969) using his signature bold shapes and vibrant blue,
yellow, orange and red colours. Very good condition, minor creasing. Country of issue: France, designer: Serge Poliakoff,
size (cm): 67x42, year of printing: 1970
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 110
Advertising Poster Profitopolis Art Exhibition Money Skyscrapers. Original vintage advertising poster for Profitopoli$ or
People Need Another City / Profitopolis oder Der Mensch braucht eine andere Stadt exhibition held at Die Neue Sammlung
Munich from 29 November 1971 to 13 February 1972, featuring an illustration of money bills stacked up forming an illusion
of skyscraper buildings set over yellow background. Good condition, folds, tears, pinholes. Country of issue: Germany,
designer: Magnus and Keller, size (cm): 84x60, year of printing: 1971
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 111
Advertising Poster Hartung Abstract Maeght Art Exhibition. Original vintage advertising poster for a German-French painter
Hans Hartung (1904-1989) large format 1961-1971 artwork exhibition at Foundation Maeght held from 12 June to 12 July
1971, the poster features an abstract work in blue, black and yellow colours. Printed by Adrien Maeght, Arte, Paris.
Excellent condition. Country of issue: France, designer: Hans Hartung, size (cm): 76x48, year of printing: 1971
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 112
Advertising Poster Vichy Grand Meeting De Galop 1972 Horse Racing. Original vintage poster Grand Meeting de Galop
features an exciting illustration of race horses captured mid-gallop crossing the finish line. Below the thundering hooves
theres information about the location and dates of the Grand Prix events. This vibrant poster hosts bright yellow and
greens as well as a lovely sense of vivacity, grabbing the attention of any passerby. This poster was printed by Collon,
Vichy in 1972. Good condition, creasing, tears, minor staining. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
120x80, year of printing: 1972
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 113
Advertising Poster Mercedes Benz 300 SLR Mille Migia Classic Racing Cars. Original vintage advertising poster for
Mercedes-Benz featuring an illustration of vintage 1920s automobile speeding alongside a mid-century Mercedes car with
more modern car sketches below, the caption in blue below the Mercedes Benz logo reads - 50 years... of classic sports
and racing cars from Mercedes-Benz 1926-1976 the way every car should be built. The picture features Sterling Moss and
Denis Jenkinson driving Mercedes 300SLR at the Mille Miglia race in 1955. Issued by Mercedes-Benz (United Kingdom) Ltd.
Great West Road, Brentford, Middx. - Designed by Thoroughbred & Classic Car Magazine. Printed by The Sidney Press
Limited, Bedford, England. Good condition, creasing, folds, small tears. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
54x40, year of printing: 1976
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 114
Music Poster Rolling Stones Tour of Europe 1976. Original vintage music concert poster promoting the English rock band
The Rolling Stones Tour of Europe '76 featuring a collage photograph of Mick Jagger, Keith Richards, Ron Wood, Bill
Wyman, and Charlie Watts mid-jump set over a photograph of a white snowy mountain peak. Acceptable condition, fading,
tears, creasing, paper losses, staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 98x74, year of printing: 1976
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 115
Advertising Poster Le Psychopompe Theatre Play Laroche Farre Boat Sea. Original vintage advertising poster for a play
directed by Mireille Laroche and Jean Paul Farre at quai de Valmy in Paris. Running at Théâtre La Péniche, the play was
created by Fenomenal Bazaar limited and written by Guénolé Azerthiope. The poster features a rather dark illustration of a
man hung from his boat full of empty liquor bottles as it fights its way through the ferocious waves. His tongue sticks out
as his body billows in the winds of the storm. The sea and sky are depicted as dark forces of nature with a palette full of
black and navy blues, whereas the man and the boat are brightly coloured in off white, contrasting effectively with its
background. His trousers and boat flag are the same hue of blue as the sea whilst the bird atop the mast is pictured in a
subdued coral pink. The posters caption, translated from French, reads The Psychopomp or kill me hard. Published by
La Lithotype, Marseille in 1978. Good condition, creasing, repaired tears, pinholes, minor staining, backed on linen. Country
of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 58x39, year of printing: 1978
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 116
Advertising Poster Stamp Collecting Philatelist Day USSR. Original vintage Soviet stamp collection poster addressing
philatelists to purchase collection stamps from the Soyuzpechat Soviet Central Philatelic Agency stores and kiosks, the
poster features images of stamps promoting tourism to Tallinn, Cosmonautics day, native plants, Yak-42 plane, sable, all
set over dark background. Good condition, creasing, staining, glossy finish. Country of issue: Russia, designer: F. Elinbaum,
size (cm): 58x41, year of printing: 1980
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 117
Advertising Poster Paul Colin Art Exhibition Signed Sorbonne. Original vintage advertising poster for a French poster artist
Paul Colin (1892-1985) exhibition at Sorbonne Chapel from 6 April to 14 May 1981, featuring an illustration of the elegantly
dressed couple, a lady in a white dress with green pattern and a Sacre-Coeur church necklace around her neck, holding a
red fan, and a gentleman dressed in a black tuxedo suit with an Eiffel Tower for nose, Arc de Triomphe for eye, holding
Notre Dame Cathedral in his hand, set over a black background, autograph signed in blue ink. Very good condition, minor
creasing, signed with blue ink. Country of issue: France, designer: Paul Colin, size (cm): 60x40, year of printing: 1981
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 118
Music Poster Rolling Stones Still Life European Tour 1982. Original vintage music concert poster promoting the English rock
band The Rolling Stones European Tour 1982 to promote their Still Life album released in 1982 featuring a collage of
photographs of the band members - Mick Jagger, Keith Richards, Ron Wood, Bill Wyman, and Charlie Watts, set over a pink
background with yellow zigzag over the image. Fair condition, creasing, tears, pinholes. Country of issue: UK, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 91x69, year of printing: 1982
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 119
Advertising Poster Tintin Imaginary Museum Joan Miro Foundation. Original vintage poster for an exhibition held from 27
September to 25 November 1984 presented by the Joan Miro Foundation - The Imaginary Museum Of Tintin - featuring a
great design depicting characters from the popular Belgian graphic novel by the Belgian cartoonist Herge (Georges Prosper
Remi; 1907-1983) being led by the comic book hero Tintin and his dog Snowy with the detectives Thompson and
Thomson, Tintin's friends Professor Calculus and Captain Haddock and the opera singer Bianca Castafiore through a
museum of items on display from his most memorable adventure stories including an ancient Chinese vase, the iconic red
and white rocket, a sceptre, historic artefacts, a plane and models of ships. Good condition, folds, creasing. Country of
issue: Spain, designer: Herge, size (cm): 90x60, year of printing: 1984
Estimate: 150 - 300
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 120
Advertising Poster Circus Animal Illusion Rabbit USSR. Original vintage Soviet circus advertising poster for Obvious Incredible comic animal illusion performance at the circus with the participation of a circus artist and clown Yevgeni
Shmarlovsky, featuring a fun illustration of a grey rabbit head popping through a pink background, with a framed image of
Shmarlovsky above. Good condition, creasing, folds, tears, staining. Country of issue: Russia, designer: Maystrovsky, size
(cm): 85x57, year of printing: 1985
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 121
Advertising Poster Queen Margrethe Andy Warhol Pop Art Reigning Queens. Original vintage advertising poster Reigning
Queens by Andy Warhol (1928-1987), featuring a bright pop-art artwork depicting Queen Margrethe II of Denmark with
abstract blocks of colour set over neon pink background, this poster is one of four prints of Reigning Queens, that include
Queen Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom, Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands, and Queen Ntfombi Twala of Swaziland, the
portraits only include queens who assumed the throne by birthright. Andy Warhol Art Expo Denmark. Printed in Denmark.
Very good condition, bumps on edges. Country of issue: Denmark, designer: Andy Warhol, size (cm): 82x60, year of
printing: 1985
Estimate: 150 - 300
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 122
Advertising Poster Guy Laroche Clandestine Paris Perfume Fashion House. Original vintage advertising poster for
Clandestine perfume by Guy Laroche, featuring a stunning illustration of a lady in black, blue, and pink stylised clothing
mimicking the perfume bottles design, white lettering over the image. Guy Laroche (1921-1989) was a French
haute-couture fashion designer, he founded his fashion house in Paris in 1957, through a collaboration with L'Oreal group
he developed a perfume license and introduced his first perfume in 1966, Clandestine a floral fragrance perfume launched
in 1986. Fair condition, creasing, tears, folds, paper loss in top left corner. Country of issue: France, designer: Razzia, size
(cm): 176x120, year of printing: 1986
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 123
Advertising Poster Lowry Exhibition Barbican Art Gallery The Pond. Original vintage advertising poster for L.S. Lowry artwork
exhibition held at the Barbican Art Gallery from 4 August to 2 October 1988, featuring a detail of L.S. Lowry's 1950 painting
The Pond, depicting an industrial view of a city, smoking chimneys, terraced houses, boats on the pond, and people in the
city streets. Laurence Stephen Lowry (1887-1976) was an English artist, famous for urban paintings depicting life in the
industrial districts of North West England. Good condition, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: L.S Lowry, size (cm):
76x51, year of printing: 1988
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 124
Music Poster Bud Rolling Stones Steel Wheels Music Tour. Original vintage advertising poster for the Steel Wheels North
American Tour by an English rock band Rolling Stones, featuring a pop art illustration in pink, orange, yellow, and blue
colours and a black and white photograph of Mick Jagger, Keith Richards, Ronnie Wood, Bill Wyman, and Charlie Watts.
Excellent condition, backed on linen. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 70x57, year of printing: 1989
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 125
Advertising Poster Erte Theatre Museum London Victoria Albert. Original vintage travel poster for Theatre Museum a branch
of the Victoria & Albert Museum, featuring a great illustration by a Russian-born French artist Erte (Romain de Tirtoff;
1892-1990) depicting performers on the stage - a ballet dancer, a jester, an opera singer, a cancan dancer under the
spotlights, with stylised lettering in yellow set over red background. Theatre Museum was opened in 1974, it told the story
of the British drama, dance, opera, musical theatre, circus, puppetry, music hall, and live art dating from as early as the
16th century, in 2007 it was replaced by new galleries at the V&A Museum in South Kensington, London. Good condition,
creasing, small tear on top edge. Country of issue: UK, designer: Erte, size (cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1980s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 126
Advertising Poster Moscow News English Newspaper USSR. Original vintage advertising poster for Moscow News newspaper
- Published weekly to give you a wide range of first-hand information from the USSR - featuring a photograph of Bolshoy
Kamenny Bridge spanning Moskva river, Annunciation Cathedral in the bottom right corner, Kremlin towers along the river,
and city skyline in the distance. The Moscow News was founded in 1930 by American socialist Anna Louise Strong with the
approval by Stalin's Communist leadership, the paper was published in many languages, over the years the paper shifted its
focus from Communism to an influential independent platform advocating radical reform during Gorbachov's Perestroika,
finally ceasing publication in 2014. Fair condition, paper skimming, staining, creasing. Country of issue: Russia, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 87.5x58.5, year of printing: 1980s
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 127
Advertising Poster Corniche II Rolls Royce Mountain Road Luxury Automobile. Original vintage advertising poster for
Rolls-Royce Corniche in blue on a mountain road. Corniche II is a two-door convertible car produced from 1986 to 1989.
Rolls-Royce was a British manufacturer of luxury cars and later aero-engines, the company was founded in 1904 by a
Welsh motoring and aviation pioneer Charles Rolls (1877-1910) and an English engineer Henry Royce (1863-1933).
Horizontal. Excellent condition, minor creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 60x84, year of
printing: 1980s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 128
Advertising Poster Bentley Silver Spirit Docks Sailboat Luxury Car. Original vintage advertising poster for Bentley featuring a
photograph of a Silver Spirit model car at the docks with oar boats and sailboats in the background. Bentley is a British
manufacturer of luxury cars, the company was founded in 1919 by an English engineer Walter Owen Bentley (1888-1971).
Horizontal. Very good condition, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 60x84, year of printing: 1980s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 129
Advertising Poster Bentley Grill Red Luxury Automobile Car. Original vintage advertising poster for Bentley featuring a
photograph of the front silver grill of the red car with soaring wings Bentley logo on the front. Bentley is a British
manufacturer of luxury cars, the company was founded in 1919 by an English engineer Walter Owen Bentley (1888-1971).
Excellent condition, minor creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 84x60, year of printing: 1990s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 130
Advertising Poster Rolls Royce Park Ward Silver Seraph Luxury Automobile. Original vintage advertising poster featuring a
photograph of a black Rolls-Royce Park Ward with a manor in the background. Rolls-Royce Silver Seraph was produced
from 1998 to 2002. Rolls-Royce was a British manufacturer of luxury cars and later aero-engines, the company was
founded in 1904 by a Welsh motoring and aviation pioneer Charles Rolls (1877-1910) and an English engineer Henry Royce
(1863-1933). Horizontal. Excellent condition. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 49x68, year of printing:
1990s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 131
Advertising Poster Set Bentley Arnage Car Dealership Luxury Automobile. Set of 6 original vintage car dealership advertising
poster for Bentley Arnage models R and T featuring photographs of the exterior and interior of the car. Bentley is a British
manufacturer of luxury cars, the company was founded in 1919 by an English engineer Walter Owen Bentley (1888-1971).
Arnage series was manufactured from 1998 to 2009, with the sporty Arnage T variant launched in 2002, Arnage R variant
launched in 1999. Horizontal poster size: 49x68cm. Excellent condition. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 84x60, year of printing: 1999-2002
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 132
Advertising Poster Linstant Taittinger Champagne Grace. Original vintage drink advertising poster for Taittinger champagne.
Classic image of an elegant lady wearing a fashionable black fishtail evening dress and long black gloves behind a glass full
of champagne, known as the Grace Kelly design. The poster was created by Claude Taittinger (b 1927), President of
Taittinger. Excellent condition Country of issue: France, designer: Claude Taittinger, size (cm): 70x50, year of printing: 1990s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 132.
Advertising Poster Linstant Taittinger Champagne Grace. Original vintage drink advertising poster for Taittinger champagne.
Classic image of an elegant lady wearing a fashionable black fishtail evening dress and long black gloves behind a glass full
of champagne, known as the Grace Kelly design. The poster was created by Claude Taittinger (b 1927), President of
Taittinger. Excellent condition Country of issue: France, designer: Claude Taittinger, size (cm): 70x50, year of printing: 1990s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 133
Advertising Poster Bentley Continental R Luxury Automobile Car. Original vintage advertising poster for Bentley featuring a
photograph of a red luxury coupe Continental R automobile with a light interior, the car was manufactured from 1991 to
2003. Bentley is a British manufacturer of luxury cars, the company was founded in 1919 by an English engineer Walter
Owen Bentley (1888-1971). Horizontal. Good condition, foxing, staining, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Michael
Schuppan, size (cm): 70x101, year of printing: 1991
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 134
Set Advertising Posters Rolls Royce Luxury Automobile Crewe. Set of 7 original vintage advertising poster for Rolls-Royce.
Rolls-Royce was a British manufacturer of luxury cars and later aero-engines, the company was founded in 1904 by a
Welsh motoring and aviation pioneer Charles Rolls (1877-1910) and an English engineer Henry Royce (1863-1933). 1. Story
celebrating the 90th Anniversary of Rolls Royce with black and white photographs of Charles Rolls and Henry Royce and
images of the cars manufactured by Rolls-Royce from 1904 until 1992 in yellow insets set over blue background. Good
condition, creasing on the edges. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 97x68, year of printing: 1992; 2.
Two historically highly interesting sketches by Sir Henry Royce. They were made only two days before he died on 22/4/33.
The pencil sketch has on it a note by nurse Ethel Aubin, and apparently, she finished some lines he could not complete.
These were the last sketches ever made by Sir Henry. Donated by W.G. Hardy via Tom Clarke. Excellent condition. Country
of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 35x49, year of printing: unknown.; 3. Illustration of a Rolls-Royce automobile
engine with a car assembly line in the background. Signed print. Good condition, foxing, creasing. Country of issue: UK,
designer: William Geldart, size (cm): 54x43, year of printing: 1990s; 4. Reproduction of an ad for C.S. Rolls & Co Rolls
Royce Cars, featuring illustrations of R.R. Tonneau, RR. Park Phaeton, Six-Cylinder Rolls-Royce Car, R.R. Landaulet, and
R.R. Phaeton de Luxe with prices and address below. Good condition, staining, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 40x30, year of printing: 1990s; 4. reproduction of an ad Rolls Royce - The Worlds Record for a
Non-stop Motor Run Broken - featuring images of Mr F.H. Royce - the Designer of the car and Engineer in Chief of the Co;
The Hon. C.S. Rolls - Technical Managing Director of the Co; Mr Claude Johnson - Commercial Managing Director of the Co
who originated and organised the trial; Chief Testor Platford; Mechanician Macready; and the Silver Ghost 6 cylinder Rolls
Royce car which on Friday last completed 7214 miles non stop in an official road trial under the Royal Automobile Club and
which is still running 400 miles per day between London and Glasgow. Good condition, staining, creasing. Country of issue:
UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 28x35, year of printing: 1990s; 5. reproduction of The Autocar Advertisement pages
from April 20th, 1907, featuring a large title - Rolls Royce The best six-cylinder car in the world? - with a quote from a
private owner of an automobile - I may say my car is a perfect dream. It is so reliable that I have done away with my
carriages and horses. - with reasons for the greatness of the car, and agent locations in the UK, France, United States, and
Canada. Good condition, creasing, staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 42x30, year of printing:
1990s; 7. Rolls Royce Vintage Car Exhibition held at the Winter Gardens from 31 July to 2 August, featuring a black and
white photograph of a vintage Rolls-Royce automobile. Fair condition, creasing, staining, tears. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 64x45, year of printing: 1993
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 135
Music Poster Rolling Stones Exile on Main Street. Commercially issued advertising poster for Rolling Stones studio album
Exile on Main St. released in 1972 featuring a collage of various images of Mick Jagger, Keith Richards, Mick Taylor, Bill
Wyman and Charlie Watts taken in Bel Air mansion and Los Angeles' Main Street on one side of the poster and circus
performers and freaks on the other side. Horizontal. Good condition, folds, creasing. Country of issue: Germany, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 60x92, year of printing: 2002
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 136
Music Poster Rolling Stones Tongue Lips Logo. Commercially issued music advertising poster for Rolling Stones rock band
featuring the iconic tongue and lips logo with red lettering above set over black background. The logo was created by the
English artist John Pasche and later redesigned by Craig Braun, it is said the logo was created to resemble Mick Jagger's
lips. Good condition, folds, creasing. Country of issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 93x60, year of printing: 2003
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 137
Set Advertising Posters Rolls Royce Crewe Luxury Automobile. Set of 9 original vintage advertising posters for Rolls Royce
cars. Rolls-Royce was a British manufacturer of luxury cars and later aero-engines, the company was founded in 1904 by a
Welsh motoring and aviation pioneer Charles Rolls (1877-1910) and an English engineer Henry Royce (1863-1933).1.
Rolls-Royce The Best Car in the World. Excellent condition, minor creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 84x60, year of printing: 1990s;. 2.Fifty Years of Rolls-Royce at Crewe, featuring illustrations of an engine above
military planes, with the 1946 Bentley MK VI and 1988 Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit above an image of the factory. Very good
condition, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 59x42, year of printing: 1988; 3. 100 Years of
Rolls-Royce, featuring two photographs depicting a unique line up of early Rolls-Royce motor cars - 10HP, 15HP, 20HP,
30HP, and a photograph of the new Rolls-Royce Phantom built at Goodwood. Very good condition, creasing on edges.
Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 84x60, year of printing: 2004; 4.. Rolls-Royce and Bentley Heritage
Dealers P&A Wood car dealership, Celebrating 50 Years of Restoration. Very good condition, minor creasing. Country of
issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 84x60, year of printing: 1980s; 5. The Phantom of Love 1927 Rolls-Royce PI
Chassis No 76TC Brougham de Ville by Clark & Sons. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 84x60, year of
printing: 1990s; 6. Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit. Good condition, creasing, staining, double-sided. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 42x59.5, year of printing: 1980; 7.The Original Silver Ghost 1907. Excellent condition, minor
creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 84x60, year of printing: 2000s; 8.poster from Hobby
Explorama magazine featuring an illustration of Silver Spirit Rolls-Royce. Good condition, creasing, staining, foxing. Country
of issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 79x59, year of printing: 1980s; 9. Bentley. Good condition, creasing.
Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 42x59, year of printing: 1979
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 138
Music Poster Rolling Stones Rock Music Some Girls . Original vintage advertising poster for the release of Rolling Stones CD
for the album Some Girls in 2011. Some Girls is the 14th British and 16th American studio album by the English rock band
the Rolling Stones, released on 9 June 1978 on Rolling Stones Records. Despite controversy surrounding its cover artwork
and lyrical content, Some Girls was a commercial success, it became the band's top-selling album in the US, having been
certified by the RIAA for selling six million copies sold by 2000. Several hit singles emerged from the album which would
become rock radio staples for decades, including "Beast of Burden" (US No. 8), "Shattered" (US No. 31), "Respectable" (UK
No. 23), highlighted by "Miss You", which reached No. 1 in the US and No. 3 in the UK. Some Girls was re-issued on 21
November 2011 as a 2-CD deluxe edition, including twelve songs originally recorded during the two sessions for the album.
The album re-entered the charts at No. 58 in the UK and No. 46 in the US. "No Spare Parts" was released as a single on 13
November, which went to No. 2 on Billboard's Hot Singles Sales. Good condition, folds, minor creasing, tears, minor
staining, printed on two separate unattached sheets. Country of issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 168x118,
year of printing: 2011
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 139
Advertising Poster Rolls Royce Ghost Best Car Luxury Automobile. Original vintage advertising poster by P&A Wood car
dealership for Rolls-Royce - The Best Car in the World - The New Rolls-Royce Ghost. The History Continues. - featuring an
illustration of Rolls-Royce automobiles from modern to vintage models. Rolls Royce Ghost was named to honour the Silver
Ghost, the automobile is being produced since 2009. Rolls-Royce was a British manufacturer of luxury cars and later
aero-engines, the company was founded in 1904 by a Welsh motoring and aviation pioneer Charles Rolls (1877-1910) and
an English engineer Henry Royce (1863-1933). Very good condition, creasing on the edges. Country of issue: UK, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 84x60, year of printing: 2000s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 139.
Advertising Poster Rolls Royce Ghost Best Car Luxury Automobile. Original vintage advertising poster by P&A Wood car
dealership for Rolls-Royce - The Best Car in the World - The New Rolls-Royce Ghost. The History Continues. - featuring an
illustration of Rolls-Royce automobiles from modern to vintage models. Rolls Royce Ghost was named to honour the Silver
Ghost, the automobile is being produced since 2009. Rolls-Royce was a British manufacturer of luxury cars and later
aero-engines, the company was founded in 1904 by a Welsh motoring and aviation pioneer Charles Rolls (1877-1910) and
an English engineer Henry Royce (1863-1933). Very good condition, creasing on the edges. Country of issue: UK, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 84x60, year of printing: 2000s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 140
Travel Poster Brides les Bains Salins Moutiers Savoie Mountains. Original vintage travel poster for Brides-les-Bains and
Salins-Moutiers, featuring a stunning artwork by Henri Ganier Tanconville (1846-1936) depicting a lady in an elegant red
and yellow dress holding a bouquet of wildflowers walking on a mountain path with castles and buildings on the river, and
snowy Savoie mountain peaks in the distance, with stylised yellow writing, and an inset of the map of the region. Printed
Lemercier, Paris. Good condition, restored paper losses, restored tears, staining, ink stamp at the top of the image, backed
on linen. Country of issue: France, designer: Henri Tanconville, size (cm): 97x74, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 141
Travel Poster Normandy French Railway Mortain Aiguille Halle. Original vintage railway travel poster for Excursions in
Normandy / Excursions en Normandie issued by Chemins de Fer de l'Etat French State Railways, featuring stunning artwork
by an English painter Charles Halle (1846-1914) depicting Mortain L'Aiguille entrance to the Petite Cascade with a man
walking on a trail along steep rocks and a little river with a small Mortain waterfall in the foreground. Printed by Hachard &
Cie, France. Fair condition, tears, creasing, staining, pinholes, paper losses, other posters stuck on reverse. Country of
issue: France, designer: Charles Halle, size (cm): 104x72, year of printing: 1920s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 142
Travel Poster Saint Palais Sur Mer Royan French Railways. Original vintage travel poster issued by the French State
Railways / Chemins de Fer de lEtat for Royan Saint-Palais-sur-Mer, featuring a great illustration by Roger Soubie
(1898-1984) depicting a couple standing on a hill under pine trees with holidaymakers enjoying the sun and the beach
below. Saint-Palais-sur-Mer is a resort destination on the Atlantic Ocean with Belle Epoque and Roaring Twenties
architecture amidst a pine forest, with picturesque rock formations by the sea. Poor condition, tears, creasing, staining,
pinholes, paper losses, tape on image, other posters stuck on reverse. Country of issue: France, designer: Roger Soubie,
size (cm): 105x72, year of printing: 1920s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 143
Travel Poster PLM Railway Circuit Du Vercors Pont en Royans. Original vintage PLM Paris Leon Mediterranee railway travel
poster for Circuit du Vercors Pont-en-Royans featuring a stunning artwork depicting the red roof hanging houses above
the banks of the river with cathedrals and churches towering above, the caption below the image reads - Circuit of Vercors
- Pont-en-Royans. Automobile tour services around Grenoble. The French railway company PLM (Compagnie des Chemins
de Fer de Paris a Lyon et a la Mediterranee; 1858-1938) operated train services primarily in the South East region of
France between Paris, the French Alps and the Cote d'Azur and rail services in Algeria. Fair condition, tears, creasing,
staining, folds, paper losses. Country of issue: France, designer: Charles Alo, size (cm): 106x74, year of printing: 1920s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 144
Travel Poster Midi Railway Font Romeu Grand Hotel . Original vintage railway travel poster issued by the Chemins de fer du
Midi also known as Southern Railway featuring a stunning illustration of Le Grand Hotel Art Nouveau style building with
people at the entrance, pine trees, mountains, and sunset framing the image, white lettering below provides information on
Winter and Summer seasons in the Pyrenees at the altitude of 1800m. Chemins de fer du Midi was an early French railway
company established in the 1840s and later merged with Chemin de fer de Paris a Orleans in 1934. Printed by E. Baudelot
in Paris. Fair condition, folds, creasing, tears, paper losses, staining, paper banner stuck on bottom left corner, ink stamp,
other posters stuck on reverse. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 104x74, year of printing: 1920s
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 145
Travel Poster Nippon Yusen Kaisha Japan Mail Steamship Cruise. Original antique travel calendar advertising poster for
Nippon Yusen Kaisha Japan Mail Steamship Co., featuring a stunning illustration of Japanese ladies in traditional kimono
clothing, pictured by the ocean with waves rising up by their feet, pine trees behind them, a rising sun in the distance, an
inset of a steamship in one corner and a calendar for the year 1919 in the other. Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha also
known as NYK Line is a Japanese shipping company that has been providing transportation services since 1885. Printed by
Ichida Offset Printing Co., Ltd., Osaka & Tokyo, Japan. Poor condition, tears, creasing, paper losses, minor staining,
calendar pages stuck on bottom right, metal bars on top and bottom. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 93x60, year of printing: 1918
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 146
Travel Poster Chenonceaux Chateaux de la Loire France Railway. Original vintage railway travel poster by Chemin de Fer de
Paris a Orleans featuring a stunning illustration by a French artist Constant Duval (1877-1956) of Chenonceaux Les
Chateaux de la Loire Circuits Automobiles, the late Gothic and early Renaissance style Chateau de Chenonceau spans the
river Cher in the Loire Valley, with a lone fisherman on the bank of the river under birch trees and vanilla sky above in
orange, pink, and purple colours. Chemin de Fer de Paris a Orleans was founded in 1838, it was merged and then
nationalised to become a part of SNCF Societe Nationale des Chemins de fer Francais - France National State Owned
Railway. Printed by Chaix, Paris. Fair condition, tears, creasing, staining, pinholes, paper losses, other posters stuck on
reverse. Country of issue: France, designer: Constant Duval, size (cm): 104x71, year of printing: 1926
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 147
Travel Poster Angers Paris Orleans Railway Automobile Circuits Constant Duval. Original vintage travel poster for Railways
from Paris to Orleans / Chemins de Fer de Paris a Orleans advertising tourism to Angers with an illustration of a quaint city
view depicting a dog in front of a butcher shop, a child and mother walking hand in hand, other people passing in the
streets, with colourful flowers in the windows and a cathedral towering over the city, the caption below reads Angers
Automobile Circuits. Designed by Atelier Constant Duval 19 Villa Chaptal Levallois Seine. Fair condition, tears, creasing,
staining, pinholes, paper losses, ink stamp. Country of issue: France, designer: Constant Duval, size (cm): 104x70, year of
printing: 1926
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 148
Travel Poster London Underground Batchworth Heath Sunset Pond. Original vintage travel poster issued by London
Transport featuring an artwork by Walter Ernest Spradbery (1889-1969) for Batchworth Heath depicting a quaint view with
geese feeding the grass next to a pond reflecting orange and blue sky with farm buildings next to a large tree and sunset
in the background. Batchworth Heath is located in Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire, the habitat is known for an ancient pond
and wildlife. Printed by The Dangerfield Printing Company, Limited, London. Fair condition, creasing, tears, ruffing on the
edge, staining, browning. Country of issue: UK, designer: Walter E. Spradbery, size (cm): 102x63, year of printing: 1927
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 149
Travel Poster LAven Armand Cave Grotto Midi PLM Railway. Original vintage travel poster advertising LAven Armand, a
cave located between Meyrueis and Sainte-Enimie in the Lozère province of France. LAven Armand is known for the
tallest stalagmite of 30 meters which is hidden inside its enormous limestone cave. The entrance of the cave leads to a
magnificent vaulted chamber known as the Grand Salle extending up to 100 metres in length and 55 metres in width.
The lithographic poster captures the grandeur of the cave and limestone texture as people are pictured looking up at the
grand ceiling, tiny in comparison. The LAven Armand cave has been open to the public since 1927 and remains a popular
destination today. Realised by Cl.Eiffel, this poster was printed by Lucien Serre & Cie. Fair condition, tears, creasing, paper
losses, minor staining, backed on linen. Country of issue: France, designer: Cl.Eiffel, size (cm): 105x76, year of printing: 1930
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 150
Travel Poster London Underground East Grinstead Spradbery. Original vintage travel poster issued by London Transport
featuring an artwork by Walter Ernest Spradbery (1889-1969) captioned East Grinstead from the Meadows, depicting a
green meadow surrounded by trees and quaint little houses with a faded skyline in the distance. Printed by The Baynard
Press. Poor condition, folds, creasing, staining, ruffing on the edge. Country of issue: UK, designer: Walter E. Spradbery,
size (cm): 102x64, year of printing: 1931
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 151
Travel Poster Childrens Map of London Pictorial. Fold-out map of London for children featuring colourful images, coat of
arms, text and writing from nursery rhymes, Rudyard Kipling, The River's Tale. Copyright John Bartholomew & Son. Fair
condition, folds, tears, staining, map back and front cover on reverse, backed on old linen. Country of issue: UK, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 56x76, year of printing: 1938
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 152
Travel Poster Cologne Bonn Railway Koln Bonner Eisenbahnen. Original vintage travel poster for Koln-Bonner Eisenbahnen
Railways featuring a map of the area marking Bad-Godesberg, Bonn, Koln-Deusz and other towns and cities on the banks
of Rhine river, with a railway train below the description - Go to Bonn and the Seven Mountains by the electric Fast Trains
of the Rheinuferbahn (Rhine-Bank-Railways) leaving once every half-hour (at 15 minutes to and past every full hour). Start:
Cologne Trangkasse (near Hohenzollernbrucke). Stops in Cologne: Hindenburgbrucke, Filzengraben, Ubierring, Sudbrucke
and Marienburg. - Cologne-Bonn railways operated a route network between the two cities from 1910s to 1992. Printed by
Kolner Verlags-Anstalt und Druckerei AG Koln. Fair condition, folds, creasing, staining, tears, pinholes, tape marks in the
corners. Country of issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 68x48, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 153
Travel Poster Grottes de Han Cave Belgium Stalactite Stalagmite. Original vintage travel poster for Grottes de Han featuring
a stunning photograph of the stalactites and stalagmites in the cave, bold white lettering below reads - Caves of Han and
Rochefort. The most grandiose in the world in the centre of the picturesque Belgian Ardennes. For the Han Grottos,
panoramic railcars depart from Rochefort or Han-sur-Lesse. Fair condition, folds, tears, pinholes, tape on top edge, minor
stains, ink stamp bottom left, stamps stapled to bottom right corner. Country of issue: Belgium, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 100x61, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 154
Travel Poster Grottes de Grotten Van Han Belgium Railway. Original vintage railway travel poster for Han Grottoes issued
by Belgian State Railways featuring a stunning photograph of people on boats inside the caves with stalactites hanging over
them. Rochefort city is located in the Wallonia region, Namur Province, it is home to a major tourist attraction - the Grotto
of Rochefort and the Caves of Han-sur-Lesse. Good condition, folds, staining, browning. Country of issue: Belgium,
designer: Photo by Boyer, Paris, size (cm): 100x62, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 155
Travel Poster St Ives Carbis Bay Cornwall GWR Railway Borlase Smart. Original vintage travel poster issued by the Great
Western Railway GWR to promote the destinations of St Ives, Carbis Bay and Lelant in Cornwall. The Great Western
Railway (GWR) was a British railway company that linked London with the southwest and west of England, the West
Midlands, and most of Wales. Great Western trains included long-distance express services such as the Flying Dutchman,
the Cornish Riviera Express and the Cheltenham Spa Express. Spectacular design with a birds eye view over the bay with
Lands End marked on the far side. Poor condition, tears, creasing, paper losses, staining, folds. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Borlase Smart, size (cm): 100x126, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 150 - 300
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 156
Travel Poster North West England LMS Railway Marston. Original vintage travel poster issued by the London, Midland and
Scottish Railway -LMS to promote travel to North West of England. LMS was a British railway company that formed from a
merger of London and North Western Railway, Midland Railway, the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway (which had
previously merged with the London and North Western Railway on 1 January 1922), several Scottish railway companies
(including the Caledonian Railway), and numerous other, smaller ventures. Freda Marston nee Clulow studied at the Regent
Street Polytechnic School of Art where she was taught by Harry Watson and Terrick Williams. Marston exhibited at the
Royal Academy in London, with the Royal Society of British Artists and the Fine Art Society. She was commissioned by
London, Midland and Scottish Railway and British Railways to produce carriage prints and examples of her work are held in
public collections in Eastbourne and Stoke-on-Trent. Fair condition, creasing, paper losses, repaired tears, staining, backed
on card. Country of issue: UK, designer: Freda Marston, size (cm): 102x126, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 240 - 480
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 157
Travel Poster LMS Beauty Abides Mortal Change Buckle. Original vintage travel poster issued by the London, Midland and
Scottish Railway -LMS to promote travel on its trains to scenic destinations. The landscape in the poster is most likely
depicting Lake District. LMS was a British railway company that formed from a merger of London and North Western
Railway, Midland Railway, the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway (which had previously merged with the London and North
Western Railway on 1 January 1922), several Scottish railway companies (including the Caledonian Railway), and numerous
other, smaller ventures. Claude Henry Buckle R.I., Royal Society for Marine Artists (R.S.M.A.) (10 October 1905 9 August
1973) was an English painter well known for railway posters, carriage prints and for oil and watercolour paintings. Good
condition, restored paper losses, restored tears, restored creasing, minor staining, backed on linen. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Claude H Buckle, size (cm): 102x126, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 300 - 600
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 158
Travel Poster Lisieux Pilgrimage Saint Therese Basilica Church. Original vintage travel poster for Lisieux in France captioned
as World Pilgrimage Centre 20 Minutes from the Sea / Centre Mondial de Pelerinage a 20 minutes de la mer. The poster
features ladies and gentlemen queuing in front of the Basilica of St. Therese with a religious procession in white robes
carrying a yellow banner, and a silhouette of Therese of Lisieux also known as Saint Therese of the Child Jesus and the
Holy Face in the sky above the basilica. Therese is a model of sanctity for Catholics. Printed by Rotophot Paris. Printed in
France for and by The French State Railways. Fair condition, tears, folds, creasing, paper losses, minor staining. Country of
issue: France, designer: Fred Money, size (cm): 101x63, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 159
Travel Poster Leamington Spa Pump Room Bathhouse Bath. Original vintage travel advertising poster for Leamington Spa England - The Pump Room - Great monotone photo by Ursula Hartleben features someone filling up a glass with water
from a fountain with a black border and stylised lettering. Leamington Spa is a town in central England that grew in
popularity in the 18th century for its water reputed to have medicinal qualities, famous for a 19th-century spa bathhouse
Royal Pump Rooms and Baths designed by C.S. Smith who also designed The Regent Hotel, Royal Pump Rooms now are
home to Leamington Spa Art Gallery & Museum. Printed in England for the Royal Leamington Spa and The Travel
Association, London, by Rembrandt Photogravure. Very good condition, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Ursula
Hartleben, size (cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 160
Travel Poster Pilsudski New York Gdynia Cruise Ship Sea Ocean. Original vintage travel poster featuring an illustration of an
ocean liner MS Pilsudski, named after Marshal Jozef Pilsudski (1867-1935), portrayed above the ship, serving the
trans-Atlantic route from September 1935, sailing from Gdynia to New York, with the cities pictured below. MS Pi?sudski
(later renamed ORP Pi?sudski) was a medium-size ocean liner of the Polish Merchant Marine, named after Marshal Jozef
Pi?sudski, a national hero of Poland. She was built in Italy for Polskie Transatlantyckie Towarzystwo Okretowe ("Polish
Transatlantic Shipping Company Limited" or PTTO), which in 1934 became Gdynia Ameryka Linie Zeglugowe (Gdynia
America Line). This poster was printed in the USA most likely for the Polish immigrant communities. Good condition, tears,
creasing, staining. Country of issue: USA , designer: Unknown, size (cm): 51x38, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 161
Travel Poster Grenoble La Salette Marian Congress Religion Pilgrimage. Original vintage travel poster for Centenaire de La
Salette. Cinquieme Congres Marial National / La Salette Centenary. Fifth National Marian Congress in Grenoble featuring a
great illustration of a church nestled in between steep mountains in blue and green with a white cross on one of them. Our
Lady of La Salette is a Marian apparition dated to have occurred in 1846 at La Salette-Fallavaux in France, which is a place
for relgious pilgrimage. Fair condition, tears, staining, paper losses, Country of issue: France, designer: C. Hazalon, size
(cm): 79x49.5, year of printing: 1946
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 162
Travel Poster Savoie French Alps Mountains Savoy Skiing. Original vintage travel poster advertising the Savoy region in
France. The poster features an illustration of the beautiful Savoy landscape in the snowy French Alps. The mountains
dominate the frame with their grandeur as trees scatter before it, notably smaller in comparison. The white of the snow is
juxtaposed with deep blue sky, inviting the viewer to ski and take in the breathtaking views. This poster was commissioned
by Draeger Paris, designed by Fontana Rosa and published in 1948. Good condition, minor creasing, minor staining, light
foxing, small paper loss on bottom left corner, backed on linen. Country of issue: France, designer: Fontana Rosa, size
(cm): 99x62, year of printing: 1948
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
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20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 163
Travel Poster Val de Loire SNCF Railway Pierre. Original vintage travel poster for the Loire Valley France. The illustration
features a colourful cubist rendition of the Loire village as the roofs of the houses and are given given sharp triangular
edges in earthy tones of yellows, blues, reds and greens. A bridge connects the village to distant mountains where the
colour palette adopts a more pastel combination of shades. There is an air of serenity and calmness about this illustration
which invites us to step into its valleys and enjoy the wonders it has to offer. Created by J. Pierre, this poster was published
by Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer Francais (SNCF) in 1950. Good condition, tears, creasing, foxing Country of issue:
France, designer: J.Pierre, size (cm): 100x62, year of printing: 1950
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 164
Travel Poster SNCF Frankreich Chateaux De La Loire Railway. Original vintage railway travel poster advertises tourism to
the Loire region in France. The illustration features a wonderful scenic painting of the magnificent Chateaux de La Loire. A
road depicted in tones of coral pinks and red interweaves the carefully groomed green gardens before leading up to the
castles situated underneath a clear blue sky. A gardener is shown at work in the foreground with his hat off, alluding to a
warm summers day. The text below, translated from German, reads France, French Railways. This poster was
commissioned by Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer Francais (SNCF) and published in 1953. Fair condition, tears,
staining, creasing, paper losses, backed on linen. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 100x62, year of
printing: 1953
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 165
Travel Poster Gorges Du Tarn SNCF Railway Castle Rohner. Original vintage travel poster issued by the state owned French
National Railways SNCF Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer Francais; founded 1938) advertising tourism to Gorges du
Tarn canyon featuring artwork by a French artist Georges Rohner (1913-2000) depicting the canyon and Tarn river below
framed by the trees and hanging houses with the ruins of medieval Castelbouc castle towering above the houses. Perceval,
Paris. Printed in France for and by the French Railways. Very good condition, minor creasing, light browning. Country of
issue: France, designer: Georges Rohner, size (cm): 100x62, year of printing: 1955
Estimate: 105 - 210
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 166
Travel Poster Paquebot Antilles French Line Cruise Liner Ship. Original vintage cruise line travel poster for Compagnie
Generale Transatlantique French Line Paquebot Antilles featuring an illustration of a cruise liner displaying detailed
numbered depiction of all of the areas including sun deck, boat deck, cabins, restaurant, upper promenade deck,
refrigerated compartment, machinery compartment, turbo alternators, food turbo-pump, diesel compartment, chauferrie car
compartment, with main features in numbers on the length, width, height, number of personnel, and passenger capacity.
Founded in 1861 (having been established in 1855 by the brothers Emile and Issac Pereire), the Compagnie Generale
Transatlantique CGT was a French shipping company known as French Line and Transat; it merged with Compagnie des
Messageries Maritimes de Marseille in 1976 to form the Compagnie Generale Maritime CMA CGM. Horizontal. Good
condition, creasing, staining. Country of issue: France, designer: Michel Lezla, size (cm): 47x120, year of printing: 1955
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 167
Travel Poster Bernese Oberland Ski Switzerland Sailing Skiing Hiking. Original vintage travel poster promoting summer and
winter sports in the Bernese Oberland Swiss Alps popular for skiing and walking, the poster features three photographs
depicting a smiling couple sailing on a yacht, a couple skiing down the mountain slope, and a smiling lady with flowers
looking at a gentleman seated on the grass with snowy mountains in the background. Lay-out by Muhlemann, Bochetti.
Printed in Switzerland by Polygraphic Company, Laupen. Fair condition, creasing, tears, staining. Country of issue:
Switzerland, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 102x64, year of printing: 1958
Estimate: 105 - 210
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 168
Travel Poster Britain English Lake District Mountain Valley. Original vintage travel poster for Britain - The English Lake
District - Design uses a British Travel and Holidays Association photograph that features a lady wearing red leaning against
a birch tree and waving with lakes and hills in the background. The paragraph in the banner below reads - The English
Lake District is renowned for the beauty of its varied scenery throughout the year, and its many visitors return again and
again to enjoy the ever changing views of lakes, mountains, valleys and streams. A concentration of natural beauty that
inspired the pen of Wordsworth and other lakeland poets. Among the hills and dales of this lovely region there are
opportunities to indulge in many holiday recreations, including cruising on lake steamers or motor boats, yachting and
angling, bathing, climbing, golfing, tennis, watching hound trails and attending steeplechase races, rushbearing ceremonies
and agricultural shows. Published by the British Travel and Holidays Association and Printed in Great Britain by Sun Printers
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LTD, Watford and London. Very good condition, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 76x51, year
of printing: 1959
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 169
Travel Poster Auvergne SNCF Railway Aujame . Original vintage poster advertises travel to the Auvergne region of France.
The illustration features a breathtaking image of the Auvergne landscape. The colours of this expressionist poster exhibit
influences from Fauvism with its palette of bright yellows, coral pinks, emerald greens. Deep blues take the form of the sky
and river adding depth to the illustration. This image of a vibrant and colourful countryside gives us an inviting feeling of
adventure. Created by Jean Aujame (1905-1965), this poster was published by Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer
Francais (SNCF) in 1959. Very good condition, minor creasing, small tear in bottom left corner. Country of issue: France,
designer: Jean Aujame, size (cm): 100x62, year of printing: 1959
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 170
Travel Poster Southport British Railways Midcentury Seaside Resort. Original vintage travel poster promoting excursions by
train to the popular seaside resort town of Southport in north west England by British Railways. Fantastic mid-century
design featuring a stylish young couple enjoying a drink in the foreground, the well dressed man holding a pipe and the
lady wearing a red and white striped summer dress and holding a straw hat, with more smiling people and children
enjoying the sun in the background in front of the Venetian Bridge and colourful buildings on the other side of the blue
water, the title text below in stylised green lettering with the British Railways logo and information text. Printed by the
Baynard Press, London. Good condition, folds, staining, browning, repaired tears, backed on linen. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 101x63, year of printing: 1959
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 171
Travel Poster Fly TWA Airlines Greece Klein Constellation. Original vintage travel poster issued by Trans World Airlines / TWA
featuring a great design by the notable American artist David Klein (1918-2005) depicting a close up detail of an Ancient
Greek column set against red and orange background, stylised title, red lettering and a Lockheed Constellation airplane
flying overhead. Trans World Airlines (TWA) was a major American airline from 1924-2001, when it was acquired by
American Airlines. Good condition, minor paper losses in corner, skimming. Country of issue: USA, designer: David Klein,
size (cm): 101.5x63.5, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 172
Travel Poster Holiday British Railway Diesel D200 Seaside Beach. Original vintage travel poster published by British
Transport Commission featuring a great dynamic illustration of a Class 40 diesel train on the railway track, and a seaside
view of a couple on the beach with boats and yachts behind them, the caption on the poster reads - Let us help you
arrange your Holiday Travel. Buy your rail tickets here at station prices. - Printed in Great Britain by Waterlow & Sons
Limited. Good condition, creasing, folds, staining, paper loss in top left corner. Country of issue: UK, designer: Johnston,
size (cm): 75x51, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 173
Travel Poster Folkestone Outer Harbour Kent Fisherman Children Boat. Original vintage travel poster for Folkestone featuring
a great photograph of four little children at the pier looking at the sailor with fishing nets and crab traps next to them,
fishing boats on the water, and the city in the background, the caption below reads - The Outer Harbour, Folkestone, Kent.
Folkestone, situated on the south coast 70 miles from London, has a dual claim to distinction; as an important
cross-Channel port and as a modern seaside holiday resort. The town's attraction lies not only in its great natural beauty
which has been enhanced by parks, lawns and gardens but also in its ability to provide excellent accommodation and a wide
variety of recreations and entertainments for all age groups. The harbour is, of course, an endless source of interest to
young and old alike. A British Travel Association photograph. Published by The British Travel and Holidays Association and
Printed in Great Britain by Fosh & Cross Ltd., London. Poor condition, creasing, staining, tape marks, tears Country of issue:
UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 102x64, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 174
Travel Poster Hunting Czech Pheasant La Peche Ceskoslovensko. Original vintage travel poster inviting to visit
Czechoslovakia for hunting - La peche en Tchecoslovaquie - featuring an illustration of a smiling pin-up looking lady holding
a pheasant in one hand and a rifle gun in the other. Fair condition, restored folds, restored tears, restored paper losses,
restored creasing, staining, browning, backed on linen. Country of issue: Czechoslovakia, designer: Vydal Cedok, size (cm):
100x70, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 175
Travel Poster Holidays Club Med Baby Africa Vacation. Original vintage travel poster for Club Mediterranee travel agency
featuring an adorable illustration of a little child in a colourful traditional African jewellery stirring something in a cauldron
captioned Your Holidays / Vos Vacances, with a stylised handwriting style lettering above - What is he up to? / Qu'est ce
qu'il mijote? - Issued by Club Med, a French travel and tourism operator. Printed by D'Hauteville, Paris. Fair condition,
creasing, tears, small paper losses, staining. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 60x40, year of
printing: 1950s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 176
Travel Poster Britain Lancashire UK Lake District Valley. Original vintage travel poster for Britain featuring a black and white
photo of a garden in Lancashire - On the borders of the English Lake District. Published by the Travel Association of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland. Printed in Great Britain by Rembrandt Photogravure Limited. Good condition, creasing, tears,
pinholes. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 177
Travel Poster Britain Lincolnshire Boston Stump St Botolph Church. Original vintage travel poster for Britain featuring a black
and white photo of 'The Stump', Boston, Lincolnshire next to the River Haven with a tree in the foreground - St Botolph's
Church is a parish church in Boston, Lincolnshire. Its tower is known as the "Boston Stump" since its construction.
Published by the Travel Association of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Printed in Great Britain by Rembrandt
Photogravure Limited. Good condition, creasing, tears. Country of issue: UK, designer: H.D Keilor , size (cm): 76x51, year
of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 178
Travel Poster Illustrated Map Of Scotland Coat Of Arms. Original vintage illustrated map poster for Scotland featuring a
colourful design by Frederick Griffin (1906-1976) showing the coat of arms of each burgh / borough area around
illustrations of the popular sights, traditions and places of interest in Scotland and its islands including the historic
Inverness Castle and Cape Wrath Lighthouse, and various activities and sports including jousting and salmon fishing with
sailing boats and ships at sea below a sun shining in the corner, the decorative compass on the North Sea above the Key to
Map. Published by the Scottish Tourist Board in co-operation with The British Travel Association. Printed in Scotland. Good
condition, creasing, tears, staining, pinholes, small paper loss in bottom left corner. Country of issue: UK, designer:
Frederick Griffin, size (cm): 100x62, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 179
Travel Poster Carnaval Nice Jester Clown Beglia Riviera. Original vintage travel poster for Nice Carnival featuring a stunning
illustration by a French artist Charles Beglia (1887-1963) depicting a jester in red and yellow clothing, bell hat, and drum at
his waist, holding a trumpet decorated with a an eagle, jumping over blooming pink and yellow flowers and lettering that
reads Carnaval. Printed by Affiches Adia Nice. Nice Carnival celebrations are held annually in Nice on the French Riviera.
Good condition, staining, tears, paper losses, creasing. Country of issue: France, designer: Charles Beglia, size (cm):
101x62, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 105 - 210
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 180
Travel Poster New Brighton British Railways Wilcox Wallasey Cheshire Coast Beach. Original vintage railway travel poster New Brighton - Wallasey - On the Cheshire Coast - issued by British Railways London Midland Region featuring a stunning
view by the notable British artist Leslie Arthur Wilcox (1904-1982) showing the view over the New Brighton seaside resort
with Ferris wheel and rollercoaster, yellow sandy beach and a promenade, with a lighthouse, sailboats and ships on the
Irish Sea. Printed in Great Britain by Waterlow and Sons Limited, London. Fair condition, creasing, tears, folds, paper losses,
pinholes. Country of issue: UK, designer: L. Wilcox, size (cm): 101x64, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 120 - 240
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Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 181
Travel Poster Elgin Cathedral British Railway Scotland Merriott. Original vintage railway travel poster - Elgin Cathedral. Fast
diesel trains from aberdeen and Inverness. See Scotland by Train - issued by British Railways featuring a stunning view by
the notable British artist Jack Merriott (1901-1968) showing Elgin Cathedral and a bridge spanning over River Lossie. Elgin
Cathedral was established in 1224 and is dedicated to the Holy Trinity. Published by British Railways Scottish Region.
Printed in Great Britain by Stafford & Co., Ltd. Netherfield, Nottingham. Good condition, folds, creasing, small tears,
staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Jack Merriott, size (cm): 101x63, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 182
Travel Poster Romania Carpati Balkans Suitcase Journey Holiday. Original vintage travel poster issued by Carpati National
Travel Office promoting tourism to Romania with a caption - What a good idea... A trip to Rumania! - features a fun
illustration of a tourist in a chequered suit carrying a suitcase covered in luggage stickers and a camera around his neck,
pointing at Rumania on the globe that doubles as his head. Romania is located in the Balkans ringed by the Carpathian
Mountains with a Black Sea coast in the south-east, the country is known for Transylvania and Bran Castle associated with
count Dracula, its capital Bucharest is the home to the Palace of the Parliament built during the rule of Communist dictator
Nicolae Ceausescu. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining, tape marks. Country of issue: Romania, designer: Unknown,
size (cm): 99x67, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 183
Travel Poster Beach Venice Italy Lido de Jesolo . Original vintage ENIT travel poster for Lido di Jesolo Venezia featuring a
photograph of colourful umbrellas providing shade to the beachgoers and holidaymakers on sun loungers on a sunny day,
with some people swimming in the Adriatic Sea. Jeseolo Lido is a popular tourist destination because of the 15-kilometre
long beach area, it is located in Venice province, Italy. Issued by the Italian Tourism Board ENIT. Good condition, creasing,
tears, minor staining. Country of issue: Italy, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 100x68, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 184
Travel Poster Mamaia Romania Black Sea Holiday Carpati Balkans. Original vintage travel poster issued by Carpati National
Travel Office promoting tourism to Romania with a caption - Mamaia - The Pearl of the Black Sea - featuring a photograph
of holidaymakers and beachgoers walking on the beach, sunbathing, resting in the shade of colourful parasol umbrellas,
with hotel buildings in the distance. Romania is located in the Balkans ringed by the Carpathian Mountains with a Black Sea
coast in the south-east, the country is known for Transylvania and Bran Castle associated with count Dracula, its capital
Bucharest is the home to the Palace of the Parliament built during the rule of Communist dictator Nicolae Ceausescu.
Acceptable condition, creasing, tears, staining, paper loss, tape marks. Country of issue: Romania, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 83x55, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 185
Travel Poster Lucerne Switzerland Reuss River . Original vintage travel poster for Lucerne in Switzerland featuring a
photograph of a stunning view with smiling holidaymakers waving while riding a speed boat on river Reuss near
Kapellbrucke Chapel Bridge wooden footbridge and its Wasserturm water tower with forest on the mountains in the
background. Poor condition, tears, paper losses, paper skimming, staining, tape marks. Country of issue: Switzerland,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 102x64, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 186
Travel Poster Torquay Britain Resort Coast Yacht Holiday Devon. Original vintage travel poster for Britain - Torquay, South
Devon - Design uses a British Travel and Holidays Association photograph featuring boats in a harbour. The paragraph in
the banner below reads - Torquay is one of the most attractive and beautifully situated resorts on the south coast. It claims
to have a climate of Mediterranean mildness, and this claim is substantiated by the sub-tropical palm trees which luxuriate
in the gardens along the sea front. First class accommodation, sports and entertainments of every kind, yachting and
swimming, and a charming countryside which suggests a hundred delightful excursions make a holiday at Torquay an
unforgettable experience. Published by the British Travel and Holidays Association and Printed in Great Britain by Sun
Printers LTD, Watford and London. Good condition, creasing, tears. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
76x51, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 187
Travel Poster Cape Verde Island Paradise Fishing. Original vintage travel poster for Cape Verde featuring a black and white
aerial photograph of the city coastline and the port, hills in the distance with a large white fishing hook over the image, the
caption over the image reads - Cape Verde islands of contrasts. A paradise for fishermen. - with the red lettering below For Enquiries: Agencia Geral do Ultramar, R.De S.Pedro de Alcantara 81 Lisboa. Printed by Patria - Porto, Portugal. Cape
Verde or Cabo Verde, with its capital in Praia, is an archipelago volcanic island country in the Atlantic Ocean to the West
from Africa. Good condition, creasing, staining, tears. Country of issue: Portugal, designer: Gravito, size (cm): 100x63, year
of printing: 1960
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 188
Travel Poster Britain Land of History Tudor Hampton Court Castle Palace Royal. Original vintage travel poster Britain Land of
History - An artists impression of the Thames-side Hampton Court Palace in Tudor times. This is one of the many royal
palaces, castles and country houses which have played a part in Britains history. King Henry VIII can be seen riding a horse
in the foreground. Published by the British Travel and Holidays Association and printed in Great Britain by Harrison and
Sons Ltd. Excellent condition. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1960
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 189
Travel Poster Knight Armour VA Museum London Underground Vambrace. Original vintage LT travel poster inviting to visit
Tower Armouries, Wallace Collection, and the Victoria and Albert Museum - Vambrace, poleyn, sabaton - even the
vocabulary is made to measure. This functional metal tailoring records the point where the arts of war and peace most
intricately collide. For robust English steel go to the Tower Armouries; for the continental fashions try the Wallace Collection
of the Victoria and Albert Museum. - with an illustration by a British artist Geraldine Knight (b.1932) depicting an armour
set over dark background. Good condition, tears, creasing, minor staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Geraldine Knight,
size (cm): 101x63, year of printing: 1962
Estimate: 105 - 210
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 190
Travel Poster Paris Railway Buffet Notre Dame Cathedral. Original vintage travel poster advertising Paris. The poster
features an illustration of Notre-Dame, one of the most iconic landmarks in the French Capital. The leafless branches of
trees leaning into the left frame of the composition add to the gothic architecture of the Cathedral as well as to the sombre
feel of poster overall. Buffets (1928 1999) expressionist style is visible in the bold confident strokes of black in the
structure of the composition and even in the peculiar font chosen for his name and date at the top of the poster. It seems
that we are capturing a glimpse of cold winter as the bridge above the Seine stands alone before Notre Dame. The colour
palette is comprised of deep earthy browns and greens, juxtaposed against the blue sky. This poster was commissioned by
The French Railway Company in 1963 to famous French painter Bernard Buffet to create a poster for the city of Paris. Very
good condition, creasing. Country of issue: France, designer: Bernard Buffet, size (cm): 100x62, year of printing: 1963
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 191
Travel Poster British Transport Museum Tramway Omnibus Railway. Original vintage travel poster featuring an illustration
for Museum of British Transport featuring various London Transport vehicles throughout the years, with an omnibus,
tramway, railway, set over cream pink background with stamps and logos, with a caption below - A magnificent collection
of historic London buses, including a faithful replica of Shillibeer's Bus of 1829, the 1851 'Knifeboard' the chocolate and gold
'Garden Seat' of 1895 and the gorgeously refurbished 'B Type' which saw service in the Great War. Also a vast array of
locomotives, including one of the Metropolitan Railway's very first steam locomotives, the venerable No. 23, and a mass of
assorted tickets, maps, timetables, and models of the greatest interest. Printed by Curwen Press. Fair condition, several
creases, folds, tears, foxing, staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: William Fenton, size (cm): 101x64, year of printing: 1964
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 192
Travel Poster LT Green Line Coaches London Map Route Finnie. Original vintage London Transport travel poster for Green
Line Coaches featuring a map in white set over green background depicting the city of London and the various Green Line
Coach routes, with illustrations of Ashridge, near Berkhamsted; Jordans Meeting House, near Beaconsfield; Hartfield House;
Cecil Rhodes Memorial Museum; Bishop's Stortford; Epping Forest; Stoke Poges; Leith Hill; Reigate; Knole, Sevenoaks.
Cartographer B.G. Lewis. Printed by The Baynard Press. Very good condition, creasing, minor staining. Country of issue:
UK, designer: John Finnie, size (cm): 101x64, year of printing: 1965
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 193
Travel Poster Le Chemin de fer du Montenvers Haute-Savoie Railway Chamonix Mer de Glace Ski. Original vintage travel
poster advertising Le Chemin de fer du Montenvers - a railway in the French Alps, Haute-Savoie department of France. The
railway runs between Chamonix and the Mer de Glace, a valley glacier on the north slope of Mont Blanc massif at an
altitude of 1,913 m. The poster features a photograph of a small train with red carriages and a white roof driving across a
bridge over a river. The railway winds around a wooded slope with a glacier and steep snowy mountains in the
background. Published by the Ministere des travaux publics, des transports et du tourisme. Printed by Draeger. Excellent
condition, restored tears. Country of issue: France, designer: Lambert, size (cm): 99x62, year of printing: 1966
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 194
Travel Poster San Francisco United Airlines Cable Car Tram. Original vintage travel poster issued by the United Air Lines
promoting tourism to San Francisco featuring a great illustration of the iconic San Francisco cable cars on one of the hills of
the city. The first cable car tram operated train started running in 1873 on the Clay Street Hill Railroad, further expanding
and evolving from grip cars with coal-burning steam engines, converting to oil in 1901, and then electric energy in 1912,
nowadays the cable cars serve not only as of the public transport but are also a major tourist attraction and the icon of the
city. Good condition, pinholes, tears, minor staining, backed on linen. Country of issue: USA, designer: James Jebavy, size
(cm): 102x63, year of printing: 1967
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 195
Travel Poster Loire Valley SNCF Villemot Railway Garden Chateau. Original vintage travel poster issued by the state owned
French National Railways SNCF Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer Francais; founded 1938) advertising tourism to Val de
Loire, featuring a stunning illustration by the notable French graphic artist Bernard Villemot (1911-1989) depicting a view
over a garden with topiaries, and a chateau on the hill on the banks of the Loire river. The grey and black lettering below
the image reads - Visit the Loire Valley on trains and coaches / Visitez Le Val de Loire avec les trains et les autocars. Hubert
Baille Advertising, Paris. Printed in France for and by the French National Railways. Very good condition, creasing, small
tears. Country of issue: France, designer: Villemot , size (cm): 100x62, year of printing: 1967
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 196
Travel Poster New York Japan Air Lines Manhattan Skyscraper JAL. Original vintage JAL travel poster - Fly to New York via
Japan Air Lines - featuring a photograph of Manhattan skyscraper skyline reflecting in the water with white clouds in blue
sky above. Established in 1951, Japan Air Lines (Nihon Koku Kabushiki-gaisha / Nikko) is the national airline of Japan. Good
condition, creasing, tears. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 100x63, year of printing: 1967
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 197
Travel Poster Los Angeles Japan Air Lines Cowgirl JAL. Original vintage JAL travel poster - Fly Japan Air Lines. Los Angeles featuring a photograph of a cowgirl in an ornately decorated shirt and tassel skirt posing at Ghost Town Knott's Berry Farm
theme park in LA. Established in 1951, Japan Air Lines (Nihon Koku Kabushiki-gaisha / Nikko) is the national airline of Japan.
Good condition, creasing, tears. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 100x63, year of printing: 1968
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 198
Travel Poster Beaujolais France Wine Grape Kuhlmann. Original vintage travel poster reproduction for Beaujolais in France Design by Frederic Kuhlmann features grapes on the vine in the foreground with the rest of the vineyard in the
background. Beaujolais is a historical wine-producing province in France located north of Lyon. Good condition, tears,
creasing, staining. Country of issue: France, designer: Frederic Kuhlmann, size (cm): 100x62, year of printing: 1970s
Estimate: 225 - 450
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 199
Travel Poster Paris SNCF Salvador Dali French Railways. Original vintage travel poster advertising Paris featuring the Eiffel
Tower with abstract lines and colourful butterflies designed by the renowned surrealist artist Salvador Dali (1904-1989) for
the state owned French National Railways (SNCF Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer Francais; founded 1938). Fair
condition, tears, creasing, staining, browning, foxing. Country of issue: France, designer: Salvador Dali , size (cm): 99x62,
year of printing: 1970
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 200
Travel Poster Alpes SNCF Salvador Dali French Railways. Original vintage travel poster advertising the Alps featuring
snow-topped mountains with butterflies in the foreground designed by the renowned surrealist artist Salvador Dali
(1904-1989) for the state-owned French National Railways (SNCF Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer Francais; founded
1938). Poor condition, creasing, tears, staining, paper loss in bottom left corner. Country of issue: France, designer:
Salvador Dali, size (cm): 99x62, year of printing: 1970
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 201
Travel Poster Roussillon SNCF Salvador Dali French Railways. Original vintage travel poster advertising Roussillon featuring
butterflies and figures in a red frame with yellow lines of light from the centre and a person with a butterfly casting a long
shadow in front of snow-topped mountains in the distance below, designed by the renowned surrealist artist Salvador Dali
(1904-1989) for the state-owned French National Railways (SNCF Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer Francais; founded
1938). Good condition, creasing, tears, staining. Country of issue: France, designer: Salvador Dali, size (cm): 99x62, year of
printing: 1970
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 202
Travel Poster Normandie SNCF Salvador Dali French Railways. Original vintage travel poster advertising Normandy featuring
iconic butterflies and buildings with boats on a sandy beach and other images designed by the renowned surrealist artist
Salvador Dali (1904-1989) for the state-owned French National Railways (SNCF Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer
Francais; founded 1938). Poor condition, creasing, tears, staining, loss of paper on the bottom left corner. Country of issue:
France, designer: Salvador Dali, size (cm): 99x62, year of printing: 1970
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 203
Travel Poster Roussillon SNCF Salvador Dali French Railways. Original vintage travel poster advertising Roussillon featuring
butterflies and figures in a red frame with yellow lines of light from the centre and a person with a butterfly casting a long
shadow in front of snow-topped mountains in the distance below, designed by the renowned surrealist artist Salvador Dali
(1904-1989) for the state-owned French National Railways (SNCF Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer Francais; founded
1938). Poor condition, creasing, tears, staining, paper loss in bottom left corner. Country of issue: France, designer:
Salvador Dali, size (cm): 99x62, year of printing: 1970
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 204
Travel Poster Auvergne SNCF Salvador Dali French Railways. Original vintage travel advertising poster for Auvergne
featuring an iconic butterfly design by the renowned surrealist artist Salvador Dali (1904-1989) for the state-owned French
National Railways (SNCF Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer Francais; founded 1938). Poor condition, creasing, tears,
staining, large paper loss in top right corner. Country of issue: France, designer: Salvador Dali, size (cm): 99x62, year of
printing: 1970
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 205
Travel Poster Alsace SNCF Salvador Dali French Railways. Original vintage French National Railways SNCF travel poster Alsace Chemin de Fer Francais - featuring abstract artwork in black and white of historic cathedral buildings with a subtle
butterfly design below a dramatic sky by the renowned surrealist artist Salvador Dali (1904-1989). Poor condition, creasing,
tears, staining, paper loss in the bottom left corner. Country of issue: France, designer: Salvador Dali, size (cm): 99x62,
year of printing: 1970
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 206
Travel Poster Paris SNCF Salvador Dali French Railways (Large). Original vintage travel poster advertising Paris featuring the
Eiffel Tower with abstract lines and colourful butterflies designed by the renowned surrealist artist Salvador Dali
(1904-1989) for the state owned French National Railways (SNCF Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer Francais; founded
1938). Poor condition, tears, creasing, staining, paper losses in bottom left corner, tape on margin. Country of issue:
France, designer: Salvador Dali, size (cm): 99x62, year of printing: 1970
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 207
Travel Poster Wine of Italy Map Sardinia Sicily Vinyard Grapes. Original vintage travel poster Wines of Italy featuring a fun
detailed map of mainland Italy and the Sardinia and Sicily islands, the colourful illustration depicts various regions of the
country as well as types of wine with caricatures of people, mermaid, and a sea monster, with an ornate goblet and
compass in the corners of the poster. Published by the Italian Foreign Trade Institute Under the Sponsorship of Comitato
Nazionale Per La Tutela Delle Denominazioni Di Origine Del Vini. Good condition, tears, creasing. Country of issue: Italy,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 100x70, year of printing: 1970
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 208
Travel Poster Cote DAzur SNCF Collage Bezombes Railway. Original vintage travel poster issued by the state owned French
National Railways SNCF Societe Nationale des Chemins de Fer Francais; founded 1938) advertising tourism to Cote d'Azur
featuring a bold illustration by a French artist Roger Bezombes (1913-1994), a collage from leaves, circular shapes, floral
patterns, red, blue, and green colours forming a fish, sun, and plant like shapes. Mourlot, Paris. Printed in France for and by
the French National Railways. Very good condition, minor creasing, small tears. Country of issue: France, designer: Roger
Bezombes, size (cm): 100x63, year of printing: 1972
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 209
Travel Poster Venice Simplon Orient Express Lady Smoking Railway. Original vintage railway travel advertising poster for the
Venice Simplon Orient Express London Paris Milano Venezia featuring an elegant Art Deco style image of a lady smoking a
cigarette in a sleeping berth, a blue Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Lits et des Grandes Express Europeens train
with a light on from one of the windows and the CIWL logo badge on the side of the carriage running below a starry night
sky against the railway track background above the image and the stylised text below. Design by Fix Masseau (Pierre Felix
Masseau; 1905-1994). Very good condition, creasing. Country of issue: France, designer: Pierre Felix Masseau, size (cm):
99x62, year of printing: 1981
Estimate: 150 - 300
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 210
Travel Poster LT Brightest London Home by Underground Taylor. Set of 6 vintage reproductions of London Underground
travel posters. 1. Brightest London featuring artwork by a British Impressionist and Modern artist Horace C. Taylor
(1881-1934) depicting an Art Deco design with ladies and gentlemen in elegant dresses and tuxedos seated at the tables
with champagne bottles and glasses entertained by a dance performance with colourful lanterns above the dance floor, the
caption reads - Brightest London and home by Underground. - . Printed by The Dangerfield Printing Co. Ltd. London.
Reissued by London Transport Museum in 1983. Designed and Printed by Beric Tempest & Co Ltd. St. Ives, Cornwall. Good
condition, creasing, staining, paper loss in bottom right corner. Country of issue: UK, designer: Horace Taylor, size (cm):
69x49, year of printing: 1983; 2. The West-End is awakening with artwork by Ernest Michael Dinkel (1894-1983) depicting a
silhouettes of theatre goers by Shaftesbury Memorial Fountain, cars and busses on the road, bright lights on the West End
buildings advertising Army Club Cigarettes, Sand Port Wine, Guinness, Bovril on Cafe Monico facade, Avalanche, State
Express, with silhouettes of London buildings with St. Paul's Cathedral at the top. Originally issued in 1931 by London
Regional Transport. Published in 1988 by London Transport Museum, Covent Garden. Good condition, foxing. Country of
issue: UK, designer: E. M. Dinkel, size (cm): 89.5x59, year of printing: 1988; 3. Summer Sales Quickly Reached by Mary
Koop (1884-1967) promoting quick travel to Londons shopping destinations. The colourful illustration depicts a sea of
vibrant umbrellas leading up towards the entrance of a shop. The doorway at the top of the frame is symbolic of the metro
tunnel, as the Underground offered a quick commute to cities exciting summer sales of 1925. Originally issued in 1925 by
London Regional Transport. Published in 1983 by London Transport Museum, Covent Garden. Good condition, creasing,
staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Mary Koop, size (cm): 88x59, year of printing: 1983; 4. The Way Home by a
Belgian artist and graphic designer Marc Fernand Severin (1906-1987) depicting people rushing towards the Homeward Line
underground station, with newspaper seller at the entrance, elegant ladies and gentlemen in the streets, cafe and stores,
dancing hall, London Transport logo in the centre doubling as a clock. Originally issued in 1938 and reproduced from
London Regional Transport's Historic Poster Archives in 1985 by Charterhouse Printing, London. London Regional Transport,
United Kingdom. Good condition, creasing, minor staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Marc Fernand Severin, size (cm):
42x30, year of printing: 1985; 5. Lure of the Underground by Alfred Leete (18821933) is one of the bestselling posters in
London Transport Museum's collection. Originally issued in 1927 by Underground Electric Railway Company Ltd. Published in
1988 by London Transport Museum, Covent Garden. Very good condition, light creasing on the margins. Country of issue:
UK, designer: Alfred Leete, size (cm): 89x58, year of printing: 1988; 6. Some suggestions for doubling available road space
- featuring a fun caricature illustration by an English cartoonist, illustrator and artist William Heath Robinson (1872-1944),
depicting narrow triple deck busses carrying elegantly dressed ladies and gentlemen in top hats, narrow double decked cab
with luggage on the roof, unicycle, and two wheeled car, traffic police on the road, a lady pushing a pram with a child in it,
and an iconic red letter box. Good condition, creasing, folds, small paper loss in the top left corner, tears. Country of issue:
UK, designer: W. Heath Robinson, size (cm): 89x60, year of printing: 1974
Estimate: 15 - 30
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 211
Travel Poster Grindelwald Ski Switzerland Winter Pleasure Skiing Skating Comic. Original vintage travel poster for
Grindelwald 1001 plaisirs d'hiver / 1001 winter pleasures, featuring a colourful fun illustration depicting people on ski lifts,
carolling, eating fondue, skiing, playing hockey, sledging, ice skating, snow fights, hunting, ice skating, bobsledding, seven
dwarves from Snow White, paragliding, flying a helicopter, surrounded by snowy peaks of Swiss alps. Grindelwald is a
village in the Swiss Bernese Alps popular for skiing in winter and hiking in summer. Issued by Swiss Bank Corporation.
Good condition, creasing, staining, folds. Country of issue: Switzerland, designer: Nicolas Volkoff, size (cm): 102x64, year
of printing: 1990
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 212
Sport Poster Australia Cricket Test Team Sportswear . Original vintage advertising poster for sportswear laundry, possibly
St. Georges Laundry (Worcester) Ltd featuring Australia's Cricket test team photographs with the caption - Well laundered
sportswear gives confidence. Send us your Cricket & Tennis Flannels & Ladies Sports Frocks. Australia won the 1934 Ashes
series against England, winning two of the matches and losing one, with the other two tests drawn. The Australian tourists
were captained by Bill Woodfull, while the home side was led by Bob Wyatt, with Cyril Walters deputising for Wyatt in the
first Test. Horizontal. Fair condition, folds, creasing, staining, small paper losses. Country of issue: Australia, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 24x50, year of printing: 1934
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 213
Sport Poster Ski Italy ENIT State Railways Aosta Cortina d'Ampezzo. Original vintage newspaper full-page advertising poster
printed for the Italian Tourism Board ENIT advertising reduced rates for travel to popular ski resort destinations: Aosta,
Cortina d'Ampezzo and others. Art Deco featuring an illustration in black and white of a lady on a snowy slope with her
hands crossed behind her head with smaller illustrations of ski jumping, sunbathing, people riding a snowmobile, cable car
and horse sledging, the text below provides information on special facilities and reduction of lines on the state railways
from 20 December 1935 to 20 February 1936, the reverse of the poster features news articles, from Il Popolo d'Italia
newspaper. Good condition, folds, browning, double sided. Country of issue: Italy, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 56.5x42,
year of printing: 1935
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 214
Sport Poster ENIT Winter Sports State Railways Aosta Cortina d'Ampezzo. Original vintage newspaper full-page advertising
poster printed for the Italian Tourism Board ENIT advertising reduced rates for travel to popular ski resort destinations:
Aosta, Cortina d'Ampezzo and others. Sports Invernali / Winter Sports 1936, great Art Deco design featuring an illustration
in black and white of two men on skis, one admiring the mountain view while the other fixes his gear, the text below
provides information on special facilities and reduction of lines on the state railways from 20 December 1935 to 20
February 1936, the reverse of the poster features news articles, from Il Mattino Napoli newspaper. Good condition, folds,
browning, double sided. Country of issue: Italy, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 54x39, year of printing: 1935
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 215
Sport Poster Vuelta Catalonia Bicycle Race 1954 Pirelli Map . Original vintage sports poster for 34 Vuelta Ciclista a Cataluna /
34th Edition of Catalonia Road Bicycle Race XIV Grand Prix held from 5-12 September 1954, with start in Montjuic and
finish in Barcelona, the poster features a colourful map marking Barcelona, Manresa, Figueras, Puigcerda, Lerida, Tortosa,
Salou, Reus, Sitges, with space to write down time for the eleven stages of the race, with advertising of Pirelli tyres,
Profiden toothpaste, Canals & Nubiola wine, Puig condensed milk, Decano cognac, Batanga and Riccao chocolate. The 1954
Volta a Catalunya race was won by an Italian cyclist Walter Serena. Good condition, folds as issued, staining, creasing,
small tears. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 83x53, year of printing: 1954
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 216
Sport Poster Tour De France Louison Bobet Altitude. Original vintage advertising poster published to promote two new
watch models - Louison Bobet Senior and Louison Bobet Junior - created by the official timekeeper of several cycling
competitions, Altitude, in honour of the winner of the Tour de France from 1953-1955, the French cyclist Louison Bobet
(Louis Bobet; 1925-1983), signed on the dial by the rider. Dynamic image of the smiling cyclist holding up a bouquet of
flowers with the watch depicted on the left side and a large yellow arrow on the right side with the title in black letters.
Printed in France by Domine. Good condition, faint waving, small stains and creases in margins. Country of issue: France,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 26.5x59, year of printing: 1954
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 217
Sport Poster Mercedes Benz Holland Grand Prix Formula. Original vintage poster advertising Mercedes Benz victory in
Holland Grand Prix in 1955. The 1955 Dutch Grand Prix was a Formula One motor race held at Zandvoort on June 19, 1955.
It was race 5 of 7 in the 1955 World Championship of Drivers. The 100-lap race was won by Mercedes driver Juan Manuel
Fangio after he started from pole position, second place was taken by another Mercedes driver - Stirling Moss. Good
condition, small paper loss, small tears, browning. Country of issue: Germany, designer: Germany, size (cm): 30x21, year of
printing: 1955
Estimate: 150 - 300
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 218
Sport Poster Skiing in France Ski Winter Sport. Original vintage winter sport poster advertising Skiing in France. Fun and
colourful mid-century modern image of a smiling skier wearing a bright wool jumper with wavy ski lines on the piste in the
background and the title text below in blue letters. Very good condition, small staining in top right corner. Excellent
condition, minor bumps on edges. Country of issue: France, designer: Constantin, size (cm): 60x40, year of printing: 1959
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 219
Sport Poster Ski Austria Winter Badgastein Spa Resort . Original vintage travel poster promoting a ski resort and winter
sport destination - Winter in Badgastein Austria - Fun illustration of a snowman holding skis in one hand and a spa jug in
the other with smaller images of ladies and gentlemen enjoying spa, sunbathing, sledging, skating, playing music and going
up the ski lift. Bold lettering reads - Austria 1100 meters Winter season 15 December - 15 April. Bad Gastein in High Tauern
mountains is an Austrian thermal spring spa and ski town known for belle epoque architecture. Fair condition, creasing,
tears, pinholes. Country of issue: Austria, designer: Sommer, size (cm): 84x59, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 220
Sport Poster Italy Olympic Games 1960 Sports Centre. Original vintage sport poster - Il Centro Sportivo Italiano Agli Atleti Di
Tutto Il Mondo / The Italian Sports Centre To Athletes From All Over the World - featuring a flaming torch from the Rome
1960 Summer Olympic Games with a minimalist line design of the athletic track running to the distance against the blue
background with a Roman Catholic Cross on the side and the Olympic rings in hexagonal shapes above. A cura del comitato
civico issued by the civic committee. Excellent condition, minor tears at bottom margin. Country of issue: Italy, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 100x70, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 221
Sport Poster Olympic Winter Games 1960 Squaw Valley. Original vintage sports poster for the 8th Winter Olympic Games
held in Squaw Valley (now Palisades Tahoe) California from 18 to 29 February 1960, the poster features the emblem of the
1960 Winter Olympics in the shape of a red, yellow and blue star made of triangles with five Olympic rings, the star is set
over the snow-covered background, black title in French. The Soviet Union scored in first place with 21 medals, followed by
the United Team of Germany with 8 medals, and the United States with 10 medals. Poor condition, punched holes in
corner, laminated on both sides. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 94x63, year of printing: 1960
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 222
Sport Poster Olympic Winter Games 1960 Squaw Valley. Original vintage sports poster for the VIII Olympic Winter Games
that took place from February 18-28 1960 at Squaw Valley - Lake Tahoe California USA - Los VIII Juegos Olimpicos De
Invierno - Design features a triangle Olympic logo with snow in the background. Poor condition, punched holes in corner,
laminated on both sides. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 94x63, year of printing: 1960
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 223
Sport Poster Olympic Winter Games 1960 Squaw Valley Slalom Skiing. Original vintage sports poster for the VIII Olympic
Winter Games that took place from February 18-28 1960 at Squaw Valley - Lake Tahoe California USA - Design features a
large red flag with the map of the United States marking Squaw Valley in California, and a slalom skier weaving between
yellow, blue and red flags on a snowy ski slope with a mountain in the background. Poor condition, punched holes, paper
loss in the bottom left corner, staining, creasing, laminated in hard plastic. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 92x61, year of printing: 1960
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 224
Sport Poster Silverstone F1 International Trophy Car Racing. Original vintage sports poster for Formula One car racing
competition at Silverstone 13th International Trophy Meeting held on Saturday 6th May 1961 with admission details and
ticket information below the image depicting a green racing car with a driver facing the viewer set over dark blue
background. The race was won by Stirling Moss driving Cooper T53P - Climax with entries from Cooper, Lotus, BRM,
Vanwall, and Scarab. Good condition, creasing, tears, folds, minor staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 75x50, year of printing: 1961
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 225
Sport Poster Jose Biarnes Cycling Trophy Coca Cola. Original vintage sport poster: Cycling Trophy of Jose Biarnes, 26 May
1963, 140km race, Santa Eulalia - Igualada - Santa Eulalia, Spain. The poster features an illustration of an athlete in purple
shirt and black shorts cycling towards the viewer, with departure schedule and route listed in green lettering, Coca-Cola
logo and slogans 'Drink Coca-Cola' and 'Coca-Cola refreshes better' below the image. Fair condition, creasing, folds,
staining, foxing. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Canafer, size (cm): 49x33, year of printing: 1963
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 226
Sport Poster Maccabiah Olympic Games ElAl Airlines Israel. Original vintage sport poster for the VII Maccabiah Games held
in Israel August 23 - August 31 1965 featuring an illustration of a runner with country flags set over dark gradual
background and stylised yellow star of David as insignia of the games in the top left corner. The Maccabiah Games were
first held in 1932, similar to Olympic games the are an international multi-sport event held quadrennially in Israel.
Sponsored by Elal Israel Airlines Official Carrier. The 7th Maccabiah Games in 1965 saw 1,200 athletes from 25 different
countries compete in 21 sports. It was the first Maccabiah Games for Iran, Jamaica, Peru, and Venezuela. Acceptable
condition, creasing, tears, staining, paper loss in bottom left corner, misaligned printing. Country of issue: Israel, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 99x64, year of printing: 1965
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 227
Sport Poster Formula 1 Grand Prix Car Models Fiat Ferrari Mercedes Benz. Original vintage double sided sports poster
1906-1966 Le Grand Prix containing illustrations of Formula One cars of Renault, Fiat, Peugeot, Mercedes, Ballot,
Duesenberg, Sunbeam, Alfa Romeo, Delage, Bugatti, Maserati, Auto Union, Ferrari, BRM, Vanwall, Lotus, Cooper, and
Lancia-Ferrari cars on the front of the poster and information on the cars in Italian on the reverse with "biography" of the
most famous racing cars that took part in the most famous races between 1906 and 1966. Horizontal. Good condition,
creasing, folds, small tears, double sided poster. Country of issue: Italy, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 50x67, year of
printing: 1966
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 228
Sport Poster Cosmonaut Space Walk USSR Bravery Sports. Original vintage Soviet sport propaganda poster Bravery and
Sports are Inseparable, featuring an illustration in black and white of a cosmonaut floating in space, with an USSR
Cosmonaut Pilot medal next to bold red lettering, from Page No. 9 of "Physical Culture and Sports in People's Lives". Good
condition, creasing, light staining. Country of issue: Russia, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 58x43.5, year of printing: 1967
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 229
Sport Poster Mexico 1968 Olympic Games Stadium. Original vintage sport poster for the Olympic Games in 1968 held in
Mexico. The poster features the Olympic stadium erected for the XIX Olympiad with a stylised title at the head of the
poster Mexico 68. The illustration seems to be rendered in a sepia green filter adding an air of mystery to the
mountains and scenery surrounding the stadium. This poster was commissioned by the Department of Publications and
Urban Design and published in 1968. Good condition, creasing, staining, tears, small paper losses. Country of issue: Mexico,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 89x62, year of printing: 1968
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 230
Sport Poster Sun Valley Idaho Ski USA. Oiginal vintage ski poster for Sun Valley ski resort dynamic image depicts Sigfried
'Sigi' Engl, an Austrian who became director of Sun Valley Ski School in 1952 and made it famous for his innovative
instructional methods. He is skiing down a snowy mountain past a tree wearing an orange ski suit. Red stylised lettering
below. The resort was the first destination winter resort in the US and was developed by W A Harriman, the chairman of
the Union Pacific Railroad to increase passenger numbers. Sun Valley is a resort city in Blaine County, Idaho, United States.
The resort is adjacent to the city of Ketchum and within the greater Wood River valley. Excellent condition Country of
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issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 76x54, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 231
Sport Poster Breckenridge Colorado Ski USA. Original vintage ski travel poster for Breckenridge Colorado featuring a great
image of a pan in a patterned woolen jumper and sunglasses skiing down a snowy slope. Stylised red lettering below.
Breckenridge is a Colorado town at the base of the Rocky Mountains Tenmile Range. It's known for its ski resort,
year-round alpine activities and Gold Rush history. Excellent condition. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 76x54, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 232
Sport Poster Formula 1 Lotus 49 F1 Graham Hill STP Fuel. Original vintage advertising poster for STP race fuel featuring
great artwork by Yves Thos (b. 1935) depicting the notable British racing driver Graham Hill (Norman Graham Hill;
1929-1975) speeding around a bend towards the viewer in his red and gold Lotus 49 Formula One racing car with the STP
logo on the car and in the bottom left corner. STP (originally Scientifically Treated Petroleum) was an American motor oil
company founded in 1954; now owned by Energizer Holdings (since 2018). The Lotus 49 F1 racing car was designed by
Colin Chapman and Maurice Philippe for the 1967 F1 season, winning two Drivers' Championships with Graham Hill in 1968
and Jochen Rindt in 1970; Team Lotus was the sister company of the British automotive company Lotus Cars Limited
(founded 1948) that manufactures sports cars and racing cars. Very good condition, creasing, minor staining, backed on
linen. Country of issue: France, designer: Yves Thos, size (cm): 138x114, year of printing: 1970s
Estimate: 150 - 300
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 233
Sport Poster Basketball Rules Ball Game USSR. Original vintage Soviet sports poster for basketball, featuring an illustration
of two players mid-jump in the centre fighting for a ball, with smaller illustrations depicting turning, catching, passing, and
throwing of the ball, dimensions of the court and the basket, with the description of the rules of the games in Russian.
Horizontal. Fair condition, tears, creasing, staining. Country of issue: Russia, designer: V.G. Kazakov, size (cm): 71x92, year
of printing: 1970
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 234
Sport Poster F1 Dutch Grand Prix Racing Zandvoort Ickx. Original vintage Formula One motorsport poster for the 1971
Dutch Grand Prix held from 18 to 20 June at the Zandvoort racing circuit featuring a dynamic illustration of a red F1 racing
car with number 10 being closely followed by a green car marked with number 5 set over orange background with large
red and green lettering on black background. Jacky Ickx on Ferrari came first, followed by Pedro Rodriguez on BRM, and
Clay Regazzoni on Ferrari coming in third place. Good condition, restored paper loss in top left corner, restored tears,
backed on linen. Country of issue: Netherlands, designer: H. Voss, size (cm): 63x25, year of printing: 1971
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 235
Sport Poster Olympic Games Munich 1972 Abstract Smith. Original vintage sports poster for the 1972 Olympic Games held in
Munich, Germany. The poster shows a simple but effective abstract illustration of black lines on a bold yellow surface. The
text below the image translated from German reads Olympic Games Munich 1972. In the bottom left corner, we can see
the Olympic emblem. Designed by printmaker Richard Smith (1931 2016), this poster was published by Edition Olympia
in 1972. Fair condition, folds, tears, creasing, staining, foxing, ink markings in bottom right corner. Country of issue:
Germany, designer: Richard Smith, size (cm): 108x68, year of printing: 1972
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 236
Sport Poster 24 Hours Le Mans Formula Racing 1973. Original vintage sports poster for the endurance race 24 Heures du
Mans / 24 hours of Le Mans organised by Automobile Club de l'Ouest held on 9-10 June 1973 on the Circuit de la Sarthe
featuring blue, red, and yellow Formula cars driving towards the viewer, with spectators on the tribunes along the tracks
with country flags flowing over them, signature in the bottom right corner. Horizontal. Excellent condition. Country of issue:
France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x60, year of printing: 1973
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 236.
Sport Poster 24 Hours Le Mans Formula Racing 1973. Original vintage sports poster for the endurance race 24 Heures du
Mans / 24 hours of Le Mans organised by Automobile Club de l'Ouest held on 9-10 June 1973 on the Circuit de la Sarthe
featuring blue, red, and yellow Formula cars driving towards the viewer, with spectators on the tribunes along the tracks
with country flags flowing over them, signature in the bottom right corner. Horizontal. Excellent condition. Country of issue:
France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x60, year of printing: 1973
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 236.a
Sport Poster 24 Hours Le Mans Formula Racing 1973. Original vintage sports poster for the endurance race 24 Heures du
Mans / 24 hours of Le Mans organised by Automobile Club de l'Ouest held on 9-10 June 1973 on the Circuit de la Sarthe
featuring blue, red, and yellow Formula cars driving towards the viewer, with spectators on the tribunes along the tracks
with country flags flowing over them, signature in the bottom right corner. Horizontal. Excellent condition. Country of issue:
France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x60, year of printing: 1973
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 236.1
Sport Poster 24 Hours Le Mans Formula Racing 1973. Original vintage sports poster for the endurance race 24 Heures du
Mans / 24 hours of Le Mans organised by Automobile Club de l'Ouest held on 9-10 June 1973 on the Circuit de la Sarthe
featuring blue, red, and yellow Formula cars driving towards the viewer, with spectators on the tribunes along the tracks
with country flags flowing over them, signature in the bottom right corner. Horizontal. Excellent condition. Country of issue:
France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x60, year of printing: 1973
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 237
Sport Poster Sports Car Race Brands Hatch Car Race BA 1974. Original vintage motorsport poster for the British Airways
1000 kms World Championship Sports Car Race Brands Hatch 29 September 1974 12 noon Organised by the B.R.S.C.C.
featuring a great dynamic illustration from the perspective of the driver holding the steering wheel displaying a race car
panel and a finish line with spectators and colourful flags on the sides of the track. This endurance sports car event was
won by French drivers Jean-Pierre Beltoise and Jean-Pierre Jarier on Equipe Gitanes team driving Matra-Simca MS670C.
Very good condition, minor creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 76x50.7, year of printing: 1974
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 238
Sport Poster Hockenheimring Int DMV Mai Pokal Rennen Motor Race. Original vintage sports poster for the Int. DMV
Mai-Pokal-Rennen All classes motorcycle race held on 9 May 1976 at the Hockenheimring circuit in the Rhine valley near
Hockenheim Germany, organised by Badischer Motorsport-Club e. V./DMV Hockenheim, featuring a dynamic illustration of
motorcycle riders taking turn on the racing track with a Valvoline motor oil advertising above and spectators on tribunes in
the background. Excellent condition. Country of issue: Germany, designer: E. Koch, size (cm): 84x60, year of printing: 1976
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 238.
Sport Poster Hockenheimring Int DMV Mai Pokal Rennen Motor Race. Original vintage sports poster for the Int. DMV
Mai-Pokal-Rennen All classes motorcycle race held on 9 May 1976 at the Hockenheimring circuit in the Rhine valley near
Hockenheim Germany, organised by Badischer Motorsport-Club e. V./DMV Hockenheim, featuring a dynamic illustration of
motorcycle riders taking turn on the racing track with a Valvoline motor oil advertising above and spectators on tribunes in
the background. Excellent condition. Country of issue: Germany, designer: E. Koch, size (cm): 84x60, year of printing: 1976
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 238a
Sport Poster Hockenheimring Int DMV Mai Pokal Rennen Motor Race. Original vintage sports poster for the Int. DMV
Mai-Pokal-Rennen All classes motorcycle race held on 9 May 1976 at the Hockenheimring circuit in the Rhine valley near
Hockenheim Germany, organised by Badischer Motorsport-Club e. V./DMV Hockenheim, featuring a dynamic illustration of
motorcycle riders taking turn on the racing track with a Valvoline motor oil advertising above and spectators on tribunes in
the background. Excellent condition. Country of issue: Germany, designer: E. Koch, size (cm): 84x60, year of printing: 1976
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 239
Sport Poster Nurburgring Classic Car Race Anniversary Automobile Club. Original vintage sport poster advertising celebratory
race for 50 years of the Nurburgring racing circuit featuring an illustration of vintage Opel automobiles racing side to side
with colourful flags and green foliage in the distance, the races were held on 13-14 August 1977 with 5th International
Races For Historic Racing and Sports Cars as well as Motorcycles, at the start the most famous vehicles from five decades:
Alfa Romeo, BMW, Bugatti, Ferrari, Maserati, Jaguar, Mercedes, with logos of Castrol GTX2, Linde, Opel, General Motors,
Pepsi, Schultheis vom Rhein, Texaco, and Uniroyal, organised by the German Automobile Club / Automobilclub von
Deutschland (AvD). Good condition, folds, pinholes, backed on linen. Country of issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 59x43, year of printing: 1977
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 240
Sport Poster F1 British Grand Prix Brands Hatch Racing Reutemann. Original vintage motorsport poster for John Player
British Grand Prix Formula 1 at Brands Hatch Sunday 16th July 1978, organised by the RAC - Royal Automobile Club in
association with the Daily Mail, featuring a collage like illustration of race car drivers in red F1 racing cars, support crew in
blue uniforms, close up illustrations of the drivers and blurred spectators with flowing flags above them, Union Jack flag
next to yellow and white lettering set over black background. The 1978 Grand Prix was won by an Argentinean driver Carlos
Reutemann on Ferrari 312T3. Fair condition, creasing, tears on image, paper loss. Country of issue: UK, designer: Dani
Frost, size (cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1978
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 240.
Sport Poster F1 British Grand Prix Brands Hatch Racing Reutemann. Original vintage motorsport poster for John Player
British Grand Prix Formula 1 at Brands Hatch Sunday 16th July 1978, organised by the RAC - Royal Automobile Club in
association with the Daily Mail, featuring a collage like illustration of race car drivers in red F1 racing cars, support crew in
blue uniforms, close up illustrations of the drivers and blurred spectators with flowing flags above them, Union Jack flag
next to yellow and white lettering set over black background. The 1978 Grand Prix was won by an Argentinean driver Carlos
Reutemann on Ferrari 312T3. Fair condition, creasing, tears on image, paper loss. Country of issue: UK, designer: Dani
Frost, size (cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1978
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 240.1
Sport Poster F1 British Grand Prix Brands Hatch Racing Reutemann. Original vintage motorsport poster for John Player
British Grand Prix Formula 1 at Brands Hatch Sunday 16th July 1978, organised by the RAC - Royal Automobile Club in
association with the Daily Mail, featuring a collage like illustration of race car drivers in red F1 racing cars, support crew in
blue uniforms, close up illustrations of the drivers and blurred spectators with flowing flags above them, Union Jack flag
next to yellow and white lettering set over black background. The 1978 Grand Prix was won by an Argentinean driver Carlos
Reutemann on Ferrari 312T3. Fair condition, creasing, tears on image, paper loss. Country of issue: UK, designer: Dani
Frost, size (cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1978
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 241
Sport Poster Moscow Olympics 1980 Misha Bear Happy New Year. Original vintage sport poster for the Olympic Games in
1980 held in Moscow, Russia. The poster features the Russian version of Winnie the Pooh, beaming out to the viewer with
an Olympic belt around his waist. He is pictured below a New Years tree with baubles and garlands, wishing the viewer a
Happy New Year which is displayed in 5 different languages. The 1980 Summer Moscow Olympic Games were held from the
19th of July to the 3rd of August. Issued by Plakat, Moscow. Acceptable condition, fading, tears, pinholes, creasing,
minor staining. Country of issue: Russia, designer: M. Manuilov, size (cm): 86x57, year of printing: 1979
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 242
Sport Poster Roland Garros 80 Tennis Grand Slam. Original vintage sports poster for the 1980 Roland Garros grand slam
tennis tournament - Design by Valerio Adami (b.1935) features an amalgamation of a red ball, racket and tennis player's
hand on a blue background. Handwriting style lettering. Good condition, creasing, staining, paper skimming. Country of
issue: France, designer: Valerio Adami, size (cm): 75x57, year of printing: 1980
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 243
Sport Poster 24 Heures Du Mans 1980 Car Racing Porsche BMW. Original vintage motorsport poster for the 24 Heures du
Mans / 24 Hours of Le Mans on 14-15 June 1980 featuring the text in bold white lettering above an illustration of Porsche
and BMW France sports cars racing at speed towards the viewer with silhouettes of spectators below red setting sun.
Organised by Automobile Club de l'Ouest. This Grand Prix endurance race was won by Ford in the first driven by Jean
Rondeau and Jean-Pierre Jaussaud and third places by Gordon Spice, Philippe Martin, Jean-Michel Martin, and Porsche
coming in second driven by Jacky Ickx and Reinhold Joest. Horizontal. Excellent condition. Country of issue: France,
designer: Pascarel, size (cm): 38x53, year of printing: 1980
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 243.
Sport Poster 24 Heures Du Mans 1980 Car Racing Porsche BMW. Original vintage motorsport poster for the 24 Heures du
Mans / 24 Hours of Le Mans on 14-15 June 1980 featuring the text in bold white lettering above an illustration of Porsche
and BMW France sports cars racing at speed towards the viewer with silhouettes of spectators below red setting sun.
Organised by Automobile Club de l'Ouest. This Grand Prix endurance race was won by Ford in the first driven by Jean
Rondeau and Jean-Pierre Jaussaud and third places by Gordon Spice, Philippe Martin, Jean-Michel Martin, and Porsche
coming in second driven by Jacky Ickx and Reinhold Joest. Horizontal. Excellent condition. Country of issue: France,
designer: Pascarel, size (cm): 38x53, year of printing: 1980
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 243.1
Sport Poster 24 Heures Du Mans 1980 Car Racing Porsche BMW. Original vintage motorsport poster for the 24 Heures du
Mans / 24 Hours of Le Mans on 14-15 June 1980 featuring the text in bold white lettering above an illustration of Porsche
and BMW France sports cars racing at speed towards the viewer with silhouettes of spectators below red setting sun.
Organised by Automobile Club de l'Ouest. This Grand Prix endurance race was won by Ford in the first driven by Jean
Rondeau and Jean-Pierre Jaussaud and third places by Gordon Spice, Philippe Martin, Jean-Michel Martin, and Porsche
coming in second driven by Jacky Ickx and Reinhold Joest. Horizontal. Excellent condition. Country of issue: France,
designer: Pascarel, size (cm): 38x53, year of printing: 1980
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 244
Sport Poster FIFA World Cup Spain Football Boot Lottery. Original vintage advertising poster for a special sports lottery
edition for the 1982 FIFA World Cup / Sorteo Mundial 82 featuring an illustration of the football boot sole stepping on the
grass, with the official logo of a flying ball leaving red and yellow trail above bold lettering, white and yellow lettering
below provide information on the National Lottery / Loteria Nacional prizes. The 1982 FIFA World Cup was won by Italy,
West Germany in Runners-up, Poland in third and France in fourth place. Excellent condition, minor bumps on edges.
Country of issue: Spain, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 58x41, year of printing: 1981
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 245
Sport Poster Roland Garros 81 Tennis Grand Slam. Original vintage sports poster for the 1981 Roland Garros grand slam
tennis tournament - Design by Eduardo Arroyo (1937-2018) depicting a tennis player with wavy yellow hair held together
by tricolour headband, stylised handwriting style text. Fair condition, colours faded, staining, foxing, small tear in the
bottom right corner, embossed lettering. Country of issue: France, designer: Eduardo Arroyo, size (cm): 75x57, year of
printing: 1981
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 246
Sport Poster Roland Garros 82 Tennis Grand Slam. Original vintage sports poster for the 1982 Roland Garros grand slam
tennis tournament - Design by Jean-Michel Folon (1934-2005) featuring a tennis court that opens in the middle as a window
to show a tennis ball in the stylised sky as a sun. Fair condition, tears, foxing, staining, colours faded. Country of issue:
France, designer: Jean-Michel Folon, size (cm): 75x57, year of printing: 1982
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 247
Sport Poster Roland Garros 83 Tennis Grand Slam. Original vintage sports poster for the 1983 Roland Garros grand slam
tennis tournament - Dynamic design by Vladimir Velickovic (1835-2019) features an ink drawing of a tennis players arm
swinging a racket to hit a colourfully painted ball. Silver lettering above. Fair condition, colours faded, creasing, minor
staining. Country of issue: France, designer: Vladimir Velickovic, size (cm): 75x57, year of printing: 1983
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
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20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 248
Sport Poster Seoul 1988 Olympic Games South Korea Spiral. Original vintage sport poster for the Games of the XXIVth
Olympiad in Seoul 1988 featuring the Official Emblem for of the Olympic Games, a traditional Korean spiral samtaeguk
pattern in blue, red and yellow colours twirled above the Olympic rings set over white background. Issued by Seoul Olympic
Organizing Committee. 1988 Seoul Summer Olympic Games were held from 17 September to 2 October, South Korea
ranked fourth winning 33 medals, with Soviet Union, East Germany and the United States ranking in the first three
positions. Good condition, creasing, tears, minor staining. Country of issue: South Korea, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
84x60, year of printing: 1983
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 249
Sport Poster Roland Garros 85 Tennis Grand Slam. Original vintage sports poster for the 1985 Roland Garros grand slam
tennis tournament - Design by Jacques Monory (1924-2018) featuring a tennis player throwing up a ball to serve with a
blur of primary colours in the background. Digital dot style lettering. Good condition, creasing. Country of issue: France,
designer: Jacques Monory, size (cm): 75x57, year of printing: 1985
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 250
Sport Poster Goodwill Games Moscow 86 Green Welcome. Original vintage Soviet sports poster for the Moscow '86 Goodwill
Games featuring a star over the logo of the games - a globe with olive branches for peace below, and You are Welcome!
Written in Russian, English, Spanish, French, and German, set over blue background. The 1986 Goodwill Games
international multi-sport event was held in Moscow Russia, it was created by the American television producer and founder
of the CNN Cable News Network Ted Turner (Robert Edward Turner III (b. 1938) in response to the Cold War era
boycotting of the 1980 Moscow and 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games by the USA and the USSR respectively. Good
condition, paper skimming, folds, staining. Country of issue: Russia, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 90x60, year of printing:
1986
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 251
Sport Poster Goodwill Games Moscow Pepsi Cola. Original vintage Soviet sports poster for the Moscow '86 Goodwill Games
featuring a photo of sportswomen in gymnastics outfits with a logo of Pepsi Cola displayed in the bottom left corner. The
1986 Goodwill Games international multi-sport event was held in Moscow Russia, it was created by the American television
producer and founder of the CNN Cable News Network Ted Turner (Robert Edward Turner III (b. 1938) in response to the
Cold War-era boycotting of the 1980 Moscow and 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games by the USA and the USSR respectively.
Good condition, tears, creasing, paper skimming. Country of issue: Russia, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 59x85, year of
printing: 1986
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 252
Sport Poster Roland Garros 87 Tennis Grand Slam. Original vintage sports poster for the 1987 Roland Garros grand slam
tennis tournament - Design by Gerard Titus-Carmel (b.1942) features a tennis racket painted onto a paper collage style
background. Fair condition, colours faded, creasing. Country of issue: France, designer: Gerard Titus-Carme, size (cm):
75x57, year of printing: 1987
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 253
Sport Poster Roland Garros 88 Tennis Grand Slam. Original vintage sports poster for the 1988 Roland Garros grand slam
tennis tournament - Design by Pierre Alechinsky (b.1927) features simple drawings of yellow tennis balls from different
angles in grey boxes surrounding handwriting style lettering. Fair condition, colours faded, creasing, minor staining. Country
of issue: France, designer: Pierre Alechinsky, size (cm): 73x54, year of printing: 1988
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 254
Sport Poster Barcelona Olympics 1992 Cycling Globe. Original vintage sports poster for Barcelona '92 Games of the XXV
Olympiad Barcelona 1992 featuring a dynamic photo collage of riders on the track during the cycling competition laid over
the image of an aerial view of the mountain ranges. The 1992 Summer Olympics were held from 25 July to 9 August 1992
in Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain, the highlight of the opening ceremony was an unusual Olympic cauldron fire lighting using a
flaming arrow shot by Paralympic archer Antonio Rebollo. Unified Team made up of former Soviet Union Republics excluding
the three Baltic states won the most medals, followed by the United States and Germany. Very good condition, minor
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creasing, Country of issue: Spain, designer: Addison, size (cm): 44x32, year of printing: 1990
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 255
Sport Poster Barcelona Olympics 1992 Volleyball. Original vintage sports poster for Barcelona '92 Games of the XXV
Olympiad Barcelona 1992 featuring a dynamic photo collage of a volleyball player standing on a superimposed photograph
of the Earth. The 1992 Summer Olympics were held from 25 July to 9 August 1992 in Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain, the
highlight of the opening ceremony was an unusual Olympic cauldron fire lighting using a flaming arrow shot by Paralympic
archer Antonio Rebollo. Unified Team made up of former Soviet Union Republics excluding the three Baltic states won the
most medals, followed by the United States and Germany. Excellent condition. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Addison,
size (cm): 44x32, year of printing: 1990
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 256
Sport Poster Barcelona Olympics 1992 Badminton . Original vintage sports poster for Barcelona '92 Games of the XXV
Olympiad Barcelona 1992 featuring a dynamic photo collage of a badminton player with a racket leaping forward to hit a
shuttlecock standing on the superimposed photograph of the Earth. The 1992 Summer Olympics were held from 25 July to
9 August 1992 in Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain, the highlight of the opening ceremony was an unusual Olympic cauldron fire
lighting using a flaming arrow shot by Paralympic archer Antonio Rebollo. Unified Team made up of former Soviet Union
Republics excluding the three Baltic states won the most medals, followed by the United States and Germany. Excellent
condition. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Addison, size (cm): 44x32, year of printing: 1990
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 257
Sport Poster Barcelona Olympics 1992 Basketball . Original vintage sports poster for Barcelona '92 Games of the XXV
Olympiad Barcelona 1992 featuring a dynamic photo collage of NBA Dream Team basketball players Michael Jordan and
Magic Johnson with a superimposed photograph of the Earth in the background. The 1992 Summer Olympics were held
from 25 July to 9 August 1992 in Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain, the highlight of the opening ceremony was an unusual
Olympic cauldron fire lighting using a flaming arrow shot by Paralympic archer Antonio Rebollo. Unified Team made up of
former Soviet Union Republics excluding the three Baltic states won the most medals, followed by the United States and
Germany. Excellent condition, minor discolouration. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Addison, size (cm): 44x32, year of
printing: 1990
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 258
Sport Poster Barcelona Olympics 1992 Gymnastics. Original vintage sports poster for Barcelona '92 Games of the XXV
Olympiad Barcelona 1992 featuring a dynamic photo collage of a gymnast mid-jump with a superimposed image of the
Earth below her. The 1992 Summer Olympics were held from 25 July to 9 August 1992 in Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain, the
highlight of the opening ceremony was an unusual Olympic cauldron fire lighting using a flaming arrow shot by Paralympic
archer Antonio Rebollo. Unified Team made up of former Soviet Union Republics excluding the three Baltic states won the
most medals, followed by the United States and Germany. Excellent condition. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Addison,
size (cm): 44x32, year of printing: 1990
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 259
Sport Poster Barcelona Olympics 1992 Sailing. Original vintage sports poster for Barcelona '92 Games of the XXV Olympiad
Barcelona 1992 featuring a dynamic photo collage of a sailing boat with a superimposed image of the Earth. The 1992
Summer Olympics were held from 25 July to 9 August 1992 in Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain, the highlight of the opening
ceremony was an unusual Olympic cauldron fire lighting using a flaming arrow shot by Paralympic archer Antonio Rebollo.
Unified Team made up of former Soviet Union Republics excluding the three Baltic states won the most medals, followed by
the United States and Germany. Excellent condition, minor discolouration. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Addison, size
(cm): 44x32, year of printing: 1990
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 260
Sport Poster Barcelona Olympics 1992 Tennis . Original vintage sports poster for Barcelona '92 Games of the XXV Olympiad
Barcelona 1992 featuring a photo collage of a tennis player swinging the racket to hit the ball standing on the planet Earth.
The 1992 Summer Olympics were held from 25 July to 9 August 1992 in Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain, the highlight of the
opening ceremony was an unusual Olympic cauldron fire lighting using a flaming arrow shot by Paralympic archer Antonio
Rebollo. Unified Team made up of former Soviet Union Republics excluding the three Baltic states won the most medals,
followed by the United States and Germany. Excellent condition. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Addison, size (cm):
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44x32, year of printing: 1990
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 261
Sport Poster Barcelona Olympics 1992 Canoe. Original vintage sports poster for Barcelona '92 Games of the XXV Olympiad
Barcelona 1992 featuring a dynamic photo collage of an athlete rowing in a canoe with a superimposed image of the Earth
below him. The 1992 Summer Olympics were held from 25 July to 9 August 1992 in Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain, the
highlight of the opening ceremony was an unusual Olympic cauldron fire lighting using a flaming arrow shot by Paralympic
archer Antonio Rebollo. Unified Team made up of former Soviet Union Republics excluding the three Baltic states won the
most medals, followed by the United States and Germany. Excellent condition. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Addison,
size (cm): 44x32, year of printing: 1990
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 262
Sport Poster Barcelona Olympics 1992 Baseball. Original vintage sports poster for Barcelona '92 Games of the XXV
Olympiad Barcelona 1992 featuring a photo collage of a baseball player swinging a bat to hit the ball with clouds above as
if seen from space. The 1992 Summer Olympics were held from 25 July to 9 August 1992 in Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain, the
highlight of the opening ceremony was an unusual Olympic cauldron fire lighting using a flaming arrow shot by Paralympic
archer Antonio Rebollo. Unified Team made up of former Soviet Union Republics excluding the three Baltic states won the
most medals, followed by the United States and Germany. Excellent condition, minor crease. Country of issue: Spain,
designer: Addison, size (cm): 44x32, year of printing: 1990
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 263
Sport Poster Barcelona Olympics 1992 Weight Lifting. Original vintage sports poster for Barcelona '92 Games of the XXV
Olympiad Barcelona 1992 featuring a photo collage of a weightlifter in blue and white uniform lifting the Earth. The 1992
Summer Olympics were held from 25 July to 9 August 1992 in Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain, the highlight of the opening
ceremony was an unusual Olympic cauldron fire lighting using a flaming arrow shot by Paralympic archer Antonio Rebollo.
Unified Team made up of former Soviet Union Republics excluding the three Baltic states won the most medals, followed by
the United States and Germany. Excellent condition. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Addison, size (cm): 44x32, year of
printing: 1990
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 264
Sport Poster Barcelona Olympics 1992 Boxing . Original vintage sports poster for Barcelona '92 Games of the XXV Olympiad
Barcelona 1992 featuring a photo collage of a boxer where the Earth doubles as the boxing ring. The 1992 Summer
Olympics were held from 25 July to 9 August 1992 in Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain, the highlight of the opening ceremony
was an unusual Olympic cauldron fire lighting using a flaming arrow shot by Paralympic archer Antonio Rebollo. Unified
Team made up of former Soviet Union Republics excluding the three Baltic states won the most medals, followed by the
United States and Germany. Excellent condition, minor crease. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Addison, size (cm):
44x32, year of printing: 1990
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 265
Sport Poster Barcelona Olympics 1992 Football . Original vintage sports poster for Barcelona '92 Games of the XXV
Olympiad Barcelona 1992 featuring a photo collage of a football goalkeeper jumping to catch the football superimposed
over a photograph of the Earth. The 1992 Summer Olympics were held from 25 July to 9 August 1992 in Barcelona,
Catalonia, Spain, the highlight of the opening ceremony was an unusual Olympic cauldron fire lighting using a flaming
arrow shot by Paralympic archer Antonio Rebollo. Unified Team made up of former Soviet Union Republics excluding the
three Baltic states won the most medals, followed by the United States and Germany. Excellent condition. Country of issue:
Spain, designer: Addison, size (cm): 44x32, year of printing: 1990
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 266
Sport Poster Barcelona Olympics 1992 Table Tennis. Original vintage sports poster for Barcelona '92 Games of the XXV
Olympiad Barcelona 1992 featuring a dynamic photo collage of table tennis player bouncing ping pong ball over a
superimposed image of the Earth. The 1992 Summer Olympics were held from 25 July to 9 August 1992 in Barcelona,
Catalonia, Spain, the highlight of the opening ceremony was an unusual Olympic cauldron fire lighting using a flaming
arrow shot by Paralympic archer Antonio Rebollo. Unified Team made up of former Soviet Union Republics excluding the
three Baltic states won the most medals, followed by the United States and Germany. Excellent condition. Country of issue:
Spain, designer: Addison, size (cm): 44x32, year of printing: 1990
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Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 267
Sport Poster USA Olympic Cycling Team USCF Bicycle Bike. Original vintage sports poster for Cycling Celebrating 100 Years
of U.S. Olympic Team Glory 1896-1996, featuring a painting by Bernie Fuchs of a US team rider on a bicycle and other
riders blurred out behind him, bold black lettering, Olympic Game and USCF logos in the bottom corners. Horizontal.
Excellent condition. Country of issue: USA, designer: Bernie Fuchs, size (cm): 46x61, year of printing: 1996
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 268
Sport Poster Mercedes Silver Arrow W196 F1 Fangio Bonhams. Original vintage advertising poster for Bonhams Auction
featuring a photograph of Silver Arrow W196 on a racing track, the 1954 Mercedes W196 Silver Arrow was driven by Juan
Manuel Fangio in Formula One World Driver Championship and German and Swiss Grand Prix, the car went for £17.5
million at 2013 Goodwood Festival of Speed auction. Excellent condition, minor creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 84x59, year of printing: 2013
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 269
Warning Poster Trespass Notice £1 Reward Damaging Fences Trespassing. Original antique propaganda poster featuring
bold black lettering over the light background - £1 Reward Will be paid to anyone giving Information to lead to the
conviction of persons damaging the fences & trespassing in this Wood. By order R. & C. B. Masefield, Solicitors, Ledbury.
Horizontal. Fair condition, creasing, tears, foxing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 22x29, year of
printing: 1900s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 270
Warning Poster Game Trespass Notice Newton Mansion Wales. Original antique propaganda poster - Game. Notice is hereby
given, That all unqualified Persons found Trespassing in or upon any of the Lands of Woods belonging to Newton Mansion,
Newton Court Farm, the Buckholt Mill Farm, the Chappel Mill Farm, the Chappel Farm, or the Callow Hills Farm, or upon
any of the Common or Waste Lands of the Manor of Dixton Newton, in pursuit of Game, will be Prosecuted as the Law
directs. And all qualified Persons are desired to abstain from Sporting thereon without Leave. August 29th, 1828. Printed by
Thomas Farror, Printer, Monmouth. Fair condition, tears, creasing, staining, small paper losses, discolouration. Country of
issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 34x22, year of printing: 1828
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 271
Propaganda Poster Army Recruitment WWI UK Parliamentary Recruiting. Original antique World War One propaganda poster
- If you cannot join the army - Try & get a Recruit - featuring stylised white writing set over blue and red background split
in half diagonally. Published by the Parliamentary Recruiting Committee, London. Poster No. 22. Printed by Haycock-Cadle
Co, Camberwell, London SE. Poor condition, tears, paper losses, staining, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 76x48, year of printing: 1915
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 272
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Parade of Wooden Soldiers Work Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster
captioned - The Parade of the Wooden Soldiers! One "Real Producer Can whip the whole lot" Bill Jones - featuring an
illustration of Queen's guard in iconic bearskin caps and red uniform marching carrying signs that read - mistakes, loafing,
waste, unpunctuality, accidents, neglect, shirking, gossip, idleness, bad trade, etc. - set over yellow background. Bill Jones
was a fictional character created to provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay,
London. Very good condition, minor creasing, minor staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56,
year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 273
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Beware of Dismal Jimmy Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster
captioned - Beware of dismal Jimmy. Why listen to hard-luck stories? Be an optimist. Bill Jones - featuring an illustration of
a gloomy gentleman in a top hat carrying a large folder or book titled 'Hard luck stories by Dismal Jimmy'. Bill Jones was a
fictional character created to provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay, London.
Good condition, creasing, tears, minor staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year of
printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 274
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Humpy Today Feel Better Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster
captioned - Humpy To-Day? Smile awhile. "You'll feel better & so will your pals". Bill Jones - featuring an illustration of a
camel with boxes on its back being led through a desert by a man in long white clothing and a smiling lady seen through a
hole in the image. Bill Jones was a fictional character created to provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit.
Printed by Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, creasing, tears, minor staining. Country of issue: UK, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 70x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 275
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Gossip Benefits No One Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster captioned
- Gossip benefits no one! Not even the gossiper. "Let's eliminate the scandalmongers". Bill Jones - featuring an illustration
of two ladies sipping tea while gossiping about elegantly dressed couples dancing behind them, set over yellow background.
Bill Jones was a fictional character created to provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by
Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, creasing, tears, minor staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 70x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 276
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Practical Suggestions Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster captioned We welcome practical suggestions. Is your idea worth developing? Come along with it! Bill Jones. - featuring an illustration
of ladies and gentlemen putting their suggestions into the suggestion box with a poster on the wall mirroring their actions.
Bill Jones was a fictional character created to provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by
Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, creasing, tears, minor staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 277
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Programme Wreckers Gossip Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster
captioned - Programme wreckers. Let's be Broadcasters of Joy! Bill Jones. - features an illustration of ghoulish witch and
beast looking people in black cloaks and a gramophone with colourful words coming out of it - backbiting, gossip, suspicion,
hate, slander, envy, lies, spite. - Bill Jones was a fictional character created to provide motivation and promote a
hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, creasing, tears, minor staining. Country of issue:
UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 278
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Have You Met Bill Jones Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster captioned
- Have you met Bill Jones? - featuring an illustration of handwritten white lettering over dark background. - Bill Jones was a
fictional character created to provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay, London.
Good condition, creasing, tears, minor staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year of
printing: 1928
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 279
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Bookie Wins Betting Gamble Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster
captioned - The Bookie wins in the end. Playing the "other fellow's game" is a losing proposition. Bill Jones - featuring an
illustration of a worker in uniform holding a newspaper and reading sports news with an industrial construction background.
- Bill Jones was a fictional character created to provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by
Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, creasing, tears, minor staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 180 - 360
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Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 280
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Why Play the Game Alone Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster
captioned - Why play the game alone? United effort wins! Co-operate. Bill Jones - featuring an illustration of a group of
people playing tag of war against one person. Bill Jones was a fictional character created to provide motivation and promote
a hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 281
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Anything Less Than The Best Auctioneer. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster
captioned - Anything less than the best can be had at a discount. The demand for high quality never ends. Bill Jones featuring an illustration of an auctioneer with a gavel in his hand standing in front of damaged and defected goods, spare
parts, throwouts, bad workmanship, seconds. Bill Jones was a fictional character created to provide motivation and promote
a hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, tears, paper losses, staining, creasing. Country of
issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 282
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Holding Back Holds You Back Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster
captioned - Holding back! Holds you back. A willingness to co-operate ensures advancement. Give a hand - and get on. Bill
Jones - featuring an illustration of a man carrying a steel beam by himself with another man with a cigarette in his mouth
standing and watching. Bill Jones was a fictional character created to provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit.
Printed by Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown,
size (cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 283
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Guilty Conscience Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster captioned - A
guilty conscience makes every slap on the back a nightmare. Peace of mind is sure a grand and glorious feeling. Bill Jones.
- featuring an illustration of a terrified looking man being slapped on the back by an elegantly dressed gentleman
accompanying a fashionable lady, set over yellow background. Bill Jones was a fictional character created to provide
motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining.
Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 284
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Match Fire Motivation Safety. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster captioned - A
match may be down but not out. Put IT out before it puts US out. Bill Jones. - featuring an illustration of a man in a vest
and trousers holding a tobacco pipe in his mouth throwing a lit match into a pile of parcels and papers. Bill Jones was a
fictional character created to provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay, London.
Good condition, tears, paper losses, staining, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year of
printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 285
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Scrap Metal Wood Rubber Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster
captioned - Scrapheaps. A needless tax on wages, sales and profits. Help stop the leaks. Bill Jones. - featuring an
illustration of men throwing broken ladder, door, radio, tire, broom, chair into one pile. Bill Jones was a fictional character
created to provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition,
tears, minor staining, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 286
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones British And Proud Of It Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster captioned British! And proud of it. Make every job a standard for others to follow! Bill Jones. - featuring an illustration of a large
warship with an oversized Union Jack flag set over yellow background. Bill Jones was a fictional character created to
provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, tears, minor
staining, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 300 - 600
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 287
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Higher Post Command Captain CEO Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda
poster captioned - The Higher Post - Commands the Broader View. Ask questions - and remove the doubt. Bill Jones. featuring an illustration of a captain looking through a spyglass standing aboard a ship with a steering wheel and lifebuoy.
Bill Jones was a fictional character created to provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by
Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, tears, minor staining, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 225 - 450
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 288
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Excuses Apologies Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster captioned Excuses are poor substitutes for results. Apologists are strong on promises but weak on performance. Bill Jones. - featuring
an illustration of a fisherman in a raincoat and professional fishing rod showing large size fish with his hands but carrying a
tiny fish in his basket, while the other man with a fishing rod carrying multiple fish. Bill Jones was a fictional character
created to provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition,
tears, minor staining, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 289
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Stamp of Approval Motivation Violin Maker. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster
captioned - Would you give your work your stamp of approval? Real workers know the pride of accomplishment and are
proud to say I did it! Bill Jones. - featuring an illustration of an elderly bearded violin maker proudly holding a violin with a
smile on his face seated at a desk with tools in the workshop. Bill Jones was a fictional character created to provide
motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, tears, staining, creasing.
Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 290
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Disorder Organisation Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster captioned Disorder slows down the game. I'm for a "clean up week" every week! Bill Jones. - featuring an illustration of a man in blue
uniform overalls pushing a trolley with boxes and rags in a disarray. Bill Jones was a fictional character created to provide
motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, tears, staining, creasing.
Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 291
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Cricket Motivation Sport. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster captioned - Shirking
isn't cricket! Play the game and enjoy it! Bill Jones. - featuring an illustration of two cricket players, one is swinging with the
bat. Bill Jones was a fictional character created to provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by
Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, tears, staining, creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 300 - 600
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 292
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Thought Temper Tongue Holding Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster
captioned - Three T's that need holding! Thought, Temper, Tongue - don't let them get away from you. Bill Jones. featuring an illustration of three ladies with people pulling onto their blue, grey, and green cloaks. Bill Jones was a fictional
character created to provide motivation and promote a hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay, London. Good
condition, small tears, minor staining, minor creasing, small paper loss in right margin. Country of issue: UK, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 293
Propaganda Poster Bill Jones Harmony Mechanic Gear Motivation. Original vintage motivational propaganda poster
captioned - Harmony oils the wheels of life. Let's Harmonise. Bill Jones. - featuring an illustration of people faces on black
gears forming one connected mechanic unit. Bill Jones was a fictional character created to provide motivation and promote
a hard-working spirit. Printed by Parker-Holladay, London. Good condition, tears, minor staining, creasing. Country of issue:
UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year of printing: 1928
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 294
Propaganda Poster Algeria Agriculture Farming Produce Fruit Vegetable Crops. Original vintage propaganda poster for
Algeria 1830-1930 Country of Great Agricultural Production / l'Agerie Pays de Grande Production Agricole, featuring an
illustration of two men in western and traditional Berber / Bedouin robe clothing standing in the field with tractor harvesting
crops, with grapes, tomatoes, lemons, oranges, olives, and wheat at the bottom of the image. Algeria is located in North
Africa, with fertile lands in the north and Sahara desert in the southern part of the country, many French people emigrated
to Algeria starting from 1825 benefiting from the French government's confiscation of communal land, with application of
modern agricultural techniques they increased the amount of arable land. Henri Dormoy Advertising Editions, Paris. Fair
condition, creasing, tears, paper losses, staining. Country of issue: France, designer: Dormoy, size (cm): 106x75, year of
printing: 1930
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 295
Propaganda Poster STD Nazi Party Venereal Disease Hitler Health Concern . Original vintage propaganda poster warning
about the dangers of sexually transmitted diseases - STD is an Obstacle to Marriage - featuring statistics on abortion due to
gonorrhoea, untreated mother's syphilis, and the amount of people suffering from venereal diseases, with images of men
and women with shovels heading off to work and a couple looking at each other supported by a message - An early
nature-loving attitude to life keeps away from the dangers of infection - with a quote from Nazi party leader Adolf Hitler's
Mein Kampf book - There is no freedom at the expense of the offspring - at the centre of the poster. Copyright 1936 by
Reich Committee for Public Health Service - Plate 1250 / Reichsausschuss fur Volksgefundheitsdienst - Tafel 1250. Printed by
Andreas Muller & Co, Berlin. Fair condition, creasing, staining, pinholes, tears, paper skimming, backed on old linen. Country
of issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 57x82, year of printing: 1936
Estimate: 210 - 420
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 296
Propaganda Poster NSDAP Peoples Community Nazi Germany. Original vintage propaganda poster issued by the National
Socialist German Worker's Party (NSDAP) featuring a large Nazi eagle spreading its wings as if protecting the family of five,
father hugging his son, mother holding a child, and a daughter looking at the viewer, white lettering over the image reads The NSDAP secures the people's community if you need advice and help, contact the local group. - Printed by
Schroff-Druck, Augsburg. Good condition, tears, creasing, staining. Country of issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 30x21, year of printing: 1936
Estimate: 300 - 600
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 297
Propaganda Poster Blackburn Air Aid Warden Recruitment WWII Home Front. Original vintage propaganda poster issued in
the UK in preparation for the Second World War announcing recruitment of volunteers for Air Raid wardens and Auxiliary
Firemen in the County Borough of Blackbutn. Good condition, folds, tears, staining, creasing, hand writing in bottom right
corner Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 56x40, year of printing: 1939
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 298
Propaganda Poster War Taxes France French Communist Party Tank. Original vintage propaganda poster published by the
French Communist Party - The taxes you pay for the war To fight for peace is to fight against dear life / Les taxes que vous
payez pour la guerre Lutter pour la paix c'est lutter contre la vie chere - featuring a dark green tank surrounded by various
commodities and prices including a pair of shoes (600 Francs), coffee (1kg 70f), a bottle of wine (15 Francs) and tobacco
(55f), wool (25f), sugar (1kg 22f), meat (55 Francs) and petrol (5 litres 142.50). Horizontal. Good condition, folds, tears,
staining, browning, creasing. Country of issue: France, designer: Micou, size (cm): 60x80, year of printing: 1930s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 299
Propaganda Poster UK Elections Labour Party Ration Book Food. Original vintage propaganda poster issued by the Labour
party - Labour sees that you get these. A fair share at a fair price. - featuring a black and white photograph of meats,
cooking fat, butter, sugar, potatoes, milk, and bread, in front of a basket and a hand holding a wallet and ration book, red
and white lettering set over yellow background around the image. Published by The Labour Party. Printed by Bell Press.
Rationing in the UK lasted up to 1954. In the late 1940s, the Conservative Party utilised and encouraged growing public
anger at rationing, scarcity, controls, austerity and government bureaucracy to rally middle-class supporters and build a
political comeback that won the 1951 general election. Excellent condition, minor creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 59x42, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 105 - 210
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 300
Propaganda Poster Guarding Future Minuteman Soldier Plane Bilder. Original vintage calendar backing propaganda poster Guarding Our Future - featuring an illustration the planes flying above the statue of The Minute Man 1775, with cadet
soldiers lined up and marching with school age children with kites and bicycles watching. Very good condition, minor
creasing, minor staining. Country of issue: USA, designer: A. K. Bilder, size (cm): 52.5x26, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 301
Propaganda Poster Lithuania Catholic Massacre Russian Cossacks Kroziu. Original vintage propaganda poster - Massacre of
Catholics by Cossacks in the Church at Kroziu, Lithuania. Nov. 22, 1893. By order of the Russian Governor Klingenberg. depicting a Lithuanian village with quaint red and green roof houses, a windmill over Krazenta river, more buildings on a
hill above, and villagers protesting the closure of a Roman Catholic church in Kraziai - men, women, and children are seen
sinking in the river, standing and fallen outside a church being attacked by a Russian Don Cossack regiment armed with
swords. The Tsar ordered the monastery closed and demolished, Governor of Kaunas Nikolay Klingenberg arrived on 21st
November to supervise the closure, yet the folk resisted and fought back 70 policemen, hence Klingenberg sent Don
Cossacks to settle the issue. Good condition, tears, creasing, staining, paper losses in right corners. Country of issue: USA,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 51x38, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 302
Propaganda Poster Ignacy Jan Paderewski Poland Prime Minister. Original vintage propaganda poster featuring a portrait of
Ignacy Jan Paderewski (1860-1941) in a black suit, white vest, shirt and tie, set over red background with a golden ornate
leaf pattern frame. Paderewski was a Polish pianist and composer, spokesman for independence, he served as Poland's
Prime Minister in 1919, during which he signed the Treaty of Versailles that brought World War One to an end. This poster
was printed in the USA most likely for the Polish immigrant communities. Good condition, staining, tears, creasing. Country
of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 51x38, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 303
Propaganda Poster USA Independence Savannah Battle Casimir Pulaski Cavalry. Original vintage propaganda poster
featuring an illustration of the Battle of Savannah, also called the Second Battle or the Siege of Savannah, an encounter of
the American Revolutionary War, with a joint Franco-American cavalry armed with swords and bayonets led by Casimir
Pulaski, called "the father of the American cavalry" fighting to retake Savannah from the British, the caption below reads 150th Anniversary of the Battle of Savannah, where Brig. General Casimir Pulaski was mortally wounded, fighting for the
Independence of the United States in 1779. Born in Poland, March 4th, 1747, Died October 9th, 1779, in Savannah, Ga. This
poster was printed in the USA most likely for the Polish immigrant communities. Good condition, tears, creasing, staining,
paper loss in bottom left corner. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 51x38, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 304
Propaganda Poster George Washington Tadeusz Kosciuszko. Original vintage propaganda poster featuring an illustration of
the first President of the United States George Washington (1732-1799) and an image of Tadeusz Kosciuszko (1746-1817)
a Polish-Lithuanian military engineer, statesman, and a national hero in Poland, Lithuania, Belarus, and the United States,
with the flying flags of the United States and Poland, American bald eagle, and Polish white eagle in a crown, with
traditional mottos of both countries over blue bows - E pluribus unum / Out of many, one - and - Jeszcze Polska nie zginela
/ Poland has not perished yet. This poster was printed in the USA most likely for the Polish immigrant communities. Good
condition, tears, minor creasing. Country of issue: USA , designer: Unknown, size (cm): 51x38, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 305
Propaganda Poster English Did This WWII Anti British Matejko Soldier. Original vintage World War Two Vichy anti-British
propaganda poster issued in the Nazi occupied France. It was the Englishman who did this to us! / C'est l'Anglais qui nous a
fait ca! - featuring an illustration by an Austrian illustrator Theo Matejko (1893-1946) depicting a terrified wounded soldier
with bandage on his arm next to a mother with crying children seated among destruction and rubble in a bombed city with
an oversized caricature of possibly the Former Prime Minister of the United Kingdom Neville Chamberlain smiling and
smoking a pipe. Fair condition, tears, paper losses, pinholes, creasing, staining. Country of issue: France, designer: Theo
Matejko, size (cm): 111x84, year of printing: 1940
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 306
Propaganda Poster Taras Shevchenko Ukraine Cossack Poem Quote. Original vintage propaganda poster featuring a
colourful illustration of a Ukrainian poet, writer, public and political figure, ethnographer Taras Shevchenko (1814-1861) in a
Cossack attire wearing white traditional cross-stitched shirt, blue harem trousers, red caftan, and black hat, holding kobza a stringed musical instrument while seated on a rock surrounded by blooming flowers, lush green trees and a river, with a
white scroll quoting Shevchenko's poem 'Heretic' - They grew up in chains / Slavic children / And they forgot in captivity, /
What are they in the world. Very good condition, minor creasing, minor staining. Country of issue: USA, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 51x38, year of printing: 1940
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 307
Propaganda Poster WWII Nazi Anti Semitic Jewish Puppeteer Marionettes. Original vintage Anti-Semitic poster created for
the anti-Masonic exhibition held from August 1941 to January 1942 in World War II Nazi Germany occupied Belgrade,
Serbia. Sponsored by the Third Reich, organized by former members of Zbor (the Yugoslav National Movement, aka the
United Militant Labour Organisation) and positioned as an Anti-Masonic, the exhibition was intended to dehumanize and
intensify hatred of Jews, because of the alleged Judeo-Masonic / Communist world domination conspiracy, including images
of Jew manoeuvring Freemasonry, democracy, and capitalism. The designers of these posters remain anonymous. This
poster features a caricature of a Jewish man acting as a puppeteer with Joseph Stalin and Winston Churchill as
marionettes, with a skull over puppeteers head, and various symbols on the curtains - Star of David, Freemason, key, sun
and moon, with caption in Serbian that translates into English as - The Jew holds the strings in his hand, whose and how? You will find answers at the anti-Masonic exhibition. Offset printing by Beranek Belgrad. Horizontal. Good condition, folds,
creasing, minor tears, repaired tears. Country of issue: Serbia, designer: Anonymous, size (cm): 58.5x70, year of printing: 1941
Estimate: 600 - 1200
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 308
Propaganda Poster USA Flag Bald Eagle Capitol . Original vintage calendar backing propaganda poster - Land of the Free.
Home of the Brave - featuring an illustration of an American bald eagle holding the United States flag and an olive branch
in his talons with the Capitol building in the background. Good condition, creasing, fold, staining, printing on reverse.
Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 59x28, year of printing: 1942
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 309
Propaganda Poster Victory Wings US Navy WWII Mars Bomber Flying Boat Airplane. Original vintage calendar backing
propaganda poster - Wings For Victory - featuring an illustration from original painting by Manning deV. Lee depicting a
double propeller plane flying over a wavy sea with flag of the United States flying in the sun lit vanilla sky, the description
below the image reds - the famous giant bomber The Mars, made by Glenn C. Martin Co. of Baltimore for the United States
Navy. Its flying range is to Europe and return non-stop, with a fuel capacity of approximately a tank car load. It carries a
crew of eleven men, with sleeping accommodations for 13, and is capable of carrying 150 men fully armed and quipped.
Overall size 117 feet, with wing speed of 200 feet, height overall 36 feet. Powered with four 200 horsepower engines. An
unusual feature with this airship in its two decks. Good condition, minor staining, minor creasing, paper loss in bottom left
corner, punched holes on top edge, torn paper stuck under image. Country of issue: USA, designer: Manning dev. Lee, size
(cm): 59x28, year of printing: 1942
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 310
Propaganda Poster For God and Country Soldier US Flag Bible. Original vintage calendar backing propaganda poster - For
God and Country - featuring an illustration from original painting by Manning deV. Lee depicting a soldier in a military
uniform with a lady in an elegant dress and hat with gloves holding onto his arm with a flag of the United States and the
Bible in the foreground, and a stained glass window with a religious scene. Good condition, fold, creasing, tears, minor
staining, small paper loss in bottom left corner Country of issue: USA, designer: Manning dev. Lee, size (cm): 59x28, year
of printing: 1942
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
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20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 311
Propaganda Poster Poland USA Polish Immigration. Original vintage immigration propaganda poster featuring an illustration
of an lady holding a Polish flag in one hand and an olive branch in the other. She is standing on the globe with the Bold
White Eagle by her feet. The background features a sunset witha a plane flying This image was issued with flags of various
countries and was aimed at immigrants arriving the in USA and immigrant communities. Good condition, creasing, small
tears, staining. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 51x38, year of printing: 1942
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 312
Propaganda Poster Freedom Calendar Dutch Vrijheidskalender WWII. Original vintage post World War Two propaganda
poster Vrijheidskalender / Freedom Calendar from 1945, featuring a photograph of Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands
(1880-1962) and an illustration by Karel Leendert Links of a sun rising above windmills and a Dutch flag flying on the ruins
next to a torn Nazi Germany swastika flag, with bleeding eagle and swastika with a broken blood-stained sword below.
Published by De Bezige Bij. Very good condition, minor creasing, minor staining, browning, 7 page calendar tied together
with string, photo attached to the front. Country of issue: Netherlands, designer: Karel Leendert Links, size (cm): 34x24,
year of printing: 1944
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 313
Propaganda Poster US Eagle Flag Capitol Statue Liberty Earth Globe. Original vintage calendar backing propaganda poster Long May It Wave - featuring an illustration of the United States national bird - the bald eagle, the flying flag of the US over
the image of the world with smaller images of the Statue of Liberty and the Capitol Building with the Earth / globe
appearing from the clouds. Good condition, minor staining, minor creasing, punched holes. Country of issue: USA, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 58x28, year of printing: 1944
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 314
Propaganda Poster Stalin Mao Zedong Communism USSR China Soldier. Original vintage propaganda poster Pact of 700
million / Pakt der 700 Millionen, the poster features black and white photographs featuring captions: The signing of the
Soviet-Chinese pact of friendship and assistance in Kremlin by Foreign Minister Vyshinsky on 14 February 1950; the Chinese
delegation visiting Lenin Mausoleum; The former stronghold of domestic and foreign capitalists in China - Kaistrasse in
Shanghai; The rebuilt factories are already doing more than they were under Chiang Kai-shek; the troops of the people's
liberation army are greeted stormily by the population. In particular, the Chinese are allowed to be free from human beings
- free from any exploitation of human beings by human beings; China's youth are fighting for their free future and equality
among the people; with large images of Joseph Stalin and Mao Zedong set over USSR and China flags, and a quote by
Vyacheslav Molotov - The fraternal alliance treaty concluded in February between the USSR and the People's Republic of
China makes the Soviet-Chinese friendship such a great and powerful force in strengthening peace throughout the world as
it has never existed and does not exist in human history. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining. Country of
issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 70x100, year of printing: 1950
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 315
Propaganda Poster Glory to the Brave USSR Fireman Fire Brigade. Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster Glory to the
Brave! Design features firemen using a water hose to put out a house fire and save a crying girl from the smoke and
flames. An open book appears below with a red banner - Rescuing people in a fire is a matter of honor for fire brigade
workers. Fair condition, paper losses, repaired tears, creasing, folds, staining, backed on linen. Country of issue: Russia,
designer: M.P. Panskov, size (cm): 82x58, year of printing: 1957
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 316
Propaganda Poster Royal Airforce Battle of Britain. Original vintage post war poster for the Battle of Britain week
commemorations presented by the Royal Air Force Association incorporated by Royal Charter registered under the War
Charities Act 1940 and Charities Act 1960 featuring a dynamic design depicting RAF planes flying between the title text on
the blue sky background with space for the event information below. Printed at The Craftsman Press Hailsham Sussex. Poor
condition, tears, creasing, browning, foxing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 49x36.5, year of printing:
1958
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 317
Propaganda Poster Young Children Road Safety Dangers RoSPA Midcentury. Original vintage road safety poster issued by
the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents ROSPA - Help to keep young children from road dangers - featuring an
image of two schoolchildren with the boy stopping a little girl from stepping off the curb into the road. Printed by Loxley
Bros Ltd. Good condition, creasing, small paper loss in bottom left corner, minor staining. Country of issue: UK, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 318
Propaganda Poster Santa Claus ROSPA Midcentury Modern Christmas Road Safety . Original vintage road safety poster happy xmas and a safe new year - issued by the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents ROSPA featuring a fun and
colourful mid-century illustration by the graphic designer Manfred Reiss (1922-1987) of a triangle shaped smiling Father
Christmas standing in the snow with the bold stylised red and black lettering through the centre. Good condition, foxing,
staining, tears, creasing, small paper loss in bottom left corner. Country of issue: UK, designer: Manfred Reiss, size (cm):
74x50, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 319
Propaganda Poster Work Safety RoSPA Nails Injury. Original vintage road work safety poster issued by the Royal Society
for the Prevention of Accidents ROSPA - Pull 'em out or knock 'em down - featuring an illustration of a worker with a blood
covered bandage around his foot being helped to walk off the construction site as other workers hammering nails into the
wood watch them leave, with a blood covered nails in a plank in the foreground, bold white lettering over red background.
Printed by Loxley Brothers Limited, London and Sheffield. Fair condition, staining, creasing, tears, Country of issue: UK,
designer: Blake, size (cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 320
Propaganda Poster Scrap It ROSPA Ladder Work Safety. Original vintage road work safety poster issued by the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Accidents ROSPA - Scrap it! - featuring an illustration of a cracked ladder with a supporting
plank attached to the side. Printed by Loxley Brothers Limited, London and Sheffield. Fair condition, staining, creasing,
tears, Country of issue: UK, designer: Leonard Cusden, size (cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 321
Propaganda Poster Africa Speaks French Je Parle Francais. Original vintage propaganda poster promoting French language
learning and speaking in Africa featuring an illustration of two boys holding pencils and writing in blue and red I speak
French, you speak French, he speaks French, we speak / je parle Francais, tu parles Francais, il parle Francais, nous parl
while holding the map of Africa marking Francophone countries Mauritania, Mali, Haute-Volta (now Burkina Faso), Niger,
Chad, Senegal, Guinea, Cote divoire, Togo, Dahomey (present-day Benin), Cameroon, Central African Republic, Congo,
Gabon, and Madagascar with a small inset of map of France in the corner. Issued by Ministries of Cooperation, 20 Rue
Monsieur Paris. Good condition, folds, creasing, small tears, minor staining. Country of issue: France, designer: Massacrier,
size (cm): 120x80, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 322
Propaganda Poster Peace Disarmament USSR France United Nation. Original vintage Anti-Soviet propaganda poster
featuring a grotesque caricature of Andrey Vyshinsky (1883-1954) a Soviet politician, jurist and diplomat, depicted as a
beast with sharp teeth and red hammer and sickle on his side, with tanks and fire behind him, text in French reads - France
and fifty other countries offer peace through simulating disarmament and control. Vyshinsky on behalf of the USSR: 'Your
plan made me laugh all night!' / La France et cinquante autres pays proposent la paix par le desarmement simulante et
controle. Vychinsky au nom de l'URSS: Votre plan m'a fait rire toute la nuit! - Printed by Paix et Liberte, Paris. Fair
condition, folds, tears, paper losses, creasing, staining. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 75x56, year
of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 324
Propaganda Poster Lincoln Washington DC Memorial President Statue. Original vintage calendar backing propaganda poster
- A Tribute to Lincoln - featuring an illustration of children laying a wreath at the feet of the Statue of Abraham Lincoln, with
soldiers holding the flag of the United States and elegantly dressed couples paying tribute. Abraham Lincoln (1809-1865)
was the 16th President of the United States, the Lincoln Memorial was constructed from 1914 to 1922 on the National Mall,
Washington D.C. by an American sculptor Daniel Chester French. Good condition, minor staining, punched holes on top
edge, paper skimming below on edge. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 52x28, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 325
Set Propaganda Poster Eisenhower President Washington Monument . Set of 2 original vintage American propaganda
posters. 1. Dwight D. Eisenhower in a dark blue grey suit, striped tie, set over blue background. Dwight D. Eisenhower
(1890-1969) was an American military officer and statesman, the 34th President of the United States in office from 1953 to
1961. Very good condition, minor creasing, minor staining. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 42x30.5,
year of printing: 1953; 2. Photograph of the Washington Monument lit by the evening sun. The Washington Monument,
built to commemorate George Washington, is the world's tallest obelisk made of marble, granite and bluestone gneiss, it is
located within the National Mall in Washington D.C., the construction began in 1848, it was halted for two decades due to
lack of funds, and finished only in 1884. Good condition, creasing, staining. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 43x31, year of printing: 1950s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 326
Propaganda Poster Soviet Navy Day Sailor USSR. Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster commemorating USSR Navy
Day (celebrated annually on the last Sunday of July) featuring a military design showing a sailor on the left side in navy
uniform with a large turn-down collar, blue and white striped top and a sailor's cap with ribbons flying in the wind, holding
a machine gun and standing in front of a Soviet Navy flag in white and blue with a hammer and sickle and a red star on it,
the right side depicting two ships and a submarine at sea ship with fighters jet planes flying against the cloud background,
the bold red text and logo above. Very good condition, folds, creasing. Country of issue: Russia, designer: SV, size (cm):
29x86, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 327
Set Propaganda Poster United States Presidents Eisenhower POTUS. Set of two original vintage propaganda posters relating
to the President of the USA. 1.Portraits of 36 Presidents of the United States - Whig, Republican, and Democrat, with a
large image of Lyndon B. Johnson in the centre surrounded by smaller images of Washington, Jefferson, Monroe, Harrison,
Fillmore, Johnson, Cleveland, Adams, Tyler, Pierce, Grant, Mc Kinley, Hoover, Hayes, T. Roosevelt, F. Roosevelt, Garfield,
Taft, Truman, Arthur, Wilson, Eisenhower, Jackson, Polk, Buchanan, Cleveland, Harding, Kennedy, Adams, Madison, Van
Buren, Taylor, Lincoln, Harrison, Coolidge, images of Independence Hall and Mount Vernon in the corners, and an eagle
perched on the flags of the United States. Good condition, creasing, staining. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown,
size (cm): 42x30.5, year of printing: 1960s; 2.Dwight D. Eisenhower Portrait. Excellent condition. Country of issue: USA,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40.5x30.5, year of printing: 1952
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 328
Propaganda Poster Regular Army Recruitment Hazmat Suit. Original vintage propaganda poster: It's a real man's life. Join
the Regular Army. - featuring an illustration of a Royal Army Ordnance Corps (RAOC) officer overseeing and writing down
notes as two soldiers in hazmat suits and gas masks handle hazardous contents of a large white barrel. RAOC was a corps
of the British Army responsible for weapons, armoured vehicles and military equipment, ammunition and clothing. Prepared
for the War Office by the Central Office of Information. Printed for HM Stationery Office by Jordison & Co., Ltd, London and
Middlesbrough. Fair condition, folds, creasing, tears, pinholes, staining, paper loss in top left corner. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 76x51, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 329
Set Propaganda Poster Algeria Independence Referendum. Set of 3 original vintage propaganda posters issued during
campaign for independence of Algeria. 1. National Centre for Independents and Peasants addressing citizens - You have the
right to know. We have a duty to inform you. The referendum is unnecessary, because self-determination has already been
voted on by parliament. It is illegitimate, because it does not maintain the Algerian executive within the framework of the
French republic. It is illusory, because it guarantees neither peace, nor prosperity, nor democracy. It is dangerous because it
would lead: to keep the war while losing Algeria; has more than 500,000 unemployed people in the Metropolis; to collect
and reclassify more than 1,500,000 repatriates. The referendum is not peace; it is personal power. You will vote no. Printed
by Lourtioux, Mountauban. Good condition, folds, creasing, staining, backed on old linen. Country of issue: France,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 80x60, year of printing: 1961;2. Algeria Referendum. Good condition, folds, creasing,
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backed on old linen. Country of issue: Algeria, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 55x84, year of printing: 1961; 3. Referendum
Du 8 Janvier. Good condition, folds, light creasing, small tear, backed on old linen. Country of issue: Algeria, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 54x40, year of printing: 1961
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 330
Propaganda Poster Red Army Day Soviet Military Navy Airforce USSR. Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster celebrating
Day of the Soviet Army and Navy on 23 February featuring the three military flags of the Red Army, Air Force and Navy
above a red star with a gold hammer and sickle emblem in the centre, the bold red text below. This annual event was
originally created during the Russian Civil War following the first mass army draft in 1918 with the name changing to Day of
the Soviet Army and Navy in 1923; Soviet Army and Navy Day in 1949; and Defender of the Fatherland Day in 2002. Good
condition, folds, creasing. Country of issue: Russia, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 85.5x28.5, year of printing: 1964
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 331
Propaganda Poster Hunting Dogs Hunter Helper USSR. Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster featuring the title in bold
blue letters - The Hunter's Helper - with the Ukrainian Society of Hunters and Fishermen logo and text - Hunting is
permitted with a dog recorded on the hunting ticket - below an image of an Irish setter type gun dog standing in shallow
water and holding a mallard duck in its mouth in front of two hounds chasing a fox and a pointer dog standing in the field
in the background. Published by the USSR government of Kiev Ukraine. Very good condition, light staining on margins.
Good condition, staining, foxing, creasing. Country of issue: Ukraine, designer: G. Glikman, size (cm): 88x58, year of
printing: 1964
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 332
Propaganda Poster Fight For Free Radio Orange Pirate Ship. Original vintage propaganda poster captioned - Fight for free
radio. Join us. Send s.a.e. for free associate membership. Free Radio Association 239 Eastwood road Rayleigh Essex - with
an illustration of a radio tower, set in black lettering over an orange background. Free Radio Supporters Association later
known as Free Radio Association was established in 1967 to represent listeners of the offshore pirate radio stations and
fight for free speech, free enterprise and free choice. Very good condition, minor creasing, minor fold. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 37x25, year of printing: 1967
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 333
Propaganda Poster Fight For Free Radio Pink Pirate Ship. Original vintage propaganda poster captioned - Fight for free
radio. Join us. Send s.a.e. for free associate membership. Free Radio Association 239 Eastwood road Rayleigh Essex - with
an illustration of a radio tower, set in black lettering over pink background. Free Radio Supporters Association later known
as Free Radio Association was established in 1967 to represent listeners of the offshore pirate radio stations and fight for
free speech, free enterprise and free choice. Very good condition, minor creasing, minor fold. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 37x25, year of printing: 1967
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 334
Propaganda Poster Free Radio London Pirate Ship. Original vintage propaganda poster published by Free Radio Association
captioned - Radio London 14 Aug 67 - featuring an illustration of a silhouette with long black hair holding the mast of a ship
with an arrow pierced hand and more hands raised towards the ship set over orange and pink background, the text below
reads - 239 Eastwood Road Rayleigh Essex. Join us - Send stamped addressed envelope for free associate membership.
Free Radio Supporters Association later known as Free Radio Association was established in 1967 to represent listeners of
the offshore pirate radio stations and fight for free speech, free enterprise and free choice. Good condition, folds, minor
creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 51x38, year of printing: 1967
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 335
Propaganda Poster Colonialism Imperialism Black Emancipation. Original Chinese propaganda poster in support for
emancipation of black people. The poster features an illustration of emotionally charged men and women striving forward
equipped with rifles and holding up torches with red flame, with red and orange background and building in smoke. One of
the series issued in multiple languages, the poster reads in French - L'execrable systeme colonialiste et emperialiste dont la
prosperite a debute avec l'asservissement et la traite des noirs, disparaitra avec la liberation totale des peuples de race
noire. Mao Tse-Toung / an analogue poster issued in English reads - The evil system of colonialism and imperialism arose
and throve with the enslavement of negroes and the trade in negroes, and it will surely come to its end with the complete
emancipation of the black people. - Published by Shanghai People's Fine Arts Publishing House / Shanghai ren min mei shu
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chu ban she. Horizontal. Good condition, single tear. Country of issue: China, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 77x107, year
of printing: 1968
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 336
Propaganda Poster Scrap Metal Pioneer Recycling Tractors USSR. Original vintage Soviet scrap metal recycling propaganda
poster depicting a young Pioneer with a barrel of scrapped metal stood before an army of tractors. He holds his hand to
his mouth as he triumphantly delivers a speech. The text above dominates the frame reading a rhyme - ???? ??????
??????? ????? ????? 100000 ????????? ?? ??????????? ???????! - which translates to - So that our homeland becomes
stronger, we will give 100000 tractors out of pioneer metal! Like many propaganda posters from the Soviet times, this
poster also captures an air of resilience and fierce patriotism. On the left, the poster features an illustration of Vladimir
Lenin (1870-1924). His black and white profile engulfed within a red flame with the caption Always ready! This artwork
was designed by Sachkov (1928?2005) and published by Moscow Fine Arts in 1967. Fair condition, folds, creasing, staining,
repaired tears, repaired paper loss. Country of issue: Russia, designer: V. Sachkov, E. Artsrunyan, size (cm): 87x59, year of
printing: 1969
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 337
Space Poster Apollo 8 NASA Moon Flight USA Astronaut. Set of 5 original vintage space posters showing overview and
details of NASA Apollo 8 space mission. Apollo 8 was the first crewed spacecraft to orbit the Moon and return to Earth. The
crew comprised of Frank Borman, James Lovell, and William Anders, where they spent spent six days on the mission from
the 21st to the 27th December 1968. The spacecraft returned to earth safely on the 27th of December after 147 hours of
flight. 1. Apollo 8, flight plan, features a large moon dominating the centre of the artwork, paired with photos of the three
boarding astronauts to its right with a collection of infographics showing the structure of the capsule and its journey.
Printed by Crosse & Blackwell. Horizontal. Good condition, tape marks in the corners. Country of issue: USA, designer:
Crosse & Blackwell, size (cm): 38x51, year of printing: 1969; 2. Rocket launch. Printed by Crosse & Blackwell. Horizontal.
Good condition, creasing, tape marks in the corners. Country of issue: USA, designer: Crosse & Blackwell, size (cm): 38x51,
year of printing: 1969.; 3. Astronauts in Capsule. Good condition, creasing, tape marks in the corners. Country of issue:
USA, designer: Crosse & Blackwell, size (cm): 38x51, year of printing: 1969 4.View of Earth from Moon, featuring an iconic
photograph of Earthrise taken on 24 Decembery 1968 by an American astronaut William Anders. Good condition, tape
marks in the corners. Country of issue: USA, designer: Crosse & Blackwell, size (cm): 51x38, year of printing: 1969; 5.
Space Capsule featuring a photograph of astronauts on the space module in the North Pacific Ocean nearby of Hawaii.
Good condition, repaired tear, tape marks in the corners. Country of issue: USA, designer: Crosse & Blackwell, size (cm):
38x51, year of printing: 1969
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 338
Set War Posters Lord Kitchener WWI WWII. Set of 3 vintage reproduction posters. 1. World War One recruitment
propaganda poster - Britons Join Your Country's Army! God Save The King - featuring an illustration by a British graphic
artist Alfred Leete (1882-1933) depicting a British Army officer and colonial administrator and the British Secretary of State
for War Lord Herbert Kitchener, 1st Earl Kitchener (1850-1916) in a military uniform pointing at the viewer with a caption
"Wants YOU". Reproduced by permission of London Opinion. Published by the Victoria House Printing Co., Ltd., Tudor
Street, London, E.C. Printed for Her Majesty's Stationery Office by the Corwen Press Ltd., London. Reproduced from a 1914
original held by the Imperial War Museum. Good condition, creasing, pinholes, tears, staining, Country of issue: UK,
designer: Alfred Leete , size (cm): 75x51, year of printing: 1972; 2. Danger. Don't Touch. You may find one of these on the
ground of half-buried. Leave it alone and Tell The Police At Once. Do not touch it even with a stick and do not throw
stones at it. Illustration by a British graphic designer Abram Games (1914-1996) of various artillery war shells, grenades,
shrapnel shell. Printed for H.M. Stationery Office. Fair condition, creasing, tears, staining, paper losses. Country of issue:
UK, designer: Abram Games, size (cm): 87x56, year of printing: 1940s; 3. World War One school education poster featuring
an illustration of soldiers and elegantly dressed ladies and gentlemen queuing up at the recruiting station at the feet of one
of the lions in Trafalgar Square, the caption below the image reads - 1914-1918 Great Britain at War - A Recruiting Station
in Trafalgar Square. - with an iconic poster of Lord Kitchener pointing at the viewer captioned 'Your Country Needs YOU'
attached to the gramophone. Horizontal. Fair condition, tears, pinholes, tape marks, staining, small paper loss. Country of
issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 43x54, year of printing: 1960s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 339
Propaganda Poster Firearms Evolution Gun Rifle Colt Gatling Browning. Original vintage propaganda poster Evolution of
Portable Firearms / Evolution des armes a feu portatives, featuring numbered illustrations of various guns, rifles and
firearms including - petrinal, arquebus, chenapan, miquelet, barrel weapon, forsyth, pistol, revolver gun, pepperbox, Colt,
Adams, Sharp, Lefaucheux, Smith & Wesson, Gatling, Volcanic Henry, Springfield & Allen, Westerli, Mannlicher, Maxim,
Browning, Borchardt, Bener-Mercier, Villar-Perosa, Saint-Etienne, and Thompson, with figures of soldiers in the bottom.
Good condition, folds, creasing, staining, pinholes, backed on old linen. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 60x43, year of printing: 1972
Estimate: 30 - 60
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Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 340
Propaganda Poster Set USSR Soviet Union Anniversary Single Formation. Original vintage set of 24 Soviet propaganda
posters, featuring posters from each of the fifteen Soviet republics whith several other designs depicting: a watchman
soldier on guard of the USSR borders; a lady in Russian kokoshnik headdress holding a wreath of wheat, apples and roses;
an Uzbek lady with cotton flower and Lenin book; tractors, trucks and development in Belarus; Coats of Arms of the Soviet
Socialist Republics; portraits of Ukrainian and Azerbaijan people; a lady from Lithuania with shipbuilding, construction, arts
and science around her; a smiling Georgian electric power line worker with fruit trees, farming, palm trees by the Black sea
surrounded with mountains; an older shepherd man from Kyrgyzstan holding a Pravda newspaper with a 'Hero of Labour'
article on the front; images of Vladimir Lenin with a rocket; a couple on a ship called Soviet Estonia; worker men and
women with banners; an older man on a camel and a young couple on a motorcycle riding through Turkmenistan;
Baikonur Space station and other major cities marked on the map of Kazakhstan; a couple from Tajikistan holding cotton
and wheat, a lady from Latvia over blue sea; musicians and artists holding musical instruments, pens, and brushes; dancing
and singing people from Moldova; all held in a cover with titles of the poems. Good condition, creasing, tears, pinholes,
paper loss and staining on the cover. Country of issue: Russia, designer: Various artists, size (cm): 57x43, year of printing: 1972
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 341
Propaganda Poster Soviet Vote Communist Elections USSR. Original vintage Soviet elections propaganda poster encouraging
people to take a communist vote in the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic - Design features the faces of two men and a
woman that all look out to the viewer with a smile paired with a trusting look. The text before them reads - Let's cast our
votes for an indestructible bloc of communists and non-party people. The top left of the illustration shows the date of the
vote - 17th of June in 1973. This artwork was designed by G.Kislyakov in 1973. Fair condition, folds, creasing, staining,
paper losses. Country of issue: Ukraine, designer: G. Kislyakova, size (cm): 82.5x63, year of printing: 1973
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 342
Propaganda Poster Soviet Labour Success Communist Party Congress. Original vintage Soviet motivational propaganda
poster depicts an illustration of a Soviet man holding a sheet of paper that reads - My duties. He looks defiantly out to
the viewer dressed in patriotic red. The green and white background shows an abstract design as the page multiplies
behind the man displaying a progression of technology and machinery. The caption in the top left reads Our labour
success - XXV congress of our own communist party!. Designed by B. Reshetnikov (1921-?), this artwork was published in
1975. Fair condition, creasing on the margins. Country of issue: Russia, designer: B. Reshetnikov, size (cm): 106x66.5,
year of printing: 1975
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 343
Propaganda Poster Military Small Arms USA Firearm Weapon Gun. Original vintage propaganda poster Military Small Arms of
the United States of America, featuring an illustration of an eagle with the evolution of various firearms with descriptions
and years; muskets and rifles since 1763, with Charleville, Springfield, Navy Rifle, U.S. Rifle; auxiliary arms with models
since 1859 - Sharps Carbine, Henry rifle, Browning automatic rifle, Thompson submachine gun, M1 U.S. carbine, M-3
submachine gun; and side arms with models since 1806 - Flintlock pistol, Percussion pistol, Percussion revolver, New model
army Remington, U.S. Army revolver, U.S. automatic pistol. Issued by Pleasant Ridge Collectors Firearms. Publisher-historian
Robt. E. Deubell, Jr. Designer-Illustrator Wm. J. O'Neil, Jr. Good condition, folds, creasing, minor staining, backed on old
linen. Country of issue: USA, designer: J. O'Neil, Jr, size (cm): 89x58, year of printing: 1975
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 344
Propaganda Poster Knowledge Day Soviet Schoolgirl Student. Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster featuring an
illustration of a school girl dressed in brown school uniform dress with white apron putting children's primer ABC-book into
the school bag with white and red flowers on the table ready to attend her first day in the first grade, the poem reads - The
whole country congratulates you on the first joyful day of September. Even the sun repeats: Good luck - Sending you off to
the first grade. 1st of September is a Knowledge Day marking the start of the school year in Russia and many other former
Soviet countries, children traditionally gift flowers to their teachers and embark on a new year of knowledge. Good
condition, folds, creasing, staining, paper loss in the bottom right corner. Country of issue: Russia, designer: M.Lukyanov,
size (cm): 88x56, year of printing: 1977
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 345
Propaganda Poster Soviet Fatherland Sacred Border Guard Soldier USSR. Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster
depicting a border guard in green military uniform with Lenin on the pin attached to his jacket guarding the borders of the
fatherland with locators, oil and petrol storage tanks, farming machinery working in the fields, electricity towers, lifting
cranes and planes as a background with a caption in red on the top - The borders of the fatherland are sacred. Good
condition, minor creasing, small tears. Country of issue: Russia, designer: M. Getman, size (cm): 105x67, year of printing: 1977
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 346
Propaganda Poster Happy New Year Moscow Kremlin USSR Soviet Star . Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster Happy
New Year, dear comrades! featuring an illustration of a red shining Kremlin star, large snowy fir tree and construction
cranes, buildings and an Ostankino television tower towering above the city. Horizontal. Excellent condition, minor creasing.
Country of issue: Russia, designer: V. Viktorov, size (cm): 66x96, year of printing: 1977
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 347
Propaganda Poster 60 Years October Anniversary. Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster titled 60 Let Oktyabrya / 60
Years of October - commemorating 60 years since the October Revolution. The bold design shows a USSR worker in
overalls holding aloft the Communist emblem of a sickle and hammer inside a wreath of wheat topped by the five-point
star. The background is dark red with curved red lines - the whole design is realised in shades of red and white. Good
condition, creasing, tears, minor staining, fold. Country of issue: Russia, designer: V. Briskin, size (cm): 103x67, year of
printing: 1977
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 347.
Propaganda Poster 60 Years October Anniversary. Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster titled 60 Let Oktyabrya / 60
Years of October - commemorating 60 years since the October Revolution. The bold design shows a USSR worker in
overalls holding aloft the Communist emblem of a sickle and hammer inside a wreath of wheat topped by the five-point
star. The background is dark red with curved red lines - the whole design is realised in shades of red and white. Good
condition, creasing, tears, minor staining, fold. Country of issue: Russia, designer: V. Briskin, size (cm): 103x67, year of
printing: 1977
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 348
Propaganda Poster Soviet Navy Sailor DOSAAF School Cooperation. Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster calling to
carry out the decisions of the VIII Congress of DOSAAF to assisting the Soviet Navy. DOSAAF training organizations are
working hard on training technical specialists for the Navy - featuring an illustration of a sailor with the navy and DOSAAF
flags behind him, and photographs of navy staff training. DOSAAF - the Volunteer Society for Cooperation with the Army,
Aviation and Fleet - was founded in 1927 for the development of paramilitary sports as a preparation for reserve armed
forces. Very good condition, light creasing, browning. Country of issue: Russia, designer: L.Anisimov, G.Skvortsov, size
(cm): 60x44, year of printing: 1978
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 349
Propaganda Poster Broken Rungs Broken Bones ROSPA. Original vintage road safety poster issued by the Royal Society for
the Prevention of Accidents ROSPA - Broken rungs Broken bones - featuring an image of a ladder with a broken bone
instead of one of the ladder rungs set over an orange background. Bold white lettering. Printed by Loxley Brothers Limited,
London and Sheffield. Fair condition, creasing, tears, staining, foxing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
76x51, year of printing: 1970s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 350
Set War Posters Hitler Nazi Germany Wehrmaht. Set of 4 vintage reproduction World War Two propaganda posters. 1. The
victory will be ours! - featuring an illustration of a Nazi Germany Wehrmaht soldier dressed in a military uniform standing in
front of flying swastika flags with explosions behind him. Printed by Her Majesty's Stationery Office Press, Manor Farm.
Reproduced from an original held by the Imperial War Museum. Good condition, creasing, tears, pinholes, tape on corners,
staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 73x49, year of printing: 1970s; 2. Nur Hitler / Only Hitler
featuring three overlapping Nazi flags in red on flagpoles with a swastika at the top set over black background with stylised
lettering below the flags. The poster was created for the 1932 Presidential election candidate from The National Socialist
German Workers Party (NSDAP). Printed by Schroff-Druck, Augsburg. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining, pinholes,
tape marks, text tag on the bottom edge reading "Our Hitler". Country of issue: Germany, designer: AG, size (cm): 72x51,
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year of printing: 1970s; 3.Hitler - featuring a black and white photograph taken by Hitler's official photographer Heinrich
Hoffmann. Reproduced from an original held by the Imperial War Museum, by Johnson, Riddle & Co. Ltd. Fair condition,
tears, paper losses, creasing, pinholes, staining, browning. Country of issue: UK, designer: Heinrich Hoffmann, size (cm):
75x49.5, year of printing: 1970s; 4. Der sieg wird unser sein! / The victory will be ours!Printed by Her Majesty's Stationery
Office Press, Manor Farm. Reproduced from an original held by the Imperial War Museum. Good condition, creasing,
pinholes, tears, staining, Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 73x49, year of printing: 1969
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 351
Propaganda Poster France Communist Party Election Democracy Independence. Original vintage French Election
propaganda poster issued by the Communist Party of France. The text reads: For a peaceful independent democratic
prosperous France - vote with the French Communist Party / Pour une France democratique independante pacifique
prospere avec le Parti Communiste Francais. Design featuring an illustration of a man and a woman in blue in and white
looking up at the red and blue lettering set over white background. French Communist Party was founded in 1920 by
resigned members from the socialist French Section of the Worker's International party. Good condition, folds, creasing,
staining, small tears. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 58x78, year of printing: 1970s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 352
Propaganda Poster Denmark Elections Social Democrats DSU Youth Wing. Original vintage Danish elections propaganda
poster featuring a photograph of a lady in a skirt suit and a gentleman in a suit and tie looking to the side with an
industrial background image of chimneys and smoke, bold red lettering below reads - DSU Work and freedom we build
Denmark of the Future / DSU Arbejde og frihed vi bygger Fremtidens Danmark. - DSU or Danmarks Socialdemokratiske
Ungdom was founded in 1920 and is the Social Democratic Youth of Denmark youth wing of the Danish Social Democrats.
Fair condition, tears, creasing, paper losses, staining. Country of issue: Denmark, designer: Sv Turck, size (cm): 76x52, year
of printing: 1970s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 353
Propaganda Poster Viva Palestine Flag Friends Palestinian People. Original vintage propaganda poster Viva Palestina
featuring an illustration of the red, black, white, and green Palestinian flag on a light background, issued by Asociacion de
Amigos del Pueblo Palestino / Association of Friends of the Palestinian People. Good condition, folds, creasing, minor
staining, Country of issue: Spain, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 91x44, year of printing: 1970s
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 354
Propaganda Poster NATO Needs You Uncle Sam El Jueves. Original vintage double sided poster from El Jueves magazine
featuring an illustration of a skeleton in an iconic Uncle Sam outfit pointing at the viewer with bold pink lettering that reads
- Hey you! NATO needs you! - with a jester logo at the bottom, the reverse of the poster features two comics. Poster by El
Jueves a weekly Spanish satirical magazine that was first issued in 1977. Good condition, folds, pinholes, minor staining,
double-sided. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Killian, size (cm): 52x31, year of printing: 1970s
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 355
Propaganda Poster Nuclear Resistance Skull Plant France. Original vintage anti nuclear propaganda poster issued by the
Unified Socialist Party of France (Parti Socialiste Unifie) featuring an illustration of a skull next to a nuclear plant, bold black
and red lettering reads - You don't want it. They know that. And yet they decide. Stop! Resist Nuclear. Popular Resistance.
Socialist Tribune Supplement. - Unified Socialist Party or PSU existed for 30 years between 1960 and 1990, formed from
Autonomous Socialist Party, Socialist Left Union, and Tribune du Communisme journal group. Fair condition, folds, tears,
creasing, staining. Country of issue: France, designer: Demoulin, size (cm): 102x70, year of printing: 1980s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 356
Propaganda Poster Live Learn Lenin Pioneers USSR. Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster - We will live and learn
according to Lenin - featuring an illustration of two adorable school children with red pioneer ties around their necks
studying and writing with a large portrait of Vladimir Lenin in the background. Vladimir Lenin All-Union Pioneer Organisation
was founded in 1934 as a mass youth organisation for children and adolescents, it was dissolved in 1991. Good condition,
tears, creasing, foxing, pinholes, small paper loss. Country of issue: Russia, designer: O. Savostyuk, B. Uspenskiy, size
(cm): 88x56, year of printing: 1980
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
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20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 357
Propaganda Poster Military Socialist Youth Juventudes Socialistas Spain. Original vintage propaganda poster La Constitucion
a los Cuarteles una Mili Diferente roughly translates to The constitution of a different military by the Juventudes Socialistas
Socialist Youth during the United Nations International Year of Youth 1985, featuring an illustration of uniform faceless
soldiers marching in line with one soldier in yellow uniform looking directly at the viewer, with a map of Spain in red and a
Socialist Youth of Spain logo of a fist set over a star. Socialist Youth of Spain (Spanish: Juventudes Socialistas de Espana)
is the youth organisation of the Spanish Socialist Workers' Party (PSOE) in Spain. Headquartered in Madrid, the organization
was founded in 1906 and is aligned internationally with the Young European Socialists and the International Union of
Socialist Youth. One of the distinguishing marks of the organization is the demand for the Republic in Spain Good
condition, creasing, folds, staining. Country of issue: Spain, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 49x60, year of printing: 1985
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 358
Propaganda Poster Lenin Soviets Power Revolution Avrora. Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster 1917-1987 Power to
the Soviets! Peace to the Peoples! Land for the Peasants! Factories to Workers! Design features an illustration of Vladimir
Lenin (1870-1924) raising his hand during the speech with red flags behind him and revolitionary cruiser Avrora below
shining light ahead of it. One of the first incidents of the October Revolution in Russia took place on the cruiser Aurora,
which reportedly fired the first shot, signalling the beginning of the attack on the Winter Palace. Very good condition, small
tear on the right margin. Country of issue: Russia, designer: O. Maslyakov, size (cm): 55x43, year of printing: 1987
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 359
Propaganda Poster Lenin Iron Military Discipline To Win USSR. Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster featuring a portrait
of Vladimir Lenin with the quote - To win ... you need iron, military discipline. Red flag flying in the background. Good
condition, creasing, tears. Country of issue: Russia, designer: M. Getman, size (cm): 87x57, year of printing: 1988
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 360
Propaganda Poster Peace Dove Labour May Day International Worker Solidarity. Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster
celebrating the International Workers Day or May Day, featuring an illustration of peace dove formed from hammer and
sickle, with white diagonal lettering that reads - Peace Labour May. May Day is a widely celebrated public holiday with
military parades held on 1 May, the date was chosen in 1889 by the Marxist International Socialist Congress. Good
condition, tears, creasing, light staining. Country of issue: Russia, designer: A. Bondar, size (cm): 97x65, year of printing:
1989
Estimate: 75 - 150
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 361
Propaganda Poster Mass Defence USSR Tank Rifle Motorcycle. Original vintage Soviet propaganda poster for Month of Mass
Defence Work 23 January - 23 February, featuring an illustration of a man aiming with a rifle, a man on a motorcycle, and
a tank in the background, pink lettering over the image. Good condition, creasing, folds, small tears. Country of issue:
Russia, designer: E. Orlov, size (cm): 58x43, year of printing: 1989
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 362
Set Propaganda Poster FN Front National National France Party. Set of 8 original vintage French election propaganda
posters for FN / Front National - known as Rassemblement National since 2018. FN is a French right wing political party, it
was founded in 1972, supporting anti-immigration, cuts to legal immigration, and protection of French identity. 1. Flame in
the colours of the French flag - blue, white, and red, with bold white letters below, set over gradual blue and black
background. Good condition, creasing, small paper loss in bottom right corner. Country of issue: France, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 58x29, year of printing: 1970s; 2. Thumbs up- - Unemployment, immigration, corruption, insecurity,
injustice, taxes, security... Le Pen is right! The National Front has the solutions! Excellent condition, minor creasing. Country
of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 79x58, year of printing: 1970s; 3. Declaration of the Rights of Man and of
the Citizen, featuring artwork by Jacques-Francois Le Barbier (1783-1826) of a winged angel pointing at an Eye of
Providence with another lady breaking chains, the monument below includes seventeen articles of the declaration. The
Declaration is a human civil rights document from the French Revolution, it was set by France's National Constituent
Assembly in 1789. Good condition, creasing, staining, foxing, pencil markings in bottom right corner. Country of issue:
France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 92x62, year of printing: 1970s; 4. Four copies of Contre Maastricht 2 / Against
Maastricht 2. Good condition, creasing. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 58x79, year of printing:
1970s; 5. FNJ / National Youth Front,- Ni Droite Ni Gauche. Francais! / Neither right nor left. French! - set over gradual
colours of the French flag blue, white, and red. FNJ was founded in 1973, it is a youth movement affiliated with the National
Front, the political movement has changed its name to Generation Nation in 2018. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing,
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tears. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 60x79, year of printing: 1990s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 363
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Horsemen Defeat Heijo Pyongyang. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster
titled depicting the defeat of Russian horsemen near Heijo (present-day Pyongyang, North Korea), Russian soldiers are seen
thrown off the distraught horses emerging from smoke and explosions with Japanese soldiers advancing from the left. The
Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major
military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and
Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, staining, pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
40x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 364
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Navy Battle Port Arthur Lushun. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster
depicting the battle and victory of the Japanese Imperial Navy forces at the Lushun / Port Arthur waters, featuring sinking
military ships engulfed in smoke and fire. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of Japan and the
Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong
peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining,
pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 39x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 365
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Lushun Port Arthur Naval Battle. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster
depicting night and the destruction of a Raussian Navy ship in the port of Lushun / Port Arthur by Japanese mine craft,
featuring sinking military frigates and a large ship engulfed in smoke and fire. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between
the Empire of Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur
(modern-day Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Fair condition, tears,
creasing, staining. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 39x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 366
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Sea Battle Naval Battle Smoke Port Arthur. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war
poster depicting a battle at Lushun / Port Arthur between Japanese and Russian Navy fleets, with Russian vessels seen
swallowed by the seawater, vessels in clouds of smoke and the Japanese army soldiers shooting the enemy from aboard a
marine ship and a Japanese small frigate in the water. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of Japan
and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong
peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining,
pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 39x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 367
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Battle on the Shore Incheon . Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster
depicting Japanese army soldiers landing on the shore of Incheon, with sinking ships in smoke and fire and retracting
soldiers. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with
major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around
Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining, pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 39x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 368
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Navy Destroyer Squadron Commander. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war
poster depicting Japanese Navy soldiers being led by a commander from the 4th Destroyer Squadron aiming at the enemy
amidst explosions and snow. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of Japan and the Russian Empire in
1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and
the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining, pinholes. Country of issue: Japan,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 39x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 369
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Incheon Navy Battle Sinking Ship. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster
Incheon Naval battle depicting Russian Navy soldiers on a lifeboat next to a sinking ship engulfed in smoke and flames with
explosions surrounding them and more ships in the distance, with an ornate flower pattern frame around the image. The
Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major
military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and
Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 39x55,
year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 370
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Horse Cavalry Battle Gate. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster depicting
Japanese soldiers repelling dozens of Russian cavalry soldiers from entering the city gates, with distraught horses and
smoke. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with
major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around
Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining, pinholes, small paper loss on top edge. Country of
issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x56, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 371
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Seoul Korea Battle Moat. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster depicting
Japanese soldiers in preparation to fight off Russian soldiers at Gyeongseong / Seoul, with soldiers walking across the moat
towards the battle visible in a distance by clouds of smoke, and more soldiers pushing cannonball inside the moat, with
commanders looking at the map and organising the soldiers. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of
Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day
Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears,
staining, browning, pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 372
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Korea Russian Cavalry Defeat Star Gate Heijo Pyongyang . Original antique Ukiyo-e
Russo-Japanese war poster titled depicting the defeat of Russian cavalry horsemen near the nine-star gate of Heijo
(present-day Pyongyang, North Korea), Russian soldiers are seen running away and thrown off the distraught horses with a
Japanese army emerging from the smoke. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of Japan and the
Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong
peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining,
pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x56, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 373
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Sinking Russian Navy Ships. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster
depicting bombed Russian Navy ships engulfed in the smoke sinking, with the crew escaping on rowboats, and advancing
the Japanese army in the distance. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of Japan and the Russian
Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong peninsula),
Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, staining, pinholes. Country of issue:
Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 374
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Ambush Horse Battle Cavalry. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster
depicting ambushed Russian soldiers armed with bayonet guns moving towards the Japanese cavalry soldiers armed with
swords galloping down the hill with a map inset over mountains. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire
of Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day
Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Fair condition, tears, paper losses,
staining, creasing, pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 375
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Cavalry Korea Battle Swords Heijo Pyongyang. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese
war poster depicting Japanese cavalry army officers armed with swords circling and defeating Russian horsed troops near
Heijo, modern-day Pyongyang, North Korea. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of Japan and the
Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong
peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining,
pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 376
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Navy Battle Storm Soldiers Cliff. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster
depicting Japanese cavalry army officers looking at the naval battle at sea with explosions and smoke billowing from struck
ships. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with
major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around
Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining, pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 377
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Lushun Port Arthur Navy Battle. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster
depicting Japanese Navy destroyers sinking Russian ship at Lushun / Port Arthur, with sea waves rising from explosions,
billowing smoke from a vessel on fire and seamen escaping by jumping into the water. The Russo-Japanese war was fought
between the Empire of Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port
Arthur (modern-day Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Fair condition,
tears, creasing, staining, paper losses. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 378
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Woods Battle Cavalry. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster depicting
Japanese cavalry shooting at the Russian troops at night from behind the trees. The Russo-Japanese war was fought
between the Empire of Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port
Arthur (modern-day Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition,
creasing, tears, staining, pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 379
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Naval Battle Black Smoke. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster depicting
Japanese Navy sinking a Russian sea vessel with the crew escaping by jumping into the water, with explosions and black
smoke billowing from the ships, framed with an ornate floral pattern border. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between
the Empire of Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur
(modern-day Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing,
tears, staining, pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 380
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Port Arthur Naval Battle Sinking Ship. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster
depicting Lushun / Port Arthur battle with Japanese Navy ships destroying Russian sea vessel, explosions in the water, black
smoke billowing from the ships, and fire. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of Japan and the
Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong
peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, pinholes. Country
of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 381
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Navy Battle Lushun Port Arthur Sunrise. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war
poster featuring Port Arthur / Lushun war scene depicting advancing Japanese Navy ships flying Rising Sun military flags,
with Russian sea vessels engulfed in fire and smoke, with a background of the rising sun. The Russo-Japanese war was
fought between the Empire of Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese
Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good
condition, creasing, tears, staining, pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of
printing: 1900s
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Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 382
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Navy Battle Lifeboats. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster featuring Port
Arthur / Lushun war scene depicting Russian Navy sailors escaping on lifeboats with Russian fleet ships being sunk and
destroyed by the Japanese army. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of Japan and the Russian
Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong peninsula),
Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, pinholes. Country of issue:
Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 383
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Navy Cannons Sea Battle . Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster featuring
split comic strip-like images depicting the progress of the war, with Japanese Navy sailors firing cannons and fighting the
Russian Navy sailors, explosions in the sea and on ships and billowing smoke. The Russo-Japanese war was fought
between the Empire of Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port
Arthur (modern-day Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Fair condition,
tears, creasing, staining, pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 384
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Incheon Naval Battle Ship Explosion. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster
depicting a battle near Incheon with Russian navy ships being destroyed by the Japanese navy. Russo-Japanese war was
fought between the Empire of Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese
Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good
condition, creasing, tears, staining, pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of
printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 385
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Naval Battle Port Arthur. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster in black and
white depicting an enemy ship defeated outside the Lushun / Port Arthur, with a Japanese navy vessel in the foreground
and Russian ships in smoke in the distance. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of Japan and the
Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day Liaodong
peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, pinholes. Country
of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 386
War Poster Russo Japanese Ukiyo Navy Destroyer Explosion. Original antique Ukiyo-e Russo-Japanese war poster in black
and white depicting Russian navy ships sinking engulfed in flames and smoke, with Japanese navy vessels in the
foreground, with an ornate floral frame around the image. The Russo-Japanese war was fought between the Empire of
Japan and the Russian Empire in 1904 and 1905, with major military operations over Chinese Port Arthur (modern-day
Liaodong peninsula), Manchuria, and the seas around Korea and Japan. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears,
staining, pinholes. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 40x55, year of printing: 1900s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 387
War Poster Le Fort L'Emprunt WWI War Loan Bourgonnier. Original antique World War One propaganda poster Le Fort L'Emprunt featuring a 1915 lithograph - drawing by Claude Charles Bourgonnier, depicting a hunched old man supporting
himself on a walking stick while carrying on his back a sack with 'l'emprunt' / war loan writing. Good condition, creasing,
tears, pencil marks, blind embossed symbols on top edge. Country of issue: France, designer: Claude Charles Bourgonnier,
size (cm): 56x30.5, year of printing: 1915
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 388
War Poster England Expects Every Man Join Army WWI. Original antique World War One army recruitment poster - England
Expects Every Man to Do His Duty and Join the Army To-Day - Illustration of the Royal Charter at the top, and bold blue
and red lettering arranged below, set against plain light background, framed with a red and blue border. Published by The
Parliamentary Recruiting Committee, London. Poor condition, paper losses, tears, creasing, staining, cut out of separate
poster stuck on top half, backed on black card. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 76x50, year of
printing: 1910s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 389
War Poster WWI Recruitment Fight For Freedom UK. Original vintage WWI recruiting poster published by the Parliamentary
Recruiting Committee reading 'Fight for Freedom with the Strength of Free Men' with the text printed in white against a
green background. Printed by Roberts & Leete Ltd., London. Tasked with boosting enlistment in the armed forces, the
Parliamentary Recruiting Committee occupied a central place in the governments wartime communications machinery.
Although the technology to enable the relatively inexpensive mass production of high quality images had been in existence
for over a century, the First World War saw the first extensive use of posters for propaganda purposes. The Parliamentary
Recruiting Committee (PRC) was a thirty member body organized by political party organizers, under the supervision of the
War Office, with the express aim of aiding the raising of troop numbers in Britainas volunteer army. The main modes
of appeal were through mass recruiting rallies and through posters and pamphlets that encouraged enlistment. Within a
few weeks of the outbreak of the war the designs of poster began to incorporate striking graphic images. Some 200
different posters were produced and distributed by the PRC over the course of the War. War posters were intended to be
ephemeral and never meant to be archival or historical documents. Yet, because of the content of the messages they
projected they have become an important resource by which we can today explore the mind set of those who believed
passionately in the rightness of the cause and the necessity to wage War between 1914 and 1918. Very good condition,
fold in the middle. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 24x74.5, year of printing: 1915
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 390
War Poster Fight For King And Empire WWI Recruitment UK. Original vintage World War One recruitment poster
encouraging men to enlist in the army: "Fight for King & Empire - Our brave Soldiers need your Help" with G R above for
King George VI (Albert Frederick Arthur George; 1895-1952). Great banner poster featuring text in large stylised blue and
red letters against a white background with the Royal Coat of Arms above. Published by the Parliamentary Recruiting
Committee, London. Horizontal. Printed by H. T. & Co. Good condition, folded as issued, faint creases and minor tears in
margins. Very good condition, fold in the middle. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 25x76, year of
printing: 1910s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 391
War Poster Sandwich Port Air Raid Precautions WWII UK Home Front. Original vintage propaganda poster issued in the UK
in preparation for the Second World War announcing blackout Air Raid precautions training in the town and port of
Sandwich. Poster was poster issued by E.C. Byrne Sandwich Town Clerk's Office - Town and Port of Sandwich Important
Notice Air-Raid Precautions Night of 9th-9th July, 1939 - followed by the request from the Home Office to hold a black-out
by ensuring that lights in the premises are extinguished, or screened by dark curtains or blinds. Dated 29th June, 1939.
Good condition, folds, creasing, paper loss Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 51x38, year of printing: 1939
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 392
War Poster Polish Army Conscription WWII France. Rare original vintage World War Two poster for military conscription of
Polish army service in France, the text in Polish and French translates to - On behalf of the government of the Republic of
Poland, pursuant to the decision of the President of the Ministerial Council, the Minister of Military Affairs, and on the basis
of the treaty signed between Poland and France on September 9, 1939, I hereby announce the following: Polish citizens
who, starting from September 29, 1939, fulfilled the census obligation in __ municipalities, shall appear on __ October 1939
before the conscription commission, office in __, which will establish their military capacity for military service in the ranks
of the Polish army in France. Paris, October 5, 1939. Good condition, folds, creasing, browning, minor staining, backed on
old linen. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 80x59, year of printing: 1939
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 393
War Poster Winter War Relief Nazi Germany Donation WWII. Original vintage World War Two blank donation certificate for
The War Winter Relief Organisation of the German People, the stylised blue lettering reads - I am making a special
donation available. I will transfer the amount of __ to the account __. Place and Day, Signature and Stamp - with an ornate
frame decorated with oak leaf wreaths around the letter 's' for Schutzstaffel (major paramilitary organisation under Hitler
and the Nazi Party), ribbons, sword and an eagle, stylised numbers for 1939 - 1940. Horizontal. Excellent condition. Country
of issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 15x21, year of printing: 1939
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 394
War Poster WWII Nazi Anti Semitic Caution They Are Coming. Original vintage Anti-Semitic poster created for the
anti-Masonic exhibition held from August 1941 to January 1942 in World War II Nazi Germany occupied Belgrade, Serbia.
Sponsored by the Third Reich, organized by former members of Zbor (the Yugoslav National Movement, aka the United
Militant Labour Organisation) and positioned as an Anti-Masonic, the exhibition was intended to dehumanize and intensify
hatred of Jews, because of the alleged Judeo-Masonic / Communist world domination conspiracy, including images of Jew
manoeuvring Freemasonry, democracy, and capitalism. The designers of these posters remain anonymous. This poster
features a caricature of a long line of fierce looking Jewish men walking towards the viewer, with the long bearded man in
grey clothing pointing at the caption in red and black stylised writing over yellow background, text in Serbian translates into
English as - ..Caution.. They are coming... - all set against gradual red background. Good condition, folds, foxing, staining,
repaired tears. Country of issue: Serbia, designer: Anonymous, size (cm): 70x50, year of printing: 1941
Estimate: 450 - 900
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 395
War Poster WWII Nazi Anti Semitic Jewish Business. Original vintage Anti-Semitic poster created for the anti-Masonic
exhibition held from August 1941 to January 1942 in World War II Nazi Germany occupied Belgrade, Serbia. Sponsored by
the Third Reich, organized by former members of Zbor (the Yugoslav National Movement, aka the United Militant Labour
Organisation) and positioned as an Anti-Masonic, the exhibition was intended to dehumanize and intensify hatred of Jews,
because of the alleged Judeo-Masonic / Communist world domination conspiracy, including images of Jew manoeuvring
Freemasonry, democracy, and capitalism. The designers of these posters remain anonymous. This poster features a
caricature of a Jewish business man sitting atop various manufactured goods - textiles, bleach, rocks, cement, varnish,
acetone, wood, packed in rolls, barrels, and boxes, all crushing three working class men at the bottom, captioned in
Serbian that translates into English as - Jewish business. Good condition, folds, staining, browning, tears, repaired tears.
Country of issue: Serbia, designer: Anonymous, size (cm): 69.5x49.5, year of printing: 1941
Estimate: 450 - 900
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 396
War Poster Careless Talk Pipedown Sailor Tokyo Listening USA WWII. Original vintage World War Two poster - Pipedown
Sailor! Tokio's Listening! - featuring a sailor in an iconic white uniform seen holding a cigarette gesticulating in a
conversation with a man behind him hiding in the shade listening in onto the conversation, black bold lettering over yellow
background. Acceptable condition, paper losses, folds, creasing, minor staining. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown,
size (cm): 51x37, year of printing: 1942
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 397
War Poster Victory in Europe WWII Map Occupation. Original vintage World War Two poster featuring dated events war
map Commemorating Victory in Europe marking USA, British, Russian, Nazi, Italian and Japanese naval bases, the Axis
countries, pre-war boundaries, status and population of each country, natural resources, historical data, with dated events
lists for the European area and the Pacific Area. Published by The Wolf Machine Co. Cincinnati 2, Ohio. Horizontal. Good
condition, folds as issued, creasing, foxing, minor staining. Country of issue: USA, designer: C C Petersen, size (cm): 44x99,
year of printing: 1942
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 398
War Poster General Douglas MacArthur US Army. Original vintage calendar backing war poster with a portrait of General
Douglas MacArthur in front of the flag of the United States, Douglas MacArthur (1880-1964) served as General of the Army
for the United States, and as a Field Marshal to the Philippine Army, participated in the World War Two in the Pacific
theater, and received the Medal of Honour for his service in the Philippine campaign. Good condition, creasing, tears,
staining, punched holes on top edge. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 59x28, year of printing: 1942
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 399
War Poster Men Working Together Home Front USA WWII. Original vintage World War Two poster - Men Working
Together! - featuring a US Army soldier and Navy sailor in military uniform standing behind a smiling factory worker with
rubber pipes over his shoulder in front of a yellow shaded background, the bold text above and below reinforcing the
message that people working on the home front and soldiers fighting on the battle front are equally important. Issued by
the Division of Information Office for Emergency Management, Washington, D.C. Published by U.S. Government Printing
Office. Horizontal. Good condition, folds, creasing, small tears. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
76x101, year of printing: 1942
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 399.
War Poster Men Working Together Home Front USA WWII. Original vintage World War Two poster - Men Working
Together! - featuring a US Army soldier and Navy sailor in military uniform standing behind a smiling factory worker with
rubber pipes over his shoulder in front of a yellow shaded background, the bold text above and below reinforcing the
message that people working on the home front and soldiers fighting on the battle front are equally important. Issued by
the Division of Information Office for Emergency Management, Washington, D.C. Published by U.S. Government Printing
Office. Horizontal. Good condition, folds, creasing, small tears. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
76x101, year of printing: 1942
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 400
War Poster WWII UK Recruitment Notice National Service. Original vintage Second World War recruitment poster - National
Service Acts, 1939 to 1942. Notice to men born between 1st July, 1925, and 30th September, 1925. Requirement to
Register at Local Offices of the Ministry of Labour and National Service on 19th June, 1943. In pursuance of the above
Acts, of the Regulations made thereunder and of the Proclamations made by His Majesty the King in pursuance of the said
Acts, all male British subjects within Great Britain who were born between 1st July, 1925, and 30th September, 1925, both
dates inclusive, (with certain exceptions mentioned below) are required to attend for registration at a Local Office of the
Ministry of Labour and National Service on Saturday, 19th June, 1943. Horizontal. Good condition, folds, foxing, pinholes,
creasing. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 25x51, year of printing: 1943
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 401
War Poster WWII Freedom of the Air Alcoa Global Map USA . Original vintage poster map issued by the Alcoa in the USA to
promote the role of aluminium in production of airplanes. This map is double-sided showing the map of the world with
national airplane markings of different countries including Nazi Germany and all the Allies and Axes. The other side shows
US Aircraft Squadron insignia, silhouettes of formations of airplanes, US Army, Navy and Marine Corps insignia. Good
condition, folds as issued, tears, creasing, minor staining. Country of issue: USA, designer: A. Petruccelli, size (cm): 61x85,
year of printing: 1943
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 402
War Poster Mountain Troops Gebirgsjager Nazi Soldier WWII. Original vintage World War Two poster featuring an
illustration of a Nazi Germany Gebirgsjager soldier in a thick fur coat, gloves and a hat with a flower pin looking into the
distance through binoculars, the caption below reads - The High Song of the Soldier has acquired a new sound and fame
in the current war thanks to the large-scale deployment of German Mountain Troops. Combat acts of unparalleled audacity
secured decisive military positions for the Wehrmacht throughout Europe. Issued by the National Socialist German Worker's
Party, marked for circulation for the period from 6-11 February 1944. Fair condition, tears, creasing, repaired tears, paper
losses, punched holes in top edge. Country of issue: Germany, designer: ER, size (cm): 99x68, year of printing: 1944
Estimate: 240 - 480
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 403
War Poster Liberation WWII Nazi Occupation Paris. Original vintage World War Two poster Liberation featuring a great
illustration of a lady in French flag coloured robes lifting a heavy block above her head with silhouettes of people below
raising their arms in relief. Paris was liberated from German occupation in August 1944 by the Allied forces and the Free
French Forces lead by Charles de Gaulle. Issued by GPRF General Secretariat for Information Poster Executed Under
German Occupation August 1944. Good condition, tears, folds, paper losses, staining, browning. Country of issue: France,
designer: Phili, size (cm): 114x76, year of printing: 1944
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 404
War Poster Air Raid Take Cover WWII UK Home Front. Original vintage World War Two safety poster - In an air raid if you
are caught in the street - 1 Don't stand and stare at the sky - 2. Take cover at once - featuring photographs of a lady and
a gentleman looking at the sky above and a photograph of ladies, children, and gentlemen heading to the shelter. Bold
white and black lettering set over yellow background. Fair condition, creasing, tears, folds, staining. Country of issue: UK,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 74x50, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 405
War Poster Use Only Boiled Water WWII . Original vintage World War Two propaganda poster issued in England by the
H.M. Stationery Office with the slogan - Use Only Boiled Water for Drinking Preparing Food and Washing Up Boil All Milk Royal Crest above the writing in red. Good condition, folds, tears, creasing, discolouration from sun exposure. Country of
issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 74.5x50, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 406
Set War Posters WWII Air Raid Blitz UK Blackout. Set of 2 original vintage World War Two safety posters. 1. In an air raid if
you are at home 1. At night see that your blackout is complete. 2. Turn off all gas taps, then turn off gas at main. At all
times keep away from windows. - featuring photographs of a lady closing curtains and turning off gas. Poor condition, paper
losses, tears, creasing, folds. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 74x49, year of printing: 1940s; 2. In an
air raid... How to fight a fire. 1. Have your equipment ready and tell someone to look out for fire. 2. If you cannot put out
the fire quickly - call the Fire Brigade or Auxiliary Fire Service. Make sure you know the quickest way to do so. Clear away
inflammable lumber from attics and top floors, in advance. - featuring two photographs one depicting a stirrup hand pump
in action being operated by a gentleman with a lady standing at the door with a bucket, and a photograph of a fire
brigade with a fire engine at the gate of a house. Poor condition, paper losses, tears, creasing, folds, staining. Country of
issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 74x49, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 407
War Poster Children Adopt Soldier WWII Drawing. Original vintage hand drawn Second World War poster featuring
illustrations of various soldiers in uniforms with cigarettes, smoking pipe, pouring alcohol, reading a newspaper, and an
illustration of children next to a poster that reads - j'ai adopte un soldat / I adopted a soldier. Horizontal. Good condition,
creasing, tears, pinholes, paper losses, staining, original hand drawn maquette. Country of issue: France, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 50x65, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 408
War Poster Savings After Victory Think American WWII. Original vintage World War Two propaganda poster issued by Think
American Institute - featuring white lettering set over blue background - If business is permitted to set aside adequate
reserves from present earnings it will have the funds to assure prosperity after victory - Text framed with white and brown
borders, Fair condition, folds, tears, creasing, paper loss on top right corner, pinholes, staining. Country of issue: USA,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 69x51, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 409
War Poster After Hitler Plane Spotting Blitz Cummings WWII. Original vintage World War Two propaganda poster showing
the effects of wasting time while spotting the Nazi planes during the Blitz. The text reads: We are all after Hitler but 20
seconds here means 2 miles here where another 20 seconds means 4 miles here and that means this. Comic illustrations
show people chasing Hitler, a couple with binoculars on the beach, intelligence men and women napping, playing chess,
eating lunch, reading newspapers and drinking coffee, while Hitler below runs to the plane and takes off into the sky. Fair
condition, creasing, folds, tears, staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Michael Cummings, size (cm): 51x32, year of
printing: 1940s
Estimate: 300 - 600
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 410
War Poster Nazi Propaganda Capitulation WWII USA UK. Original vintage World War Two Nazi propaganda leaflet poster
that was distributed to the general population and listed dangers of surrender to the allies - Starvation, Children abuse and
prostitution and foreign big business takeover of the economy. The "salvation" by capitulation and what the
Anglo-Americans understand by it / Die "rettende" kapitulation und was die Anglo-Amerikaner darunter verstehen featuring an illustration in brown tones depicting United States and United Kingdom soldiers in uniforms laughing while
facing the viewer. Good condition, minor creasing, small tear, minor staining, double sided. Country of issue: Germany,
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designer: Unknown, size (cm): 30x11, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 411
Set War Poster Nazi Soldiers WWII Wehrmaht France. Set of two original vintage World War Two posters portraying the
advance of Nazi German Army in action in France. 1. Infrantry in France - Wehrmaht soldiers on attack in town in grey
uniforms armed with rifles are advancing through the smoke and rubble into the French streets, with shrapnel and damage
marks visible on the buildings and peaceful blue sky above. Horizontal. Very good condition, browning, minor staining.
Country of issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 23x30, year of printing: 1940s; 2. Gebirgsjager vorgehen Gebirgsjager in action (Norway). Good condition, creasing, staining, small tears, foxing. Country of issue: Germany,
designer: Unknown, size (cm): 23x30, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 412
War Poster Nazi Kriegspropaganda Stamps Antisemitic. Original vintage World War Two propaganda stamps series poster
Idepe-Sammelmarken - Reihe 2 / Collector's Stamp Series 2 featuring twelve images depicting the glory of Nazi Germany
leadership, with captions - Into the dust with all of Germany's enemies; Winning at any cost; The Victory will be ours featuring images of soldiers waving flags, soldiers with rifles, and happy families. The image on the bottom right shows a
hand pointing at the man in the top hat and yellow Star of David signed Jude - Jew with the text: He is to blame for the
war! The remark below the images reads - Only those who regularly and diligently collect old materials will receive these
nice collector's stamps as a reward from the school representative. A new series appears every month - the next series
"Defensive Structures of the OT". Printed by Wilhelm Limpert, Dresden. Good condition, foxing, tears, creasing, staining.
Country of issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 30x22, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 413
War Poster Altantic Wall Nazi Germany WWII Defensive Structures. Original vintage World War Two propaganda stamps
series poster Idepe-Sammelmarken Reihe 3 / Collector's Stamps Series 3, featuring twelve images depicting the Defence
Structures of the Todt Organisation, with captions - Reich Minister Dr Todt, Armoured walls and bunker on Atlantic, Big
construction site at the Atlantic Wall, Battery bunker on the Atlantic Wall, the Construction site of the OT, Anti-aircraft
bunker, Major construction site of the OT on the Atlantic, Bridge construction, Observation bunker, and Large battle battery
on the Atlantic, the remark below the images reads - Only those who regularly collect waste materials will receive these
nice collector's stamps as a reward from the school representative. Good condition, tears, creasing, small paper loss,
staining. Country of issue: Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 30x21, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 414
War Poster Enemy Air Raid Italy WWII Bomb Shelter. Original vintage World War Two Italian poster with an Enemy Air
Raid Instructions / Incursione Aerea Nemica, featuring split illustrations of an aerial offence with planes dropping missiles as
they fly over the city, below an image of preventive measures to be performed in a house - clearing attics of any easily
flammable materials (rags, wood, straws, coal) to prevent or neutralise the effects of incident bombs, gathering fire-fighting
equipment including a large container of water, a bucket, sand and a shovel, and fire extinguishers, a man glueing strips
of paper or cloth on the window to protect them from nearby bursts of bombs, glueing shut cracks of doors and windows
to hermetically seal them, extinguishing fire and heat at home, switching off central light, water and gas, a family leaving
their home to the nearest shelter carrying gas mask, blankets, medicine, flashlight, families keeping calm and serene,
staying in the assigned places at the shelter underground. Table N. 2. Published by A. Mandadori Publishing House. Table
Approved by the Ministry of National Education and by National Anti-Aircraft Protection Union / Unione Nazionale Protezione
Antiaerea (U.N.P.A.) Poor condition, folds, tears, paper losses, creasing, staining, foxing, punched holes with metal rings for
hanging. Country of issue: Italy, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 105x75, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 415
War Poster Free Holland Welcomes Allies WWII. Original vintage World War Two propaganda poster - Free Holland
Welcomes the Soldiers of the Allies / Welkom in het vrije Nederland! Dynamic design by the notable British graphic artist
Pat Keely (1901-1970), depicting a soldier indicating on the hilt of a white sword on the ground between two rows of flags
including the US, UK Union Jack, German and Soviet flags with a lightly cloudy blue sky above and the text below in bold
black, red and blue lettering. Fair condition, creasing, tears, staining, paper loss in top left corner. Country of issue:
Netherlands, designer: Pat Keely, size (cm): 73x48, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 300 - 600
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 416
War Poster Bevin Minister of Labour WWII Defence Bonds. Original vintage World War Two poster - A Personal Appeal from
the Minister of Labour and National Service to the Members of the __ Savings Group. - calling out to the public to pour
money in through Savings Certificates and Defence Bonds or into the Savings Banks to shorten the war, with a signature of
Ernest Bevin in office 1940-1945. Fair condition, tears, creasing, staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 38x26, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 45 - 90
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 417
War Poster WWII Axis Allies Rommel Auchinleck. Original vintage war poster captioned The shadow of Rommel the Secret
Order of Auchinleck / A sombra de Rommel. A ordem secreta de Auchinleck..., featuring a caricature of a British Army
commander Claude Auchinleck (1884-1981) sitting in a candlelit tent at a table writing a secret order, with a bed, clock,
and maps around him, a superimposed German general and military theorist Erwin Rommel (1891-1944) is shadowing over
him, the reverse of the poster features a copy of the Secret Order dated 23 March 1942 and its' translation to Portuguese,
asking to 'discourage the idea that Rommel is anything but an ordinary German general', 'to stop altogether talking of
Rommel when we mean the enemy in Libya. We must refer to the Germans or the Axis Forces, or the enemy, never
specifically to Rommel.' signed C.J. Auchinleck, General, Commander in Chief, Middle East Forces, with a P.S. note 'I am not
jealous of Rommel!' Good condition, minor creasing, minor staining, small paper losses in margin, double sided. Country of
issue: Portugal, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 30x21, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 418
War Poster German War Industries France WWII Recruit ORAFF. Original vintage World War Two propaganda poster
encouraging French civilians to work in the German war industries - Toi qui as le bonheur detre en permission Toi qui as
eu la joie de revoir ta famille Toi qui noublies pas ton camarade Repars pour quil vienne a son tour / You who are
lucky enough to be on leave You who have had the joy of seeing your family again You who havent forgotten your
comrade Go back so that he can have his turn to come home - Design features a worker in a cap and blue shirt with text in
black and brown letters down the centre in a pale green border. Issued by the Information de lEtat Francais / ORAFF
Office de Repartition de lAffichage organisation established in 1941 in France by the German authorities for disseminating
propaganda. Good condition, tears, foxing, staining, paper losses, creasing. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown,
size (cm): 60x40, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 419
Set US Air Force War Airplane Posters Bombers WWII. Set of 9 original vintage war posters featuring photos of US Air
Force aircrafts from the Second World War. 1. B-25 Mitchell, the plane was named after a pioneer of US military aviation
Major General William Billy Mitchell, manufactured in the 1940s and used by many Allied air forces in the World War Two.
Kodachrome for Air Trails Pictorial courtesy of North American Aviation, Inc. Horizontal. Fair condition, creasing, tears,
minor staining, paper loss in top right corner. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 34x55, year of
printing: 1940s; 2. Lockheed P-38 Lightning, the plane was developed for the United States Army and used in the World
War Two and throughout the 1940s. Kodachrome for Air Trails Pictorial by Hans Groenhoff. Horizontal. Good condition,
creasing, tears, minor staining. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 34x55, year of printing: 1940s; 3.
heavy bomber Consolidated B-24 Liberator, the aircraft was extensively used the World War Two serving every branch of
the American armed forces and several Allied air forces. Kodachrome for Air Trails Pictorial courtesy Consolidated Aircraft
Corp. Horizontal. Fair condition, creasing, tears, minor staining. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
34x55, year of printing: 1940s; 4. Vought F4U Corsair, the fighter-bomber was extensively used in the World War Two by
the United States Navy. Kodachrome for Air Trails Pictorial courtesy Consolidated Aircraft Corp. Horizontal. Fair condition,
creasing, tears, minor staining, small paper loss on margin. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 34x55,
year of printing: 1940s; 5. Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress, the fighter-bomber was developed in the 1930s for the United States
Army Air Corps, extensively used in the World War Two for daylight strategic bombing campaign against German industrial,
military and civilian targets. Kodachrome for Air Trails Pictorial courtesy of Boeing Aircraft Co. Horizontal. Fair condition,
creasing, tears, minor staining, paper loss in top right corner. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 34x55,
year of printing: 1940s; 6. Douglas A-20 Havoc, the aircraft served Allied air forces and the United States Army Air Forces
in the World War Two. Kodachrome for Air Trails Pictorial by Hans Groenhoff. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, minor
staining. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 34x55, year of printing: 1940s; 7. Vought-Sikorsky OS2U-2
Kingfisher, it was the main shipboard observation seaplane used by the United States Navy during the World War Two.
Kodachrome for Air Trails Pictorial by Hans Groenhoff. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, staining. Country of
issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 34x55, year of printing: 1940s; 8. Lockheed Hudson, it was built shortly before
the outbreak of the World War Two and primarily used by the Royal Air Force. Kodachrome for Air Trails Pictorial courtesy
by Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Horizontal. Good condition, tears, creasing. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 34x55, year of printing: 1940s; 9.Lockheed Hudson, it was built shortly before the outbreak of the World War Two
and primarily used by the Royal Air Force. Kodachrome for Air Trails Pictorial courtesy by Lockheed Aircraft Corp. Horizontal.
Good condition, tears, creasing. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 34x55, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 420
War Poster Dutch Resistance Greet Allied Soldiers WWII. Original vintage World War Two liberation propaganda poster The Soldiers of the Netherlands Underground Forces Greet the Soldiers of the United Nations / De Binnenlandsche
Strijdkrachten groeten de Soldaten der Bondgenooten - featuring great artwork by the notable graphic designer Frederic
Henri Kay Henrion (1914-1990) depicting a windmill made up of the red, white and blue stripes of the Dutch flag and the
sails made up of the flags of various other countries in the foreground on the green grass with more windmills visible in the
distance below the blue shaded sky and the bold title text in stylised yellow and white lettering below. Fair condition, paper
losses, folds, tears, staining Country of issue: Netherlands, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 132x88, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 421
War Poster WWII Lick Them Over There Canada. Original vintage Canadian World War II propaganda poster titled Lick
Them Over There! Come On Canada! The image shows a Canadian infantryman in uniform, holding a rifle and standing
on a globe with one foot placed in Canada and the other in the United Kingdom. The UK is marked with a Union Jack flag
and an anti-aircraft gun which fires into the sky. The soldier points to black swastika hovering above Great Britain in front
of a cloudy night sky. Text is in stylised red font on the image, and in blue font beneath the image. Issued for the
Department of National Defence by the Director of Public Information, Ottawa. Printed in Canada. Good condition, paper
losses, staining, tears. Country of issue: Canada, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 46x30.5, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 422
War Poster I Want You For US Army Vietnam Montgomery Flagg Uncle Sam. Original vintage Vietnam war recruiting poster
- I Want You For U.S. Army - The US Government decided to re-use an iconic poster from the First World War for their
recruitment and draft campaign during the Vietnam war. The design features an iconic illustration of Uncle Sam pointing at
the viewer by an American artist James Montgomery Flagg (1877-1960). Printed by U.S. Government Printing Office. Good
condition, folds, creasing, staining, backed on old linen. Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 71x56, year
of printing: 1975
Estimate: 150 - 300
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 423
Set War Poster Gulf War Evening Standard Aircraft HMS Ark Royal. Set of 2 original vintage war posters. 1. Evening
Standard, featuring the headline - Gulf War: Special Edition. The Evening Standard was founded in 1827, and was in paid
circulation until 2009, when it became a free newspaper. Poor condition, creasing, tears, paper losses, staining, folds.
Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 63x45, year of printing: 1991; 2. Royal Navy Phantom Aircraft taking
off from HMS 'Ark Royal' featuring an illustration by a British artist Michael Turner (b.1934) depicting the McDonnel Douglas
Phantom aircraft soaring up from a military aircraft carrier ship, with more planes on the ship and blue peaceful skies
above. Crown Copyright. From the Science Museum Collection. Printed in England for Her Majesty's Stationery Office. Fair
condition, tears, creasing, folds, small paper losses, trimmed edges, staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Michael
Turner, size (cm): 61x80, year of printing: 1940s
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 424
Cinema Poster Wehrmacht NSDAP Nazi Propaganda. Original vintage cinema poster for a NSDAP propaganda film Das
Gewehr uber - Arms to the Shoulder - 1939 drama film was directed by Jurgen von Alten and starred F.W.
Schroder-Schrom, Rolf Moebius and Rudi Godden. The plot follows a German emigrant to Australia who becomes concerned
that his son has been too strongly influenced by the democratic, permissive attitudes of the country and decides to send
him back to Germany for military service. While his son at first resents and resists his new lifestyle, he is eventually
converted to the cause of Nazi Germany. Design features a photomontage of movie stills with two ladies and marching Nazi
Germany soldiers in uniforms with rifles over their shoulders. Fair condition, folds, tears, paper losses, Country of issue:
Germany, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 86x61, year of printing: 1939
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 425
Cinema Poster Les Nuits de Paris Burlesque. Original vintage movie poster for the French musical comedy Les Nuits De
Paris - Nights of Paris - 1951 film directed by Ralph Baum and featured a cast starring Bert Bernard, George Bernard,
Raymond Bussieres, Jean Hebey, and Leila. Design features scantily clad ladies alongside portraits of the main characters
set against a blue and yellow night-time Paris scene. Good condition, creasing, folds, staining, pinholes, backed on linen.
Country of issue: France, designer: Boris Grinsson, size (cm): 159x115, year of printing: 1951
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 426
Cinema Poster La Tournee Des Grands Ducs. Original vintage movie poster for the French musical comedy La Tournee des
Grands Ducs - The Tour of the Grand Dukes - 1953 film directed by Norbert Carbonaux and Andre Pellenc, with the cast
starring Raymond Bussieres, Denise Grey, June Richmond, Romeo Carles, and Sophie Sel. Design features a can-can dancer
and host surrounded by small illustrations of other characters from the film. Fair condition, folds, tears, creasing, staining,
paper losses, backed on old linen. Country of issue: France, designer: Georges Kerfyser, size (cm): 157x113, year of
printing: 1953
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 427
Cinema Poster Paris Palace Hotel . Original vintage movie poster for the French/Italian romantic comedy Paris, Palace Hotel
- a 1956 film directed by Henri Verneuil and starred Charles Boyer, Francoise Arnoul, Roberto Risso, Tilda Thamar, Georges
Chamarat, and Louis Seign. Design features painterly portraits of the main characters with a black car outside the Palace
Hotel in the background. Fair condition, creasing, folds, tears, minor staining, paper losses, backed on linen Country of
issue: France, designer: Rinaldo Geleng, size (cm): 158x118, year of printing: 1956
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 428
Cinema Poster Printemps a Paris. Original vintage movie poster for the French romantic comedy Printemps a Paris Springtime in Paris - 1957 film directed by Jean-Claude Roy and featured a cast starring Christine Carere, Philippe Nicaud,
Jean Tissier, Mona Goya, and Charles Trenet. Design features a can-can dancer with the Eiffel Tower and Paris streets in
the background. Good condition, creasing, tears, folds, staining, paper losses, backed on linen. Country of issue: France,
designer: Bercut, size (cm): 159x118, year of printing: 1957
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 429
Cinema Poster Enigme Aux Folies Bergere. Original vintage movie poster for the French crime melodrama Enigme aux Folies
Bergere - This 1959 film was released in English-speaking countries as The Enigma of the Folies-Bergere. It was directed by
Jean Mitry and starred Bella Darvi, Frank Villard, Dora Doll, Armand Mestral, Linda Romeo, and others. The plot of the film
is focused on a police investigation of a series of murders at the Folies-Bergere. Good condition, folds, tears, creasing,
staining, small paper losses, backed on old linen. Country of issue: France, designer: Constantine Belinsky, size (cm):
158x114, year of printing: 1959
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 430
Cinema Poster Les Amours de Paris. Original vintage movie poster for the French romantic comedy Les amours de Paris The Loves of Paris - a 1961 film directed by Jacques Poitrenaud and starred Francois Perier, Nicole Courcel, Perrette Pradier,
Darry Cowl, and Harold Kay. Design features the main characters sitting on a park bench with the Arch de Triumph visible
in the background. Good condition, folds, creasing, tears, minor staining, backed on old linen Country of issue: France,
designer: Bertrand, size (cm): 158x118, year of printing: 1961
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 431
Cinema Poster Dr No James Bond Girl Connery Andress. Original vintage bottom panel of the two panel Tatekan Japanese
007 movie poster for the Japanese release of the classic British spy film James Bond Dr. No directed by Terence Young and
starring Sean Connery in the lead role with Ursula Andress as Bond Girl Honey Ryder, Joseph Wiseman as Dr No, Jack Lord
and Bernard Lee, the poster features Honey Ryder played by Ursula Andress in a bikini drawing a weapon, with a smaller
images car chase, poker cards and James Bond portrayed by Sean Connery playing cards, set over white background, with
Japanese writing. Good condition, creasing, tears, bottom part of the poster. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown,
size (cm): 75x51.5, year of printing: 1962
Estimate: 150 - 300
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 432
Cinema Poster Magical Flower China Feature Film Asia Far East Orient. Original vintage movie poster for Magical Flower,
featuring a great illustration of a lady in a long Chinese traditional clothing with ornate decorative patterns holding a red
blooming flower in her hands, stylised red and black lettering set over colourful background. Magical Flower / Ma La Hua
brings happiness to hardworking and brave people, it is a 1960 Chinese feature, directed by Wen Chan Dan and Hue Yan
Moeng filmed by Haiyan Film Studio. Good condition, tears, fold, pinholes, staining, paper losses on bottom corners. Country
of issue: Russia, designer: R. Boym, size (cm): 80x49, year of printing: 1962
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
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20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 433
Cinema Poster Goldfinger 007 James Bond Pistol Thriller Connery Date. Original vintage 007 movie poster for the Japanese
release of the 1964 classic British spy thriller Goldfinger based on the novel by Ian Fleming, produced by Albert R. Broccoli
and Harry Saltzman, directed by Guy Hamilton and starring Sean Connery as the fictional MI6 agent James Bond, Honor
Blackman as Bond Girl Pussy Galore, Gert Frobe as Auric Goldfinger, Shirley Eaton as the iconic Bond Girl Jill Masterson and
Harold Sakata as Oddjob. Great illustration depicting James Bond shooting a silenced pistol gun with the bullet ricocheting
off the number 7 in 007, with scenes from the film around him and numbers 007 in bold red, with stylised writing below the
image of the showing date and time. Horizontal. Good condition, creasing, tears, folds. Country of issue: Japan, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 36x51, year of printing: 1964
Estimate: 300 - 600
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 434
Cinema Poster Goldfinger 007 James Bond Pistol Thriller Connery. Original vintage 007 movie poster for the Japanese
release of the 1964 classic British spy thriller Goldfinger based on the novel by Ian Fleming, produced by Albert R. Broccoli
and Harry Saltzman, directed by Guy Hamilton and starring Sean Connery as the fictional MI6 agent James Bond, Honor
Blackman as Bond Girl Pussy Galore, Gert Frobe as Auric Goldfinger, Shirley Eaton as the iconic Bond Girl Jill Masterson and
Harold Sakata as Oddjob. Great illustration depicting James Bond shooting a silenced pistol gun with the bullet ricocheting
off the number 7 in 007, with scenes from the film around him and numbers 007 in bold red. Horizontal. Acceptable
condition, creasing, folds, tears, pinholes, trimmed edge on the bottom. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 30x51, year of printing: 1964
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 435
Cinema Poster Goldfinger James Bond 007 Spy Connery. Original vintage 007 movie poster for the first Japanese release of
the 1964 classic British spy thriller Goldfinger based on the novel by Ian Fleming, produced by Albert R. Broccoli and Harry
Saltzman, directed by Guy Hamilton and starring Sean Connery as the fictional MI6 agent James Bond, Honor Blackman as
Bond Girl Pussy Galore, Gert Frobe as Auric Goldfinger, Shirley Eaton as the iconic Bond Girl Jill Masterson and Harold
Sakata as Oddjob. Great illustration depicting James Bond holding a silenced pistol gun with scenes from the film around
him and Goldfinger in bold pink text, the title and credit text in colourful Japanese lettering below with the 007 gun image
in golden yellow. Good condition, creasing, repaired tears, restored paper loss, staining. Country of issue: Japan, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 72x51, year of printing: 1965
Estimate: 225 - 450
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 436
Cinema Poster Cent Briques Banknote Napoleon Bonaparte Criminal. Original vintage movie poster for Cent briques et des
tuiles / How Not to Rob a Department Store, a 1965 comedy heist film directed by Pierre Grimblat, starring Jean-Claude
Brialy, Marie Laforet, and Sophie Daumier, the poster features 100 New Bonaparte Francs banknote that was issued on 4
January 1960, depicting Napoleon Bonaparte with flags and Les Invalides museum and monument group behind him, the
title of the film instead of Banque de France. Horizontal. Fair condition, folds, creasing, pinholes, tears, staining. Country of
issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 32x60, year of printing: 1965
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 437
Cinema Poster 2001 Space Odyssey Kubrick Adventure SciFi. Original vintage movie poster for the Japanese release of
2001: A Space Odyssey, a 1968 drama of adventure and exploration film, written by Stanley Kubrick and Arthur C. Clarke
and directed by Stanley Kubrick, starring Keir Dullea, Gary Lockwood, William Sylvester, Daniel Richter and others, the
poster features a rocket leaving through the pod bay doors of the space station with a planet in the background, stylised
yellow, pink, blue, and orange lettering over the image. Good condition, creasing. Country of issue: Japan, designer:
Unknown, size (cm): 73x51, year of printing: 1968
Estimate: 180 - 360
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 438
Cinema Poster Godzilla Gigan Monster Island Alien Japanese . Original vintage Tatekan double panel Japanese movie poster
for Godzilla vs. Gigan aka Godzilla On Monster Island, a 1972 Japanese action-adventure film directed by Jun Fukuda,
starring Hiroshi Ishikawa, Yuriko Hishimi, and Minoru Takashima, the poster features a dynamic illustration of Godzilla and
Anguirus fighting alien-controlled Gigan and King Ghidrah throwing flames, with fire and explosions and stylised Japanese
writing over the image. Good condition, creasing, tears, two-sheet poster. Country of issue: Japan, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 148x51, year of printing: 1972
Estimate: 300 - 600
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 439
Cinema Poster On LAppelait Milady Four Musketeers. Original vintage movie poster for On l'Appelait Milady / The Four
Musketeers, a 1974 adventure film based on Alexander Dumas novel, directed by Richard Lester, starring Michael York,
Raquel Welch, Oliver Reed, Richard Chamberlain, Frank Finlay, and Christopher Lee, featuring a thrilling illustration of a
masked lady in a red and yellow dress with pearl necklace holding a dagger to a Musketeers's throat, with cannonballs and
scenes of fighting in the background, smaller images below show the cast, with their names listed at the bottom of the
image. Very good condition, folds, creasing, minor staining. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm):
80x60, year of printing: 1974
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 440
Cinema Poster James Bond Man With the Golden Gun 007 Spy Moore. Original vintage cinema poster for the James Bond
movie The Man with the Golden Gun starring Roger Moore as James Bond agent 007, Christopher Lee and Britt Ekland and
directed by Guy Hamilton with the title song performed by Lulu and composed by John Barry. Great artwork depicting Roger
Moore as James Bond holding a gun surrounded by images of film scenes, including women in bikinis, martial arts fighters,
an explosion in a futuristic building, and scenes along a river in an Asian village with a golden gun pointing at James bond
in the foreground, being loaded with a bullet engraved with the number 007 on it. Artwork by American artist Robert E
McGinnis. Fair condition, folds, tears, creasing, staining, tape. Country of issue: USA, designer: Robert McGinnis, size (cm):
104x69, year of printing: 1974
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 441
Cinema Poster Petrol Crude Oil Desert Africa. Original vintage movie poster for Fais Jaillir Ton Petrole / Get Crude in the
Desert and the Oil Gush Forth, a 1975 French film directed by Norbert Terry, starring Evelyne Scott, Laure Moutoussamy,
Francois Gabriel - Illustration of a nude lady walking past an oil pipe with smaller cartoons of a cathedral, Eiffel tower, oil
towers, horse-pulled black car chased by policemen, set over orange and yellow background. Very good condition, folds,
minor staining. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 77x58, year of printing: 1975
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 442
Cinema Poster Spartacus Ballet Film Sovexportfilm. Original vintage Soviet film poster for the Bolshoi Ballet performance of
Spartacus directed by Vadim Derbenyov and Yuri Grigorovich and featuring Vladimir Vasilev (b.1940) as the gladiator
Spartacus who led the slave uprising against the Romans, the prima ballerina Natalia Bessmertnova (1941-2008), Maris
Liepa (1936-1989) and Nina Timofeyeva (1935-1914). Design depicting Spartacus in shades of red and black holding a
knife and framing a smaller image of dancers from the performance holding a Roman Empire SPQR wreath with the stylised
white title text above. Large size. Good condition, folds, small tears, minor creasing. Country of issue: Russia, designer: I.
Berezovski, size (cm): 119x79, year of printing: 1977
Estimate: 90 - 180
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 443
Cinema Poster Le Grand Carnival Big Carnival Algeria Africa Americans. Original vintage movie poster for Le Grand Carnaval
/ The Big Carnival the 1983 war drama film directed by Alexandre Arcady, starring Philippe Noiret and Roger Hanin. The
poster features main characters dressed in white shirts and hats seated in a horse-drawn carriage with planes flying above
and a savannah scenery behind them, stylised USA flag title lettering. The film follows the story of Americans in Algeria at
the time of the Allied invasion of North Africa in 1942. Horizontal. Good condition, folds, creasing, minor staining, pinholes,
small tears, backed on old linen. Country of issue: France, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 60x80, year of printing: 1983
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 444
Cinema Poster Breakfast at Tiffanys Audrey Hepburn Germany. Original vintage movie poster for the 1980s German
re-release of the 1961 classic film Breakfast at Tiffany's / Fruhstuck bei Tiffany directed by Blake Edwards and starring
Audrey Hepburn, George Peppard, Patricia Neal, Buddy Ebsen, Martin Balsam and Mickey Rooney. Great poster featuring
Audrey Hepburn (as Holly Golightly) wearing an elegant black dress and a sparkling pearl necklace and holding a long
cigarette holder in her gloved hand against a blue and black background with the text above and below in stylised letters.
Printed in Germany by Atelier Zero, Munich. Very good condition, folds Country of issue: Germany, designer: after Lutz
Peltzer, size (cm): 84.5x59, year of printing: 1980s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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Lot 444.
Cinema Poster Breakfast at Tiffanys Audrey Hepburn Germany. Original vintage movie poster for the 1980s German
re-release of the 1961 classic film Breakfast at Tiffany's / Fruhstuck bei Tiffany directed by Blake Edwards and starring
Audrey Hepburn, George Peppard, Patricia Neal, Buddy Ebsen, Martin Balsam and Mickey Rooney. Great poster featuring
Audrey Hepburn (as Holly Golightly) wearing an elegant black dress and a sparkling pearl necklace and holding a long
cigarette holder in her gloved hand against a blue and black background with the text above and below in stylised letters.
Printed in Germany by Atelier Zero, Munich. Very good condition, folds Country of issue: Germany, designer: after Lutz
Peltzer, size (cm): 84.5x59, year of printing: 1980s
Estimate: 120 - 240
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 445
Cinema Poster Thunderbirds Movie 2004 Palm. Original vintage movie quad poster for Thunderbirds directed by Jonathan
Frakes starring Bill Paxton, Anthony Edwards, Ben Kingsley, featuring an image of the International Rescue secret base
hidden among palm trees, the caption reads - Thunderbirds Summer 2004 No Strings Attached. Horizontal. Fair condition,
creasing, tears, minor staining. Country of issue: UK, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 77x100, year of printing: 2004
Estimate: 30 - 60
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 446
Sport Poster Valle DAosta Italy World Bobsleigh. Original vintage sport advertising poster titled in Italian Valle D'Aosta Breuil
Cervinia Campionati Europei Di Bob 1973 - European Bobsleigh Championships 1973, with an artwork featuring a minimalist
two dimensions flat graphic design of a bobsleiger in a red bobsleigh. The event was held from 14 to 28 January 1973, in
Aosta, in the Italian Alps. Good condition, foxing, creasing, tears, pinholes. Country of issue: Italy, designer: Unknown, size
(cm): 96x65, year of printing: 1973
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
Lot 447
Sport Poster Hurricane USA Bobsled World. Championship Original vintage sports advertising poster titled Mt. Van
Hoevenberg Olympic Bobrun, World Championships Cervinia '75, Hurricane Bobsled Club, with left and right sides of the
poster respectively, left side showing a cariacture of the USA team, and signed in pen by the U.S.A. Bob Sled Team 1975,
against a backdrop of the striped American flag. The right side features a photograph of a single bobsleigher in a USA
bobsleigh, turning round a corner. Horizontal. Good condition, tape on edges, pinholes, minor creasing, signed with pen.
Country of issue: USA, designer: Unknown, size (cm): 86x56, year of printing: 1974
Estimate: 60 - 120
Fees: 20% inc VAT for absentee bids, telephone bids and bidding in person
20% inc VAT for Live Bidding and Autobids
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